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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMEN T

Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force on 30th
September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies designed :

to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in membe r
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy ;

to contribute to sound economic expansion in member as well as non-member countries in the process of economi c
development ; an d

to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with
international obligations .

The original member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece ,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdo m
and the United States. The following countries became members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter :
Japan (28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand (29th May 1973), Mexico (18t h
May 1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996), Korea (12t h
December 1996) and the Slovak Republic (14 December 2000) . The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the
work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention) .

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENC Y

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name of the OEE C
European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th April 1972, when Japan became its firs t
non-European full member . NEA membership today consists of 28 OECD member countries : Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada ,
the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico ,
the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, the Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the Unite d
Kingdom and the United States . The Commission of the European Communities also takes part in the work of the Agency .

The mission of the NEA is:

to assist its member countries in maintaining and further developing, through international co-operation, the scientific ,
technological and legal bases required for a safe, environmentally friendly and economical use of nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes, as well as

to provide authoritative assessments and to forge common understandings on key issues, as input to government
decisions on nuclear energy policy and to broader OECD policy analyses in areas such as energy and sustainabl e
development .

Specific areas of competence of the NEA include safety and regulation of nuclear activities, radioactive wast e
management, radiological protection, nuclear science, economic and technical analyses of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear law an d
liability, and public information. The NEA Data Bank provides nuclear data and computer program services for participating
countries.

In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, with which it has a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations in the nuclear field .

© OECD 2005
Permission to reproduce a portion of this work for non-commercial purposes or classroom use should be obtained throug h

the Centre français d’exploitation du droit de copie (CCF), 20, rue des Grands-Augustins, 75006 Paris, France, Tel . (33-1) 44 07
47 70, Fax (33-1) 46 34 67 19, for every country except the United States . In the United States permission should be obtaine d
through the Copyright Clearance Center, Customer Service, (508)750-8400, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, USA, o r
CCC Online : http ://www .copyright .com/. All other applications for permission to reproduce or translate all or part of this book
should be made to OECD Publications, 2, rue André-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, France.
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COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATION S

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committe e
made up of senior scientists and engineers, with broad responsibilities for safety technology and researc h
programmes, and representatives from regulatory authorities . It was set up in 1973 to develop and
co-ordinate the activities of the NEA concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and
operation of nuclear installations insofar as they affect the safety of such installations .

The committee's purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear safety amongst th e
OECD member countries . The CSNI's main tasks are to exchange technical information and to promote
collaboration between research, development, engineering and regulatory organisations ; to review
operating experience and the state of knowledge on selected topics of nuclear safety technology and safet y
assessment ; to initiate and conduct programmes to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements an d
research consensus on technical issues ; to promote the coordination of work that serve maintainin g
competence in the nuclear safety matters, including the establishment of joint undertakings .

The committee shall focus primarily on existing power reactors and other nuclear installations ; it
shall also consider the safety implications of scientific and technical developments of new reactor designs .

In implementing its programme, the CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA's
Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA) responsible for the program of the Agenc y
concerning the regulation, licensing and inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety . It also
co-operates with NEA's Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health (CRPPH), NEA' s
Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC) and NEA's Nuclear Science Committee (NSC) o n
matters of common interest .
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FOREWORD

At the CSNI meeting in June 2002, the proposal for an International Standard Problem on
containment integrity (ISP 48) based on the NRC/NUPEC/Sandia test was approved . Objectives were to
extend the understanding of capacities of actual containment structures based on results of the recen t
PCCV Model test and other previous research . The ISP was sponsored by the USNRC, and results had
been made available thanks to NUPEC and to the USNRC . Sandia National Laboratory was contracted t o
manage the technical aspects of the ISP.

At the end of the ISP48, a workshop was organized in Lyon, France on April 6-7, 2005 hosted by
Electricite de France . Its overall objective was to present results obtained by participants in the ISP 48 an d
to assess the current practices and the state of the art with respect to the calculation of concrete structure s
under severe accident conditions . Experience from other areas in civil engineering related to the modellin g
of complex structures was greatly beneficial to all . Information obtained as a result of this assessment wer e
utilized to develop a consensus on these calculations and identify issues or "gaps" in the present
knowledge for the primary purpose of formulating and prioritizing research needs on this topic .

The ISP48 exercise was published in the report referenced NEA/CSNI/R(2005)5 in 3 volumes .
Volume 1 contains the synthesis of the exercise ; Volumes 2 and 3 contain individual contributions o f
participating organizations .

The CSNI Working Group on the Integrity and Ageing and in particular its sub-group on th e
behaviour of concrete structures has produced extensive material over the last few years . The complete list
of references is given below .

• NEA/CSNI/R(2005)5 - Vol 1 to 3 - International Standard Problem No .48 - Containmen t
Capacity . Synthesis Report - Results of Pressure Loading Analysi s

• NEA/CSNI/R(2004)11 International Standard Problem No.48 - Containment Capacity . Phase 2
Report - Results of Pressure Loading Analysi s

• NEA/CSNI/R(2004)8 Proceedings of the CSNI/RILEM Workshop on Use and Performance o f
Concrete in NPP Fuel Cycle Facilities - Hosted by Instituto de Ciencias de la Construcciôn,
Eduardo Torroja, Madrid, Spain, on 15-16 March 200 4

• NEA/CSNI/R(2002)21 Electrochemical techniques to detect corrosion in concrete structures i n
nuclear installations - Technical Note

• NEA/CSNI/R(2002)14 Report of the task group reviewing activities in the area of ageing o f
concrete structures used to construct nuclear power plant fuel-cyle facilitie s

• NEA/CSNI/R(2002)13 Finite element analysis of ageing reinforced and prestressed concret e
structures in nuclear power plants - An international review of current capabilities and prioritie s
for future developments

7
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• NEA/CSNI/R(2002)7 OECD-NEA Workshop on the Evaluation of Defects, Repair Criteria &
Methods of Repair for Concrete Structures in Nuclear Power Plants - GRS, Berlin 10/11 Apri l
2002 (Volume I - Volume II )

• NEA/CSNI/R(2000)15 Proceedings of the Workshop on Instrumentation and Monitoring o f
Concrete Structures, Tractebel, Brussels, 22-23 March 2000

• NEA/CSNI/R(1999)11 Tendon Prestress Loss in NPP Containments (EdF, Poitiers )

• NEA/CSNI/R(1999) 1Proceedings of Workshop on Finite Element Analysis of Degraded Concret e
Structures (BNL New York/Oct5 . 1998 )

The complete list of CSNI reports, and the text of reports from 1993 onwards, is available o n
http ://www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/
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Summary of NUPEC/NRC 1 :4-Scale PCCV
Model Tests

Summary of ISP48 - Main Results an d
Conclusions

April 6, 2005

Mike Hessheimer
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM USA

O Sandia
Nadal&r

Cooperative Containment Research Progra m
Overview

• Program Scope and Objectives :
- Sponsors :

• Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) of Japa n
• U .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), Office of

Nuclear Regulatory Research .
- This research program consisted of testing two scale

models: a steel containment vessel (SCV) model (tested
in 1996) and a prestressed concrete containment vesse l
(PCCV) model .

- The objective of the program is to investigate the
response of representative scale models of nuclea r
containments to pressure loading beyond the desig n
basis accident and to compare analytical predictions t o
measured behavior .

- This objective is accomplished by conducting static ,
pneumatic over-pressurization tests of scale models at
ambient temperature .

O
San&
Nafioa
Labcwatories
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Project Milestones

• NUPEC-DOE Funds-in Agreement Signed 25 June 9 1
• PCCV Model Construction Started 3 Jan 97
• First Basemat Pour F1 12 Feb 97
• First Liner Panel Installed 19 June 97
• Final Dome Pour (D3) 15 Apr 99
• PCCV Pretest RR Meeting 12-14 Oct 99
• PCCV Prestressing 8 Mar - 3 May 00
• PCCV Construction Completed 25 June 0 0
• PCCV Structural Integrity

& Integrated Leak Rate Test 12-14 Sep 0 0
• PCCV Limit State Test 27-28 Sep 0 0
• PCCV Posttest RR Meeting 22 Aug 0 1
• PCCV SFMT 14 Nov 0 2
• PCCV Demolition and Site Restoration Completed 3 May 02

Cl
Sandia
National
Laboratixies

Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel Mode l

• Model of the containment structure of Oh i
Nuclear Power Station, a large, dry PWR
prestressed containment vesse l
- Design pressure is 0.39 MPa (57 psig) :

- Geometry : configuration and overall dimensions (height ,
radius, thickness) scaled 1 :4 .

CI
Sandia
National
Labotatodes
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PCCV Pretest Round Robin Participant s

• Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)

• Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
(AECL)

• Commisariat A L'Energie
Atomique/Saclay/DRN (CEA)-
presented by IPS N

• Electricite de France/Sechaud e t
Metz (EDF)

• Institute of Nuclear Energ y
Research (INER) *

• Institut de Protection et de Sûreté
Nucléaire (IPSN )

• Japan Atomic Energy Researc h
Institute/Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries (JAERI) *

• Japan Atomic Power
CompanylPWR Utility Researc h
Group (JAPC )

• Korea Institute of Nuclear Safet y
(KINS)

• Korea Power Engineerin g
Company (KOPEC)

• H . M . Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate/NNC (NII )

• Nuclear Power Engineerin g
Corporation (NUPEC )

• Nuclear Safety Institute (IBRAE)*
• PRINCIPIA-EQE SA
• Russian International Nuclear

Safety Center (RINSC)-presented
by AN L

• ANATECH/Sandia Nationa l
Laboratories

• University of Glasgow

* Submitted analysis results, not
attending pretest meeting

O Banda
National
Laboratories

Low Pressure Testin g

• System Functionality Test :
- The SFT was used to check for leaks in the model an d

penetrations and verify the functionality of the pressurizatio n
system, the installed instruments and the data acquisitio n
system. Leak rate measurement instrumentation was also
calibrated during depressurization using calibrated orific e
plate.

• Structural Integrity and Integrated Leak Rate Test s
- The SIT/ILRT reproduced the pre-operational tests conducte d

at the prototype plant and allow for a comparison of the
model's elastic response characteristics and leak behavio r
with the prototype and pretest analyses .

- Procedures incorporated a combination of Japanese standard s
(JEAC 4203-1994, SIT and ILRT) and US requirements (ASM E
B&PV Code, Section III, Division 2, Article CC-6000 for SIT ;
10CFR50, Appendix J "Primary Reactor Containment Leakag e
Testing for Water-Cooled Power Reactors" for ILRT)

O
Saida
National

laboratories
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Limit State Test Conduct & Results

• The LST fulfilled(?) the primary objectives of the PCCV test
program, I .e. to investigate the response of representative model s
of nuclear containment structures to pressure loading beyond the
design basis accident and to compare analytical predictions t o
measured behavior .

• Test Sequence :
- Initial Pressurization : matched SIT pressurization sequenc e
- Stability Criteria for Data-of-Record :

	 q-4,s o. oz

- Pre-planned Leak Checks at 1 .5Pd, 2 .0Pd and 2 .5Pd, estimated
after 2 .5Pd (PCCV was not isolated during `rapid '
pressurization)

- Termination Criteria : pressure reached the operational limit of
the pressurization system, 5000 scfm at approximately 3 .3 P d
(1 .3 MPa or 188 psig )

LST Pressure & Temperature Time Historiess
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PCCV LST - Calculated Leak Rate
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PCCV LST - Calculated Leak Rate
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Displacement Profile s
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Liner Strains - Summary

• Maximum Free Field Hoop Strain 0.90%
• Maximum Free Field Meridional Strain 0.14%
• Maximum Free Field Meridional Anchor Strain 0.10%

• Maximum Equipment Hatch Strain 3.88%

• Maximum Personnel Airlock Strain 0 .75%

• Maximum Main Steam Penetration Strain 4.54%
• Maximum Feedwater Penetration Strain 6.39%
• Maximum Wall-Base Junction Strain 1 .97%
• Maximum Miscellaneous Liner Detail Strain 5.75%

Ci
Sandia
National
Laboratoties

Rebar Strain Summary

• Maximum Free Field Hoop Rebar Strain 1 .68%

• Maximum Free Field Meridonal Rebar Strain 0.47%

- Initial Strain at start of LST = 5 .85% *6.11 %

- Maximum Delta 0.27%

• Maximum Free Field Radial Rebar Strain 0 .88%
• Maximum Basemat Rebar Strain 0.84%
• Maximum Rebar Strain 1 EIH 1 .62%

• Maximum Rebar Strain @ AIL 1 .50%

O San&
National
Laboftties
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Acoustic System Respons e

• Acoustic System Goals :
- Tendon/Wire Failure
- Concrete Crack Development and Locatio n
- Kaiser Effect Cracking
- Leak Development and Location

• Acoustic System :
- Soundprint® by Pure Technologies, Ltd .

• Acoustic System Results :
- No Tendon Failures were detecte d
- Concrete Cracking was detected and sources located as

the test progresse d
- Kaiser Effect cracking rates changed as pressure

increased
- First Leak was detected at 2 .4 Pd

O Henna]
Labmatodes

Acoustic Sensors at E/H

0 frm v(Hc) 20000

J Saida
National
Laboratories
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Posttest Inspection

• Liner Inspectio n
- In-situ examination (photos/paint removal, thickness

measurement, etc . )
- Destructive examination in progress :

• 25 specimens removed from the mode l
• 18 specimens currently undergoing metallographic analysis .
• Remaining specimens along with additional liner samples bein g

shipped to NUPEC (MHO for further testing/examination .

- Preliminary Metallographic Analysis Results
• Crack Mapping and Photo s
• Posttest Measurement s

- Residual Displacements around Equipment Hatc h
- Posttest Survey of Cardinal Coordinates will not be don e

• Of limited value and results perturbed by liner buckling .

0
Sandia
Nebel
Laboratories

Liner Tears and Acoustic Events
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Liner Tear 7 @ E/ H

Image reversed for comparison
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Liner Tear 2-3 - Free-Field
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Summary of PCCV RR Pretest Result s

• ANL 1 .51-1 .62
• AECL 0 .94-1 .2 4
• CEA 1 .60-1 .70
•

	

EDF 1 .9 5
•

	

INER 0.81
•

	

JAER I
• JAPC 1 .45-1 .55
•

	

KINS 1 .25-1 .44
• KOPEC 1 .30-1 .51
•

	

HSE/NNC 1 .98
•

	

NUPEC 1 .49-1 .57
•

	

(BRAE 1 .26
•

	

Principia 1 .30
•

	

RINSC 1 .50
• ANATECHISNL 1 .25

1 .40

• Test 0 .9 8
1 .3 0
1 .42

Summary of SFMT Results

• Structural Failure Mechanism Test (SFMT) :
- Justification : LST did not completely satisfy

pre-test objective of providing data to
validate response predictions `well into th e
in-elastic regime' .

	

Video

• Procedure : Camara

- Sprayed-on polyurethane elastomeric liner
Top

waar

(200 mil min . thickness) applied to interio r
surface of model .

- Pneumatic leak test conducted Oct. 3, 200 1
• Leak rate at 30 psi was -70% mass/day

- Model filled with water beginning November
6, 2001 after initial data scan and continue d
to November 8 .

- SFMT started at 10 :00, Nov. 14, 2001 with a n
initial pressurization rate of 5 psi/min ,
scanning continuously (approximately every
30 seconds) .

Pressure (MPa1 Failure Mod e
local liner tear/hoop tendon failure @ El. 6 .4 m
complete cracking/axisymmetric yield
numerically unstabl e

buckling @ dome or local fracture by bending in cylinde r
hoop tendon/rebar/liner rupture @ El . 7 m
tendon rupture
tendon rupture (03.55% strain )
liner tear w! extensive concrete cracking @ buttress
tendon rupture
tendon rupture
tendon yieldin g
hoop failure of vesse l
liner tearing (16%) @ E/H
tendon rupture

1 .5% mass/day leak through liner tear a EJ H
limit of pressurization capacity during LST
hoop tendon and rebar rupture during SFMT

O
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Pressure Time History

PCCV 5FMT Pressure Time Histories
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PCCV Model after SFMT
November 14, 2002

(
Nafiorial

=ranch

PCCV SFMT

• Posttest Observations :
- Water level inside model appeared to drop shortly before th e

rupture of the PCCV .
- 4 to 6 tendons were observed to `fail' in the final minute befor e

the vessel ruptured .
- Rupture initiated at approximately mid-height of the cylinder a t

Azimuth 6°, radiated vertically in both directions then radiate d
circumferentially approximately 7' above the top of the
basemat . Vessel `telescoped' over stem of cylinder wall an d
came to rest on the Instrumentation frame .

- Approximately 12 tendon segments were completely ejecte d
from the model (all remained within test site boundaries )

- Hoop tendons and rebar at the rupture line exhibited
significant necking indicating that rupture was essentiall y
ductile in nature .

- Model displaced 3" horizontally and tipped in the opposite
direction of the rupture .

O
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Rupture Map
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Model Displacement

Acoustic Response

Acoustic Events - 5FMT Wire Brooks
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Acoustic Response

PCCV 5FMT - Wire Breaks vs . Pressure Time History
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Strain Summary

• Displacements :

- ErIR = 1 .4% @ 4680 (Level 5 )
• Exterior Liner Strains

- Gages @ Wall-Base Junction appear to have failed a t
0.5Pd

- Maximum Free-field Hoop Liner strain : 1 .5% @ Z6, 1 .9%
@Z5

• Rebar Strain
- Max Free-field Hoop Rebar strain : 1 .4% (RS-C-Z6-02 )

- Gage Bar strain data: all gages appear to have failed
prior to 0 .5 Pd

• Concrete Strain (SOFO) :
- Max Free-field Hoop strain : 1 .1% (CE-C-Z6-01)
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Displacements
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Displacements

Vertical Displacements at 5pringline, El. 10750
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Displacements
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Liner Strain s

Exterior Liner Strains - Miscellaneous Detail s
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Concrete Strain s

SFMT - Fiber Optic Concrete Strain Gages (SOFO )
1 .20%

+CE-C-Z11-01 (Hoop, Mid-Dome, 135 depress)

1 .00% -. SCE-C-2601 (Hoop, Mid-height.130 depress)

-rr CE-M-M-01 (VertioW, Mid-height, 0 degrees, inner)

-o-CE-M-A6-02 (Vertical, Mid-height, 0 dowses, outer )

SCE-M-Z2-01 (Vertical, WWI-Ban, 135 degees, inner )

SCE-M-Z2-02 (Vortical, WWI-Bsee, 135 deems, outer)

0.00 %

-0.20%
0 .392

	

0.784

	

1 .176

	

1 .56 8

Pressure (Mpa)
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Tendon Forces

5FMT - 1-153 Tendon Force Distribution, El . 6579

(Load Cens and Average of Wire Strain &ages)
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Round Robin Predictions

U filatianal
laboratades

SFMT Conclusion s

• SFMT objectives were met :
- Additional data on the response of the

PCCV model `well beyond' the elastic limit
were obtained .

- Structural failure mode was demonstrated .
- Structural failure mode does not appear to

be a result of any flaw in the structure bu t
appears to represent a true structural limit .
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PCCV Model Demolitio n

(Former) Containment Technology Test Facilit y
May 3, 200 2
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OECDINEA/CSNI International Standard Problem #4 8

• Objective :
- Extend the understanding of capacities of actual containmen t

structures based on results of the recent PCCV Model Test and othe r
previous research .

• Issues:
- The PCCV Model Test results showed a leakage failure that began a t

about 2 .5 times the design pressure . The subsequent failure mode tes t
(SFMT) showed a global failure due to exceeding hoop tendon capacit y
at about 3 .6 times design pressure . Two questions about actual (ful l
size and thickness) structures are obvious :
(1) Would the onset of leakage be later and much closer to the burst
pressure?
(2) How would including the effect(s) of accident temperatures change
the outcome ?

• Scope :
- Review differences between PCCV model and prototype .
- Utilizing models built for PCCV analysis, modify to more accuratel y

reflect prototyp e
- Reanalyze model to include more realistic severe accident loads, esp .

temperature .

O Sanaa
National
laboiannies

1 st Meeting of ISP48 (Stockholm, Nov . 2002)

• Although there was no test supporting this
calculation, the group agreed that an increased i n
temperature was better and more realistic than a
constant temperature . They thus approved the
proposal made by IRSN to use the pressure an d
thermal loadings as defined in WASH1400 . IRSN
will provide the group with the evolution of
temperature and pressure versus time by the en d
of March 2003 .

0
Saida
National
Laboratories
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1 st Meeting of ISP48 (continued )

• The group decided to discuss thoroughly thermal hypothesis and
data to be used during Phase 2 meeting . Nevertheless, th e
following were agreed upon :
- Temperature will be applied on the surface of the liner ;
- Contact (i.e . no air gap) will be assumed between the liner an d

the concrete. The transfer coefficient will be specified ;
- Boundary conditions will be the same for all participants an d

will be specified ;
- Calculation should be performed up to 24 hours or up t o

rupture whichever comes first ;
- As to results, it was decided to compare, at several times to be

defined :
• the temperature profile through the thickness ;
• tendon, liner stresses (to be determined) ;
• displacements (loss points that in phase 2 will be selected based on phase 2

results);
• crack patterns ;
• etc.

CD
Sanaa
Name
[Amiables

ISP48 Participant Summary

Phase 2 Phase 3

• BE/NIIINNC X X
• EDF
• EGP X X

•GRS X X
• FORTUM X
• IRSN/CEA X X

• JPRG X
• KAERI X
• KOPEC X X

• NRC/SNL/DEA X X
• SCANSCOT X

O
Sandia
National
labaarories
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ISP48 Reference s

• NUPEC/NRC Cooperative Containment Program :
- PCCV Test Report (SNL)
- http :Hwww.nrc .gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/contract/cr6810 /
- PCCV Posttest Analysis Report (ANATECH )
- http ://www.nrc .gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/contract/cr6809 /

• OECD/NEA/CNSI Phase 2 Report
- http :l/www.nea .fr/html/nsd/workshops/ISP48/index.html

- Username :
- Password :

O se
National
laboModes

2nd Meeting of ISP48 (Madrid, March 2004)

• Review results of Phase 2 calculations
- Pressure only analysis for comparison with PCC V

test results

• Finalize Phase 2 report

• Plan Scope of Phase 3
- Pressure plus temperature analysis

0 National
San&

Laborabiries
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Phase 2 Response Milestones (MPa)

Hoop

Crack

Liner Tendon

	

Hoop

Yield

	

Yield

	

Failure Strain

• LST 0.59-0 .78 1 .1 1 .7 0 .98 0.17%

t29 0-42%

• BE/N11/HSE 0.6 1 .2-1 .4 1 .5 3.0%

• EGP 0.4-0 .7 0 .98 1 .25 1 .0 0.14%

• GRS 0.75 0.76 1 .25 1 .3 0.43%

• IRSN/CEA 0.67

• JNES* 0 .6-0 .65 1 .1 1 .2 1 .1 0.19%

• JPRG* 1 .0 1 .5 0 .9-1 .0 0 .16%

• KAERI 0 . 6

• KOPEC 0.6 0 .84 1 .43 1.52

• NRC/SNL/DEA 0.6 0 .8 1 .2 1 .26 0.35%
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Phase 2 Summary/Conclusions

• Displacements
- Radial displacement at mid-height of cylinder in goo d

agreement with data and each other .
- Poorer agreement near discontinuitie s

• Rebar strains :
- Capture bending at wall-base junction(? )
- Consistent with displacement based strains at mid -

height of cylinder .
• Liner strains :

- Inconsistent
• Tendon strain/force :

- Increase due to pressure consistent and in agreement
with test .

- Prestressing behavior highly inconsistent .
- Vertical prestressing not affected by pressure, hoo p

prestressing carries most of pressure load .

	

0 Laboratories

NRC/SNL/DEA Proposal for Phase 3

• Define Pressure and Temperature time history
based on Station Blackout (SBO) analysis for
Large, Dry PWR .

• (NRC/SNL/DEA will) perform transient thermal
analysis to define thermal gradients at severa l
cross-sections .
- ABAQUS semi-coupled Heat Transfe r

• Time-dependent thermal gradients will b e
provided to all ISP48 participants for analysis o f
combined thermal-mechanical loading .
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• Per 2nd Meeting of ISP 48 Participants (Madrid, 1 9
Mar '04) :
- Case 1

• Monotonically increasing static pressure an d
temperature (saturated steam )

• Each participant performs heat transfer calculations
or reads gradients provided by SNL .

- Case 2
• Station Blackout Scenario (NRC/SNL/DEA proposa l

plus hydrogen detonation defined by IRSN )
• SNL will perform heat transfer calculation using full-

scale axisymmetric model w/ 12 nodes through the
thickness .

• Apply resulting gradients to 1 :4-scale mode l

120

	

Phase 3 Plan

Cl
Sandia
Nationa l
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Case 1 : Pressure-Temperature Relationshi p

• Saturated Steam
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Case 1 : Pressure-Temperature Time Histories

• Saturated Steam
- Pseudo-time history based on SFMT pressurization rate ( 5

psi/min )
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Case 2: Pressure-Temperature Time Histories

• Large, Dry PWR SBO, no containment leakag e
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Thermal Analysis

•• Model : Full-scale Axisymmetric with
additional nodes throughout cylinder and
dome - 12 through-thicknes s

• Material Properties : based on typical data
• Thermal Gradient calculation locations :

- See figure
• Boundary Conditions :

- Liner: Uniformly applied temperature ; quasi -
static, but transien t

- Dome & Cylinder: convection to ai r
- Basemat/soil : conductio n

• Reference:
Dameron, et. al., `Analysis of Axisymmetric

Presstressed Concrete Containment Vessel
(PCCIr) Including Thermal Effects' ; May, 2004
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Case 1 Gradients @ Section 2
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Case 2 Thermal Time Histories @ Section 2
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Case 2 Contours
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Based on Literature Review
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Steel Degradation due to Temperature

Assumed Steel Strength and Modulus Degradation with Temperatur e
Based on Literature Review
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3Complete definition of Phase 3 loadin g
3Complete transient thermal analysi s
3Transmit time-dependent gradient s
3Mechanical-Thermal Analysi s
3Submit Phase 3 Reports/Result s
• Compile Draft Final Synthesis Report
Meetings at EdF in Lyon, France :
• ISP48 Participant Meeting
• Containment Capacity Worksho p
• TAGE Concrete sub-grou p
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Reporting

• Format for Phase 3 Reports
- Summary reports

• Analysis focuses on fundamental questions abou t
temperature effects on PCCVs not addressed in previou s
research :

a.With addition of temperature, would the onset of leakag e
occur later in the pressure history and, possibly, closer to th e
burst pressure ?

b .How would including the effect(s) of accident temperature s
change the prediction of failure location and failure mode ?

- Comparison of response s
• Reduced set of Standard Output Location s

- Displacements : 1, 6, 7, 8, 11,12, 13, 1 4
- Rebar Strains : 18, 19, 22, 23, 32, 33
- Liner Strains : 38, 39, 42, 45,
- Tendon Strains : 48, 5 0
- Tendon Forces : 54, 5 5

• Profiles

Cj
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Reporting (continued )

Summary of Response Milestones
Specify pressure/temperature/time at which event occurs. Include

range, confidence limits
• Cracking (include location and estimate of crack siz e

- Hoop
- Meridional

• Liner Yiel d
• Liner Rupture
• Rebar Yiel d

- Hoop
- Meridona l

• Hoop Tendon Strai n
- Yiel d-2"/

- Rupture

• @ Failure
- Pressure
- Free Field Hoop Strai n
- Radial Displacemen t
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Analysis Comparison

•▪ Summary Tables

• Comparison Plots

• Profiles
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U laNational
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Summary

a. With addition of temperature, would the onset of
leakage occur later in the pressure history and,
possibly, closer to the burst pressure?

b. How would including the effect(s) of acciden t
temperatures change the prediction of failure
location and failure mode?
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EFFECT OF THERMAL LOADING ON CONTAINMENT CAPACITY FOR TH E
INTERNATIONAL STANDARD PROBLEM (ISP - 48) PHASE 3

Dr N K Prinja, BSc, MSc, PhD, FlMechE, NNC Limited, UK
J. A. Curley, BSc, NNC Limited, U K

Abstrac t

This paper presents the assessment of concrete containment capacity for phase 3 of the Internationa l
Standard Problem, ISP 48. The mandatory load case for phase 3 (Case 1) involving saturated stea m
conditions was analysed by using a full 3D global model of the containment structure . Heat transfer
and nonlinear stress analysis was conducted using version 6 .4 of ABAQUS to study the influence of
thermal loading on the containment capacity . In addition, the effects of Thermal Transient Cree p
(TTC) in concrete at elevated temperatures have been investigated. It is concluded that the thermal
straining of the liner results in rupture at approximately 1 .25MPa, which is 14% higher than the
rupture pressure of 1 .1MPa obtained from the limit state test . The structural collapse dictated by the
failure of the pre-loaded tendons also increases by 7% from 1.4MPa to 1 .5MPa. Inclusion of thermal
loading and temperature dependent effect of TTC show that the margin between the liner rupture an d
the structural collapse decreases .

Introduction

NRC/NUPEC sponsored tests of the 1/a scale pre-stressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV )
which have been executed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the USA [1] . The Limit Stat e
Test (LST) executed during September 2000 was based on pneumatic pressurisation of the vessel an d
achieved a maximum pressure of 1 .3MPa (3 .3 times the design pressure). The objectives of the ISP4 8
are to extend the understanding of capacities of actual containment structures based on the results o f
the PCCV LST and any other sources of available research .

NNC participated in the LST round robin exercise and completed the analysis [2] to predic t
the limit load of the vessel . Predictions from all the participants of the round robin were collated and
published by SNL in August 2000[3] . The LST identified liner tearing as the mode of failure . Whils t
there was no visible damage to the PCCV structure, the breach of the pressure boundary dictated th e
limit load due to excessive leakage rate . It can be seen from Ref 3 that out of the total 17 participants ,
the NNC/HSE model is one of only four that successfully predicted liner tearing as the mode o f
failure . It was recognised at the international pre-test round robin meeting in October 1999 that th e
NNC/HSE model was one of the most sophisticated 3D full global models, which took account of th e
interaction between all the main structural features .
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Following the pre-test round robin, NNC carried out the post-test analysis under HSE contrac t
CE/GNSR/1 and the work was presented in Ref 4. This work consisted of a comparison between the
FE analysis and the test results to give an assessment of the accuracy and reliability in predicting th e
failure modes and limit loads of PCCV structures using finite element analysis . It also include d
analysis of the Structural Failure Mode Test (SFMT) executed in November 2001, in which hydrauli c
pressure was used to over pressurise the containment to total structural collapse . The results of the
over pressurisation test have been published by SNL[3] . The analysis carried out in Ref 2 predicte d
the failure location and the behaviour up to collapse with good accuracy .

All the previous test and analysis work done has shown that leakage occurs before the burst
pressure but in these studies only the mechanical loading (gravity, prestress and internal pressure) wa s
considered and thermal loading was ignored . In real containments, increase in internal pressure i s
associated with thermal loading . One of the aims of Phase 3 of the ISP48 project is to study the
effects of accident temperatures and see if the onset of leakage is closer to the burst pressure in ful l
size containments .

The 2nd meeting of the ISP48 project held in Spain in March 2004, reviewed Phase 2 results
and finalised the combination of mechanical and thermal loadings for Phase 3[5] . The mandatory
Case 1 consists of applying saturated steam conditions as steady state static loading and recommended
Case 2 simulates Station Blackout pressure and temperature transients . This work covers only Case 1
of Phase 3 .

PCCV Finite Element Mode l

Description ofglobal model

Figure 1 shows the 3D global model of the PCCV model . All the Concrete components of the
vessel are represented with the eight-noded solid elements type C3D8 [6] . The eight-node soli d
element includes smeared steel reinforcements . At a minority of locations, due to meshin g
requirements, six-node linear prism elements (C3D6) were used . Six-node prism elements do no t
support reinforcement capability. Within the cylinder, all solid elements are fully integrated, while th e
basemat and dome elements have reduced integration .

The origin of the FE model is at the centre of the top surface of the basemat . Directions 1, 2 an d
3 are X, Y and Z respectively . X is along the 90° azimuth, Y is vertical and Z is along the 180°
azimuth.

Cylinder wall and dom e

The mesh density of the cylinder wall and dome in the circumferential direction was driven b y
the requirement to model each vertical post-tensioning tendons explicitly. The resulting layout consist s
of a cylinder and dome wall mesh with elements at approximately 2° intervals in the circumferentia l
direction. Three elements were employed in the wall-thickness direction of the cylinder and dome .

The mesh density in the vertical direction was influenced by the specification of the hoop
tendons in the concrete elements . The cylinder hoop tendons were arranged at vertical intervals o f
112 .7mm. The solid element nodes are meshed vertically to correspond with the spacing of the hoo p
tendons .
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The buttresses at the 90° and the 270° azimuths are reinforced columns onto which the hoo p
tendons are anchored. The stiffness of the cylinder and the dome at the 90° and 270° azimuths i s
enhanced by the restraining effect of the buttresses . The reinforcement scheme of the buttresse s
comprises vertical, radial and trim bars . Additional stiffening is provided by the steel plates at the
tendon anchorage end-blocks . The buttresses and their reinforcement have been modelled explicitly .

The cylinder wall penetrations and their immediate vicinity have been modelled in detail .
Structural features within the penetration area that are represented explicitly in the model are the
enhanced reinforcement stiffening, thickened wall section (airlock and equipment hatch penetrations) ,
steel plates lining the penetration cavity, the penetrations cover plates, the deviation in the layout o f
the vertical and hoop tendons, internal vessel liner and the liner anchorage .

Basemat

The basemat is a thick concrete reinforced slab supporting the vessel superstructure withi n
which the vertical tendons are anchored. It is heavily reinforced at its top and bottom surfaces . The
top surface reinforcement consists of a layer of hoop rebars sandwiched between two grids of radiall y
spanning rebars. The bottom surface is reinforced with a rectangular grid of cross rebars . Additional
reinforcement is provided in the vicinity of the tendon anchorage gallery . The flexural reinforcements
were defined as smeared layers within each solid element . The basemat shear reinforcements were no t
modelled .

The Prestressing system

The post-tensioning tendons have been modelled using two different approaches . The vertica l
tendons were modelled explicitly using the two-node, linear truss element T3D2 . For each tendon,
nodes have been generated coincident to the solid element concrete nodes along the tendon path .
Typically, in the non-penetrated areas a vertical tendon consists of up to 220 elements, dependin g
upon its location within the vessel . Each vertical tendon node lying within the cylinder of the vessel i s
constrained in the horizontal degrees of freedom (i .e . the X and Z directions) to the coinciden t
concrete nodes . The vertical degree of freedom (Y) of tendon nodes within the cylinder were lef t
unconstrained, allowing relative sliding of the tendons and concrete in the vertical direction . Within
the cylinder, friction at the concrete/tendon interface is assumed to be negligible and has not been
modelled. However, within the dome, the curved trajectory of the tendon causes appreciable frictio n
at the concrete/tendon interface, resulting in a non-uniform variation of load in the tendon . Although
interface behaviour has not been explicitly modelled, the non-uniform distribution of load in the
vertical tendons over the dome is allowed for by constraining all coincident tendon and concrete noda l
degrees of freedom .

The hoop tendons are modelled as single rebars embedded within concrete elements . The
concrete elements were defined such that an element edge lies along the path of the hoop tendon a s
this facilitated the placement of the hoop tendons with the elements . Each hoop tendon starts at one
face of the buttress, completes a 360° loop around the vessel and is anchored at the opposite face on
the same buttress . Alternative tendons are anchored at opposite buttresses . Interface behaviour
between the concrete and the tendon has not been modelled. Frictional loss in the hoop tendons i s
discussed in the section below .
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The load distribution within the tendons was non-uniform because of friction between the tendon s
and ducts . This was taken into account during the analysis by using the design values of the anchorag e
loads of 350kN and 47 lkN for the hoop and vertical tendons respectively . Variation in the tendon
loads due to frictional loss was obtained by applying the following Equation 1 .

P = 11,2 ec-o-o .oo1L> (1 )

Where
P1,2 =

=
P =

=
L =

Load at the tensioning end 1 or 2 .
Change of angle from tensioning end .
Load at [3 from tensioning end .
Friction Coefficient . ( taken as 0 .21 )
Length of Tendon .

The average seating loss of 24757N was taken from the PCCV test results, and was included in th e
calculations for the pre-loads . The modelling assumed that the seating loss was linear throughout the
90° segment.

Internal liner and liner anchorage s

The thicker insert plates surrounding the main steam and feed water penetrations are simulate d
with the shell element S4R and the general area of the liner with membrane type M3D4R elements .

The liner-to-concrete anchorage was modelled by connecting the liner node to th e
corresponding coincident concrete node with three linear spring elements at each node, representin g
the radial, hoop and axial anchorage plate stiffness . Given that the pitch of the horizontal and vertica l
liner anchorage plates is not uniform, no attempt was made to simulate the anchorage plates at their
exact locations . The spring stiffness values are derived from test results for the pullout of anchorag e
plates in tensile and shear modes [1] .

Concrete reinforcements

The grid of reinforcing bars in the vessel has been represented as rebar smeared within th e
parent solid elements . The orientation, cross-sectional area, spacing and material properties are taken
from the construction drawings [7] .

The duct-supporting steel frame construction is modelled as single rebars within the parent soli d
elements . The properties of the steel frame are given in Ref 5 .

PCCV support conditions

The basemat is constructed on a 150mm thick un-reinforced slab which itself is supported on
an engineered sand and gravel subgrade . The soil stiffness was characterised as exhibiting a
settlement of less than 25mm due to a bearing pressure of 3 .11kN/m2 [7] .

The soil was represented using grounded spring elements (SPRING1) . Each node on the bottom
surface of the basemat was supported on a spring element. The spring stiffness was computed based
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on the influence area of each spring node. The vessel was constrained to eliminate rigid bod y
translations and rotations at four nodal positions on the top surface of the basemat in the horizonta l
degrees of freedom .

Thermal property data supplied by SNL

The additional data package from SNL provided thermal properties for the PCCV model ,
these included : -

• Surface film coefficients for convection to free air for the cylinder, dome & basemat .
• Surface film coefficients for conduction into the soil from the basemat .
• Specific heat capacity of the concrete .
• Thermal conductivity for the concrete .

The actual values of the above properties can be found in Table 1 .

Loading data supplied by SNL

The temperature loading for Case 1 is a steady state non-linear increase from 100°C to 200°C
(Figure 2) . The temperature loading was defined over a period of approximately 42 minutes, whic h
was a pseudo time step as this heat transfer analysis was performed at steady state increments o f
temperature .

The pressure loading was a linear increase from OMPa to 1 .46MPa over the 42 minute pseudo
time step .

Heat transfer modelling

The global PCCV model that was used for Phases 1 & 2[8] was updated for heat transfer analysis .
In order for the model to be used for heat transfer analysis some modifications were required. These
are highlighted below .

All concrete solid elements were replaced with corresponding heat transfer DC3D8 an d
DC3D6 elements, these include both the full and reduced integration continuum elements . This is
because there are no reduced integration heat transfer elements available for 8 noded continuum
elements .

The Liner elements (which were M3D4 & M3D3 membrane elements) were replaced by S 4
and S3 shell elements respectively . Even though the shell elements provide an in plane stiffness thi s
was satisfactory as the stiffness can be neglected for heat transfer analysis .

The vertical tendons were previously modelled using T3D2 truss elements, for heat transfe r
analysis the element type had to be modified to DC1D2 (1D solid) elements . These elements were
then attached to the concrete using equations to couple the temperature degrees of freedom . The hoop
tendons and rebars were previously smeared into the solid elements using the *REBAR facility withi n
ABAQUS . This type of element cannot be used during heat transfer and as there was no direc t
solution to this problem the hoop tendons and rebars were omitted for the heat transfer analysis .
However the nodal temperatures are applied to the rebars and tendons during the stress analysis .
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Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions applied are as follows : -

• Sink Temperature of 25°C outside the PCCV .
• Convection from the outer surfaces of the cylinder, dome and exposed sections of the basema t

concrete to free air.
• Convection from the insulated bottom surface of the basemat to the soil .

Conduction between liner and inner concrete

To facilitate Conduction between the Liner and the concrete, surfaces were created on the oute r
surface of the liner and the inner surface of the concrete so that a gap conduction could be set up . Gap
conductivity uses the two surfaces and a specified conductivity depending upon distance between th e
two surfaces . The conductivity was set as a perfect thermal contact . Therefore between the two
surfaces the thermal conductivity was defined as being the same as the conductivity of stee l
irrespective of distance between the surfaces .

Convection from outer concrete surfaces

Two separate regions were specified for the convection from the outer surface of the concrete .
Firstly one region was defined for the dome, cylinder and exposed sections of the basemat (i .e . top and
sides) to allow for standard convection . Secondly the base of the basemat was defined as a surface t o
simulate conduction from the basemat into the soil . The equations for the convection from the outer
surfaces were provided by SNL and are shown below : -

Convection to free air
h = 4.80 * (q T)13 W/m°K

Convection into soil
h = 0 .0724 W/m°K

Effects of radiation have been ignored .

Thermal Loading

The heat transfer analysis was completed in two steps . The first step was a steady state hea t
transfer step in which the liner temperature was raised from 20°C to 100°C.

The second step raised the liner temperature in accordance with the temperature profile (Figure 2 )
distributed by SNL . Each increment of the second step was converged as a steady state using th e
42 .23 minute pseudo time step as defined in the original SNL heat transfer analysis . By performing
the heat transfer analysis in this way the pressure loading can be run as a time history using stead y
state temperatures at each increment of pressure .
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Analysis Procedure

The stress analysis model was loaded as follows : -

Step 1 - Application of prestressing
Step 2 - Increase model temperature from 20°C to 100°C steady state
Step 3 - Apply temperature and pressure loading as defined by SNL (Figure 2 )

Steps 2 & 3 of the stress analysis model read in the nodal temperatures from the heat transfe r
analysis and are applied at each increment as a steady state temperature .

Results and Assessment

For the ISP 48 project the number of standard output locations have been reduced to 23 locations .
For each location, the following results were obtained from the following are plotted :

• LST test results (pressure only) from Ref 1 .

• FE analysis pressure only .

• FE analysis pressure plus temperature .
• FE analysis pressure plus temperature with TTC .

For sake of brevity, results at standard output location 39 and 53 are presented in Figures 3 to 5 .

The results are plotted against pressure which is related to temperature as shown in Figure 2 .

The finite element model have the initial values reset to line up with the Limit State Test results .

The radial deformation at 135 degrees azimuth for various loading stages is shown in Figure 8 .

Assessment of liner

The primary function of the steel liner is to act as the pressure boundary for the containment .
Therefore it is important to know the pressure it can sustain before rupture . It is the design intent tha t
liner rupture and pressure leakage occurs at levels below that required to cause catastrophic failure o f
the concrete containment . The limit state test [1] demonstrated this design feature . Liner rupture wa s
the first failure mode and the high leak rates seen ensured the concrete containment did not fai l
catastrophically .

The limit state test [1] did not consider the effects of accident temperature transients . Under such
conditions, liner thermal expansion could influence the limit load before rupture . If liner thermal
expansion is constrained by the concrete containment, compressive strains may be induced in the line r
that increases the pressure required to cause rupture . From a design viewpoint, the concern is that th e
pressure required for liner rupture may increase to levels above that which causes structural failure o f
the vessel .

Figure 3(location 39) presents the mechanical strain (total strain - thermal strain) in liner in th e
hoop direction midway up the cylinder wall, at the 135° azimuth . This figure highlights decreased
strains are calculated in the liner when the thermal loading is included . These are indicative of
compressive stress developed in the liner (see Figure 4) due to the differential thermal expansion .
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Assuming the liner rupture strain the same as that observed during LST( 0 .0015), the data indicate s
that the rupture pressure is increases by 0 .15MPa when thermal expansion is included ( see Figure 3) .
The results indicates that as expected, the liner is under compression initially due to the differentia l
thermal expansion but begins to experience tensile stress after the cracking of the concrete .

Tendon Assessment

Ultimate structural collapse of the PCCV test model was initiated by failure of hoop tendon s
located in the free field region, approximately mid-height to the cylinder wall . Tendon failures resulte d
in a loss of pre-load to the concrete in this region and a breach of the wall ensued . It is therefore
important to assess if the application of accident temperatures reduces the pressure at which rupture of
the tendons occurs . Two aspects are assessed .

The first aspect is the temperature of the tendons during the fault . A significant increase coul d
lower the material yield strength . Figure 7 presents a profile of the temperature distribution through
the cylinder wall of the vessel . This shows the peak fault temperature of 200°C is transferred through
the liner to the inner surface of the wall . However, the temperature quickly reduces through the wall
thickness due to the insulating properties of the concrete . The hoop tendons are located in the wall ,
approximately 216mm from the inner surface . At this location the temperature approximates to a
range between 100°C to 130°C and therefore is well below the level required to reduce the material
yield strength [9] .

The second aspect of vessel response considered is its global response when acciden t
temperatures are included . Thermal expansion of the vessel could increase the prestress in the tendon s
and increases the pressure required to cause rupture . Figure 5 presents the mechanical strain( tota l
strain - thermal strain) histories for the hoop tendon located at an elevation of 4 .57m, mid-way
between the equipment and airlock hatches . This is the region of vessel rupture from the structura l
failure test . The figure highlights that at the vessel rupture pressure of 1 .4MPa, a tendon strain of
0.0034 is induced when only pressure is applied . For the pressure plus temperature case, a tendon
strain of 0 .0034 equates to a pressure limit of 1 .5MPa. This is an increase in the vessel capacity b y
7%. The results are summarised in Table 2

The load distribution along the hoop tendon at different stages of vessel pressurisation, durin g
Case 1, is presented in Figure 6 . This shows how the tendon loads redistribute as the vessel pressur e
increases . At the pre-stressing load, the tendon profile is as expected . High loads occur at the anchor
points at the 90° and 270° azimuths . The loads then reduce to a minimum at the mid-length due t o
friction losses between the tendon and concrete wall . As the vessel pressure increases, the load s
redistribute such that the maximum shifts to the mid-length of the tendon . This coincides with the
tendon failures and containment breach at the 0° azimuth during the LST . It is the vessels deformation
that causes load concentration in the tendons that leads to tendon failure near the 0° azimuth .

Thermal transient creep

For the thermal transient investigated, the impact of TTC on strain levels is shown to be small .
Comparison of the inner wall strain distributions highlight there is very little change when TTC i s
simulated [10] . A nominal reduction is observed in the Ell (i .e . radial at this location) tensile strai n
at the top of the buttress on the 270° azimuth [10] . The level of TTC activity in concrete i s
temperature dependant . Creep initiation occurs at levels above 85°C and activity increases with
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respect to temperatures in excess of this . However, for the fault transient investigated low temperatur e
distributions dominate, particularly through the thickness of the containment concrete boundary .
Hence significant strain re-distribution is not witnessed .

The inclusion of TTC has an effect on vessel displacements . The effects are most pronounced fo r
the radial displacements . TTC is simulated using an effective Young's modulus approach to reduc e
the material stiffness of the concrete . Thus the restraining effects of the pre-tensioning tendon s
become more dominant as the concrete stiffness reduces . The increasing dominance of the
compressive pre-loading results in the reduced displacements calculated for the TTC analysis .

This investigation considers a fault transient based on a loss of cooling accident for a typica l
PWR containment. However, for British Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGR), the pre-stresse d
concrete pressure vessels (PCPV) are expected to experience more elevated and sustained therma l
transients . Thus TTC can be expected to be of more significance to the AGRs .

Conclusions

When the effects of accident temperatures on concrete containments are considered, the followin g
conclusions can be made .

• The elevated temperatures induce significant thermal expansion of the steel liner . The
thermal straining of the liner results in rupture at approximately 1 .25MPa. This is 14% higher
than the rupture pressure of 1 .1MPa obtained from the mechanical loading of the limit state test .
• The pre-loaded tendons are well insulated from the peak temperatures experienced in th e
accident transient . However, the global response of the PCCV increases the pressure required t o
induce tendon failure from 1 .4MPa to approximately 1 .50MPa. This is an increase of
approximately 7% compared to the limit state test .
• For the accident condition investigated, liner rupture is the initial failure mode . The design
intent of liner rupture before catastrophic failure of the containment is maintained .
• If the margin between tendon failure and liner rupture is defined as the ratio of vesse l
pressurisation required to cause the failures, the margin decreases from 1 .27 for pressure only to

1 .2 for pressure plus temperature loads .
• The temperature dependent effect of TTC in concrete is simulated using an effective modulus
approach. For the accident condition investigated TTC is shown to have a small effect on PCCV
strain distributions, but reduced vessel displacements are witnessed .
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Table 1

	

Heat Transfer Material Propertie s

Heat Transfer Property Steel (Liner & Tendons) Concrete

Conductivity (W/mmK) 50 (Ref 11) 1 .0-1 .6 (SNL)

Specific Heat Capacity (Nmm/tonneK) 4.6* 108 (Ref 11) 0.879* 109 (SNL)

Expansion (mm/mm°C) 10 .8*10 -6 (Ref 11) 10*10-6 (Ref 11)
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Table 2 Summary of Results : Calculated Pressures (MPa) and Strains (% )

Loading

Cracking
Liner
Yield

Liner
Rupture

Hoop Tendon Stress
Pressur e

@ Failure

Free Fiel d
p

strain**

Max Radia l
Displacement * Mode

Hoop Meridional Yield+ Rupture

Pressure 0.6 0.6 0 .75 1 .1* 1 .16 1 .4 ' 1 .4 0.12% 38 .8mm Liner tearing causin g
high leakage rates .

Pressure +
Temperature 0.6 0.6 0 .83 1 .25 0 .96 1 .5 1 .2 5

1 .50
0.18% 49 .4mm Liner tearing .

Hoop Tendon failure.

Pressure +
Temperature

with TTC
0.6 0.6 0 .82 - - - - - -

LST Tes t
Results 0.59 - - 0.98 1 .02 -

0 .9 8

1 .295

0.17%

-

28 .30mm
Liner Tearing, 1 %
mass/day leak .

Max. Pressure @ 1000%
mass/day leak

SFMT Test
Results

_ _ _ _ 1 .4 1 .4 - 86mm Structural collapse

* Liner strain of 0 .0017 reached at SOL3 9
! Hoop tendon strain of 0.0034 at the maximum SFMT pressure in tendon H5 3
** Strains at SOL39 @0 .98Mpa
*** Displacement at SOL 14 @ 1 .295Mp a
+ Assumed yield strain of 0 .2% obtained from tendon testing at SOL50
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Figure 1 Finite Element model of PCCV

2

Figure 2 Pressure vs temperature from SN L
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Figure 3 Standard Output Location 39 Hoop Liner Mechanical Strai n
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Figure 4 Standard Output Location 39 Hoop Liner Stres s
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Effect of Thermal Loading on Containment
Capacity For the International Standard

Problem (ISP .48) Phase 3

Dr N K Prinja- Technical Manager, NNC Limited, U K

and

Mr J A Curley - NNC Limited ,U K

CSNI Workshop On International Standard Problem 48 (PCCV )

( .yon, France, 04-08 April 200 5

Engineering Integrity and Performance

Heysham/Torness AGRg
• Dungeness AGRe

One of the Largest single groups of FE analysts in the U K
Engineering Integrity and Performance

NNC
Adding value through know/edg e

Engirxterrng Integrity and Pat ormance

Safety (110)
• minty Case Production
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• probabilistic Analysis
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Physics and Performance (100)

• reactor physic .
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• fluid flow/heat transfer

• computational Fluid Dynamic s
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Systems Engineering (70 )
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Plant Engineering (160 )
• mechanical
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▪ Protons

Structural Aesee•ment (60 )
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• mlamic engineering
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British Energy

Mr Graham Doughty

HS E

Mr Dave Shepherd, Technical Office r

NN C

Dr Nawal Prinja, Technical Manage r

Mr Jim Curley, Technical Lead, Structural Analysis .

Commonwealth Schola r

Mr S .M .Basha, BARC, Indi a

Engineering integrity and Performanc e

n HI-3 PWR in Japan

What effects does therma l
loading have on ;
•The PCCV Failure Pressure ?

•The PCCV Failure Mode?

ISP Reporting Requirement s

•23 Output Locations

*Output Results

*Displacement s

•Reinforcement strain s

•Liner strains

*Tendon load s

*Liner stresses

Engineering Integrity and Performance
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140662 elements
206896 node s
492948 DOF s
20 GB of disc space

Engineering integrity and Performance

o 8-noded fully

integrated soli d

elements

o 3 through thickness

and 184 around th e

circumferenc e

o Mesh size dictated b y

the tendon pitc h

o Buttresses & thei r

reinforcements

modelle d

Engineering Integrity and Pelformanc o

o Thickened wall sectio n

o Liner in the penetration cavit y

o Cover plate

o Deviation in the tendon paths
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o 8 minor penetrations
o Each tube and cove r

plate modelled by shel l
elements

• Two insert plate s

Modelling: Post-tensio
Tendons

Flom

	

Vertica l

o As single rebars ° 2-noded trus s

^ Friction loss elements

included

	

• Relative

o Preload applied frictionless

as rebar stress

	

sliding i n

with

	

vertica l

compensation for

	

direction in the

losses during

	

wal l

load transfer

	

• Fully tied in th e

dome regio n

Engineering Integrity and Petformance

Soil Stiffness

o Spring stiffness based o n
influence area of each sprin g
and soil stiffnes s

~ Stiffness based on 25m m
settlement at bearing pressure
of 3 .11 kN/sq .m .
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The ISP consisted of four phases over a period of 2 years

• Phase 1 : Data Collection and Identificatio n

• Phase 2 : Calculation of the Limit State Test (LST), i .e . stati c

pressure loadin g

• Phase 3 :

• Saturated steam condition case (Cases )

• Station blackout scenario( Case2)- Not Analyse d

• Investigate effects of Transient Thermal Creep in Hig h

Temperature Concrete (Case 1)- Additional stud y

• Phase 4 : Reporting Worksho p

Engineering Integrity and Performanc e

Engineer g Integrity and Performance
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• What is TTC ?
• TTC is defined as the strain in excess of the creep at a

constant temperature and load .

• Is a function of temperature alone.

• Only occurs on 1• t load cycle when the concrete i s

heated beyond a temperature previously experienced .

• Has been found to be irrecoverable .

Engineering Integrity and Performance

• The ANAMAT concrete material model could not mode l

thermal strain with concrete crackin g

• The ABAQUS concrete model could not combine cree p

with concrete crackin g

• The effective modulus approach is used with ABAQU S

• Young's modus for the concrete is specified for a rang e

of temperatures between 85°C and 200°C .

Engineering Integrity and Pert ormance

• 1- Extensive cracking leading to nonlinear response

• 2- Integrity of pressure boundary lost leading to

unacceptable leakag e

• 3- Structural collaps e

Engineering Integrity and Performance
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• Heat Transfer completed in 2 steps .

• Step 1 - Steady state with Liner @ 1000C .

• Step 2 - Further increase in Temperature with Pressure

for Saturated Steam Condition .

p,.e. .,.IMnJ

Engineering Integrity and Pert ormanc e

Engineering Integrity and Pertormance

Element Type s

Element types were required to be changed for heat transfe r

analysis . These were

*Concrete Elements C3D8 DC3D8

•Liner Elements M3D4 S4

M3D3 S3

*Vertical Tendons T3D2 DC1D2(1D solids- Hea t

Transfer links)

Tendons and rebar elements using *rebar command has to b e

removed due to incompatibility

Engineering Integrity and Performance

steel (Liner & Concret eeat Transfer Property

	

Tendons) #h

Coefficient of Expansion

	

10 .8* 10 6

	

10* 10 6
(mm/mm°C )

#
-

Values adopted from 'An Engineering Data Book' - J R Calvert & R A Farrar 1999
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Generation of HT surface s

Heat transfer surfaces have been defined on various section s

of the PCCV these are :

• Outer surface of Line r

• Inner surface of Concret e

• Outer surface of Concret e

HT Boundaries

• The boundary temperature is applied to the line r

• Gap conductance is used between the outer liner surface an d

the inner concrete surfac e

Two different 'h' values are use d

• Convection with air for outer surface of cylinder,dom e

and exposed section of basemat ,

h = 0 .0153(LT)°' 3 Ibf/in-s-° F

• Conduction at basemat and soil interface ,

h = 2 .3x10-4 Ibf/in-s-° F
Eno ring lntegnty and Pert ormance

Case 1 Heat Transfe
Air

Analysis Comparison

	

HS E

• Comparison between NNC, SNL & Han d

Calculation show good agreement .

Analysis Temperature (°C )

NNC FE 56 .66

SNL FE 53 .50

Hand Calculation 56 .52

Note: Temperature refers to cylinder outer surface

Engineering Integrity and Performance
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• The Stress analysis is being performed in 3 step s

• Step 1 - Prestressing Loads Applied

• Step 2 - Raise model to temperatures associate d

with a liner temperature of 100°C (step 1 from HT)

• Step 3 - Raise temperatures from step 2 of the heat

transfer model and apply pressurisation to the insid e

of the concrete .

• Analysis reached 1 .3MPa and 195° C

• TTC analysis achieved 0 .9MPa only due to

convergence problems in ABAQU S

• For consistency the strains are plotted as follow s

• Hoop strain(Mechanical)= E11- THE1 1

• Axial strain(Mechanical)= E22- THE2 2

where

E11 and E22 are total strai n

THE11 and THE22 are thermal strai n

Engineering Integrity and Performance

I e„®¢w

Engineering Integrity and Performance
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Engineering Integrity and Ped onnance
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• The thermal straining of the liner increases the rupture
pressure

Thermal effects delaying tendon failure due to
modelling approximations

• Margin between liner rupture and tendon failur e
decrease s

• Thermal effects cause higher compressive stresses a t
the inner concrete surface and causes cracking on th e
outer surface at lower internal pressure

Engineering Integrity and Performance

• TTC is shown to have a small effect on PCCV strai n

distributions for the case analysed, but reduced vesse l

displacements are witnessed .

Engineering Integrity and Perk ance
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FE MODELLING OF REACTOR CONTAINMENTS - SOME RELEVANT TOPIC S
- Modelling of thermal loading in load cases including both overpressure and temperature loads .
- Feasability study on FE modelling of local impact loads on concrete slabs .
- CONMOD - Combining non-destructive testing and finite element analysis as a part of a n

ageing management program.

Ola Jovall
Scanscot Technology, Sweden

Abstract

The design events for a reactor containment usually refers to accidental loading conditions for whic h

leak-tightness and load-bearing capacity should be verified . This involves the containment to be

loaded far into the non-linear range, putting high demands on the engineering simulations. Internal

overpressurization and missile impact loads constitutes major load categories, for which the integrit y

of reactor containments has to be verified . In this paper, results from two different engineerin g

simulation projects, including overpressurization and impact loads respectively, are evaluated agains t

experimental test data . Another important issue is the long-time behaviour of reactor containments ,
and how to ensure that prescribed safety levels can be upheld during the lifetime of the plant . This i s
the topic of the third part of this paper, in which a project is presented where non-destructive testin g

and finite element analysis are combined as a part of an ageing management program .
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Introduction

The design events for a reactor containment usually refers to accidental loading conditions fo r
which leak-tightness and load-bearing capacity should be verified . This involves the containment to b e
loaded far into the non-linear range, putting high demands on the engineering simulations . It is
therefore of vital importance to ensure that the methods applied for advanced structural analysis can b e
verified and validated . Internal overpressurization and missile impact loads constitutes major load
categories, for which the integrity of reactor containments has to be verified .

In the ISP 48 project, the results from internal overpressurization simulations were studied an d
evaluated against experimental test data [1], [2] . In addition, analysis where also carried out for a
combination of internal overpressurization and belonging temperature effects [3] . In another R&D
project [4], two of the leading commercial computer codes for analysis of highly dynamic events hav e
been evaluated against data from experimental tests of local impact of concrete .

Another important issue to be regarded is the long-time behaviour of reactor containments, and
how to ensure that prescribed safety levels can be upheld during the lifetime of the plant . This issue i s
even more emphasized when licensees applies for extended operational lifetime of the plants, or whe n
a power uprate of the plant is at hand . Within the frames of the CONMOD project [5], a feasibility
study has been carried out regarding the application and understanding of Non-Destructive Testin g
(NDT) techniques for the assessment of conformity and condition of concrete reactor containments ,
and the integration of NDT with state-of-the-art Finite Element (FE) modelling techniques an d
analysis of structural behaviour. The NDT-methods and FEA-techniques has been tried and evaluate d
at the decommissioned Swedish reactor containment Barseback unit 1 .

These topics will be further discusseed in the sections below .

Modelling of thermal loading in load cases including both overpressure and temperature load s

In the ISP 48 project internal overpressurization, in combination with belonging temperatur e
effects, were studied . The modeling of the accidental temperature load inside the reactor containment
was in the project stipulated to be applied as a temperature boundary condition [6] . Another possibility
is to instead define the inside temperature, and specify the forced convection between the vapour an d
the containment structure . Both methods are specified in Figure 1 .

For steady-state situations, or when the temperature changes slowly, the two methods will arriv e
at reasonably equal temperature fields in the structure . However, when studying accidental transient
temperature events with fast temperature changes, such as for the "phase 3, case 2" analysis of the ISP
48 project (Figure 2), the temperature fields will be completely different, depending on the boundar y
condition assumed, see Figure 3 . This difference in temperature field can, in some cases, have a large
influence on the FE analysis results as is explained below .

When the concrete is uncracked, the mean temperature increase of the whole concrete section
governs the radial deformation of the containment wall in the FE analysis . However, if the concrete i s
fully cracked, then it is the mean temperature increase of the embedded or attached steel parts tha t
governs the radial deformation due to the fact that the cracked concrete to a great extent then have los t
its stiffness, see Figure 4 .
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Figure 1 . Application of temperature load . From [6], modified .

The mean temperature increase at maximum temperature for the ISP 48 "phase 3, case 2" analysi s
is for the whole concrete section 19 °C . The mean temperature increase if only the steel parts ar e
considered, as for in an analysis of a fully cracked concrete section, is 135 °C, i .e . much larger than for
an uncracked structure . This due to the fact that the steel liner at the inner wall surface is heated up t o
the temperature peak value. The mean temperature increase calculations are based on the wall sectio n
shown in Figure 5, and the temperature gradient "Temperature boundary condition shown" in Figur e
3 .

In Figure 6, the radial deformation for some different cases are shown ; cracked or uncracke d
concrete combined with temperature boundary condition on the inner wall surface as well as for forced
convection boundary conditions . As can be seen in the table in Figure 6, the radial deformation differs
if the concrete is cracked or not .

To sum up, it is important how the transient temperature loads are applied in analysis o f
containment structures . If convection modeling is used, the structural response will be lower than i f
the temperature inside the containment is modeled as a temperature boundary condition . This
difference is emphasized if the concrete cracks due to the combined loading of overpressure an d
temperature. In the ISP 48 "phase 3 case 2" analysis, the radial deformation at midheight of th e
containment wall can be somewhere between 3 and 16 mm (Figure 6) depending on which type o f
boundary conditions are applied for the temperature load on the inside of the containment, an d
whether the concrete is assumed to be cracked or not.

========VIF
0•••u~•••ME 11111111111.

•.~	 1111111111 ..
~MMMMMMMMM liuamiÎIEN

Method a), nodal temperature
boundary condition, is the
method stipulated in the ISP 48
project . An alternative method
is to instead specify the forced
convection, method b).

Conduction B C
(Soil or Concrete. T,,=25`)
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Figure 2 . Transient temperature and pressure load applied inside the containment i n
ISP 48 phase 3, case 2 analysis .

I5P 48 Phase 3, Case 2, Loading
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Figure 3 . Temperature gradient through the containment wall at inside temperature
peak, ISP 48 phase 3, case 2 analysis . Gradients are shown for different boundary

condition assumptions on the inside of the containment .
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Figure 4. Stiffness of uncracked and cracked concrete in analysis .
6

fa

Euncracked

Ecracked

E

Figure 5. Cross section through the containment wall .
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x

The liner constitute s
appr . of the total
steel area, and is heated
up to the maximum
peak temperature . Thi s
is the main reason why
the mean temperature
increase is much higher
for the steel parts only
than for the whole
concrete section .

Temperature gradien t
through the
containment wall
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CSNI Workshop International Standard Problem 4 8

FE modelling of reactor containments - some relevant topics

	 °	

1) ISP 48 - Modelling of thermal loading in load case s
including both overpressure and temperature load s

2) Feasability study on FE modelling of local impact load s
on concrete slab s

3) CONMOD - Combining non-destructive testing of
reactor containments with finite element analysi s
as a part of an ageing management progra m

Ola Jovall - Scanscot Technology, Sweden

ASCANSCO'C
Vw1inIdlogy

ôi~SCRI'ISCOL

Local impact loads on concrete slabs

R&D projec t

• Feasability study using
commercial FE software :
- ABAQUS/Explicit
- AUTODY N

• Numerical simulations evaluated
against experimental test dat a

ISP 48 - Reactor containment

Pressure and temperature load analysis - som e
• 3D-model to capture th e

global structural behaviou r

• Modeling of unbonde d
prestresssing tendons
by contact formulatio n

• Modeling technique for
combination of pressur e
and temperature loa d

• Analysis methods exists to
carry out high quality non -
linear numerical simulations

• Acceptance criterias for leakag e
(tearing of liner)
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Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Experimental test data used for evaluatio n

• Test performed in Japan by :
- Kobori Research Comple x
- Central Research Institute of

the Electrical Power Industry

• Test results published in :
Nuclear Engineering & Desig n

• Rigid and deformable missile s
launched against reinforced
concrete slab s

• Three missile velocities :
100, 150 and 215 m/s

• Several slab thicknesse s

ASCAPIISCO L
sauruus

Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Local damage of impacted concret e

• Spalling

• Penetration

• Scabbing

• Normal perforation

• Punching cone failure

ASCAMSCOL
prs

Local impact loads on concrete slab s

FE modelling of test setu p

• Axi-symmetrical mode l

• 3D-analysis for comparison
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Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Analysis results - Deformation of deformable missil e
100 rn/s

	

150 m/s

	

215 m/s

Test
result

+40
t,..
0 p m

Analysis
result
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ÂSCAnâCOtu-xMN,~n~~y

Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Analysis results - Local damage of impacted concret e

• Penetration, deformable missil e
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Penetration depth : test result = 12 mm, analysis rsult = 5-20 mm .

ASCpn:cot

Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Analysis results - Local damage of impacted concret e

• Perforation, deformable missile

wrb

Perforation, residual velocity : test result = 55 m/s, analysis rsult = 40 mis .
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ASCEM513L

Local impact loads on concrete slab s

Analysis results - Local damag e
of impacted concret e

• Penetration and perforation ,
rigid missil e

Missile velocity

	

Slab thickness
[mis]

	

[mm]
Penetration depth
Test result [mm] Analysis result [mm]

83

	

210 11 9
128

	

210 24 20
214

	

210 37 5 1
97

	

150 10 20
141

	

150 23 36
190

	

150 Perforation 10 3

6ASCONSCOL

Local impact loads on concrete slabs

Importance of deformability of the missile

The damage of the concrete slab is to a great exten t
dependent on if the missile is rigid or deformable .

• For the same missile velocity, and the same mass of the missile
the penetration depth differ approximatly by a factor of 2 .

• This is seen both in the experimental test results and in th e
analysis results .

Type of missile Penetration depth [mm]

100 m/s 150 m/s 215 m/s

Rigid missile 10 23 Perforation

Deformable missile 4 12 Perforation

ASCO GO L

Local impact loads on concrete slab s

3D-model
Axi-symmetrical mode l
- rebars modele d

as shell elements

3D-model
rebars modeled

as beam elements
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sm. ASCf±w„.n ;owL

Local impact loads on concrete slab s

Summary and conclusion s

For this study we can conclude tha t

• Local damage such as :
- Penetration
- Scabbing
- Perforatio n

• Rigid as well as deformable missiles

• The numerical simulations gives
analysis results in reasonable goo d
agreement with experimental test dat a

• It should be noted that it is not
always an easy task to achieve material
data as input to the analysis . However . ..

= ~SCEIff~COL

Local impact loads on concrete slabs
Penetration - comparison between empirical equations

r l Barseback

	

O''

	

AscnrIsco*<

CONMOD - Combining NDT and FEA

Combining non-destructive testing (NDT) with finite elemen t
analysis (FEA) as a part of an ageing management progra m

• Euratom 5th framework programme project

• Participants
- Electricité de France, EDF, France
- Barsebéck NPP, Swede n
- Force Technology, Denmar k
- Scanscot Technology, Swede n

• Objectives
- Feasability study using NDT on concrete reactor containment s
- How to use FE analysis in combination with NDT as a part of a
maintenance plan or ageing management progra m

• Decommisioned Barsebkck Unit t containment to our disposa l
- Nearly 30 years old reactor containment situated in Swede n

NDR C
Hughes
TBAA
Haldar/Milier
ACE
Bernard
Petry
TolcF'Rushhovilch
British
Youn g
Bergma n

Differ by a
factor of 2-3 !
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CONMOD - Combining NDT and FE A

Feasability study using non-destructive testing methods - 1

Investigate the possibilities to study or identify

• the as-built compliance with design (drawings )

• the condition and quality of the concrete

• the effect of time-dependen t
processes (deterioration)

v

Barseback ®scnrucoç

CONMOD - Combining NDT and FE A

Feasability study using non-destructive testing methods - 2

• NDT methods evaluate d
- several seismic method s
- x-ray
- radar

• The methods have been tested o n
- the decommissioned Barsebac k

Unit 1 reactor containment
- mock-ups with known defects

NDT methods complemented with
material testing of drilled core s
from the containment to evaluat e
the predictions made by the ND T
testin g

CONMOD - Combining NDT and FEA

How finite element analysis (FEA) can be utilized - 1

Finite element analysis could be
utilized in several ways i n
combination with NDT
examinations .

Initial structural analysis of
the containment based
on nominal dat a
- identify critica l
areas as a
basis for
planning o f
NDT
investigation s
at site
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CONMOD - Combining NDT and FE A

How finite element analysis (FEA) can be utilized - 2

• Structural analysis of the containmen t
using updated input based on th e
information gained during th e
inspection of the structure
- study the influence on leak -
tightness and load-bearin g
capacity from identified
deviation s

• Inspections include monitoring
of the structure, NDT methods ,
material testing of drilled cores ,
lift-off tests of unbonded tendon s
pressure tests combined with
deformation measurements etc

Barsebick

	

Asrs!!

CONMOD - Combining NDT and FE A

How finite element analysis (FEA) can be utilized - 3

• Simulate seismic NDT method s
- predict or interpret testing response (site specific )
- both for a healthy structure and for certain type of defect
- sensitivity studies to determine th e
smallest defect possible to detec t

- help to chose the most efficient testing

	

$ m

method to detect a certain type of deviatio n

CONMOD - Combining NDT and FEA

Conclusion s

• Non-destructive testing methods, togethe r
with monitoring systems and, if possible,
core sampling, and other inspectio n
methods can be a valuable tool in a n
ageing management program .

• However, testing methods need to be qualified .

• Finite element analysis can assist in to plan th e
NDT investigations, to interpret the NDT testin g
results and to understand the influence o f
identified deviations on the behavior of th e
containment
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STATISTICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE PRESTRESS LEVEL BASED ON IN-
SERVICE INSPECTIONS OF UNBONDED TENDONS

Patrick Anderson
Division of Structural Engineering, Lund University, Swede n

Abstract

For reactor containments, with unbonded tendons, the tendon force is measured at regular in -
service inspections to secure that the prestress level is sufficient . It is not possible to achieve a
complete assurance concerning the prestress level due to the limited sample size and th e
measuring error . A reliability-based model can be used to show if the measured force exceed s
the minimum required prestress with adequate margins . Statistical assumptions about the non
tested tendons have to be made to be able to evaluate the prestress level . The risk of one or
several tendons being defected should also be considered to achieve a comprehensiv e
evaluation .
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Introduction

The prestressing system is essential to maintain high structural integrity of the reacto r
containment . To avoid through-wall cracks in the concrete the prestress shall counterbalanc e
the tensile stresses expected at an internal accident . The effective prestress is decreased from
its initial value due to different degradation mechanisms . The two most probable degradation
mechanisms are time dependent deformation (longtime loss) and corrosion (causing defecte d
tendons) . Long-time losses arises from shrinkage and creep in the concrete and relaxation o f
the tendons . These mechanisms depend on several different environmental and material
factors which make the loss difficult to predict . Corrosion which causes defected tendon s
could of course also cause an extensive loss of prestress .

To be able to measure the tendon force the tendon has to be unbonded, i .e . the spac e
between the tendon and duct is not injected with cement grout . In Sweden six of the reacto r
containments are constructed with unbonded tendons . Instead of cement grout the unbonded
tendons are protected from corrosion with injection of grease or by ventilation of dry air . For
the containments with unbonded tendons regular in-service inspections are made to estimat e
the prestress level in the structure . The in-service inspections are made according to an
American guide (Regulatory Guide 1 .35, 1990). Fig. 1 and Fig . 2 shows measuring result s
from in-service inspections at different Swedish reactor containments . Both figures show
tendon forces that are related to the original force at the tensioning . Fig. 1 shows vertical
tendons, Fig . 2 horizontal tendons and every break point on the curves represents the mea n
value of the measured tendon forces of one inspection .

Fig 1, Vertical tendons

	

Fig 2, Horizontal tendon s
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Apart from measuring the tendon force, one wire in two of the tendons shall also b e
removed and checked over its whole length to observe corrosion or other material defects . The
prestressed system in reactor containments consists of hundreds of tendons, so it is no t
economically feasible to test all tendons . The guide recommends that between 2 and 4% of the
tendons should be selected randomly at each inspection . In Regulatory Guide 1 .35 (1990) the
evaluation of the prestress level in principle is made according to two different approaches . 1 )
Each measured tendon force is compared with a lower limit for the predicted force at the tim e
of the inspection. 2) The mean value of the measured tendon forces in one group (tendon s
under similar conditions) is compared with the minimum required prestress level (from
design) .

According to both the limited sample size and the measuring error, it is not possible to
achieve a complete assurance concerning the prestress level . Some statistical assumption s
about the non tested tendons have to be made to be able to rigorously evaluate the prestres s
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level . A reliability-based model can show if the measured force exceeds the minimum required
prestress level with adequate margins . The risk of one or several tendons being defected has t o
be considered to achieve a comprehensive model . Information concerning defected tendon s
(further referred to as tendon dropout) is limited . The small risk of tendon dropout makes i t
difficult to calculate the probability of dropout on the basis of in-service inspections . In this
paper it is assumed that a general probability of tendon dropout is known . To fulfill th e
requirement of tightness at the internal design pressure the factor of interest is the prestres s
level in the concrete and not the force in individual tendons . Several tendons influence th e
prestress level in a specific part of the containment . This fact is important to consider bot h
concerning the general level of prestress and in the case of tendon dropout .

Swedish concrete containments

Sweden has today eleven power-producing nuclear reactors located at four different sites .
Eight of these reactors are of the type boiling water reactors (BWR) constructed by ASE A
atom and three are of the type pressurized water reactors (PWR) constructed by Westinghouse .
All Swedish reactors are constructed during the seventies and eighties and the operation of the
first reactor was started in 1972 .

All Swedish containments have a cylindrical concrete wall founded on a thick concret e
plate . The top of the cylinders is either enclosed with a massive steel lid (BWR) or with a
concrete dome (PWR). The wall consists from the outside of a bearing concrete shell ,
prestressed in two directions . Inside the concrete shell a steel liner is fixed to the oute r
concrete. On the inside of the steel liner a reinforced concrete shell is protecting the steel line r
from missiles (e .g . from pipe pieces) . Fig 3 and 4 shows examples of the containment outlin e
for the two reactor types used in Sweden .

Fig. 4, PWR containment
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Swedish containments are designed for an overpressure of around 0 .5 MPa (design
pressure) . It is prescribed that the concrete shall be in compressive state at the internal design
pressure. This so called limit state of decompression can be seen , as a conservative
requirement, since the steel liner will maintain tightness even for loads that gives tensil e
stresses in the concrete. If the design pressure is increased with 50% it is also prescribed tha t
the tensile yield limit for structural steel, reinforcement and tendons shall not be exceeded .
This requirement will in general result in a lower accepted limit for the prestress, due to th e
generally high percentage of reinforcement in the containment .

Reliability mode l

The main requirement for the prestress level, which refer to the limit state o f
decompression, can be expressed by the limit state function ,

g(X)=q,-q,

where qR is the prestress and qs is the tensile stress in the concrete from design pressure . X is a
vector of random variables, g(X)>O defines acceptance and g(X)<_0 a violation of th e
requirements . The event of violation of the requirement g(X)<_0 will further in this paper b e
denoted as event E. The presstress qR is a random variable estimated from measurements and
the tensile stress from design pressure qs is assumed to be a deterministic value .

From the measurements at one in-service inspection the mean force ,UF and the standard
deviation 6F can be estimated for tendons with similar properties . It is assumed that the tendo n
force is independent and normally distributed .

The concrete in the containment can be assumed to be in compressive state (according t o
the limit state of decompression) and below the concrete compression strength . Linear elastic
theory can therefore be used to express the influence from the tendons . The prestress in any
point and direction of the structure depends on the remaining force in the influencing tendons .
A structural part Ai is defined and represents a hypothetical part of the structure in which
tendon j has the highest influence . The prestress qR,; in the structural part A; can be calculated
as

N

qR ,J =

where N is the total number of tendons, F; is the remaining force in tendon i and is the
influence factor describing the effect of tendon i on the structural part A . Fig 5 illustrates the
influence for vertical tendons in the containment wall . The height of the containment is muc h
larger than the distance between tendons (a) and therefore can the theory of a semi-infinit e
elastic shell be used to model the influence . The prestress is calculated at a chosen distance h,

from the edge and must be determined in accordance with the detailed design of the structure .
It can for instance be taken as the thickness of the top or bottom slabs of the containment . The
specific case of prestress from vertical tendons in the containment wall is discussed in th e
example .

(1 )

(2)
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Fig. 5, Special case of vertical tendons influencin g
the structural element Ai

The tendons influencing Ai can be seen as a parallel system. Assuming that the tendon
forces are independent and normally distributed the prestress qR,; will also be normally
distributed with a mean ,uq,; and standard deviation 6qi given by ,

N

lU q,j = luF E Ii,j
i=1

N
_

	

2

6q,j = 6F
i= 1

The stress influence from the tendons represents the resistance and the tension stress in th e
wall, from internal design pressure, represents the load effect in the model . The probability of
violation P(E) for the structural part A; is described in expression 5, where E; expresses the
event of decompression in A;.

P(E;) _ (D(-fij )

	

(5 )

where (D is the normal distribution function and /3i = qs-'u9'' .
69 J

According to the limit state of decompression the whole containment structure shall be i n
compressive state at a major internal accident. The requirement shall be fulfilled in al l
structural parts k, i .e . if the prestress is below the required stress in any section a violation o f
the requirements occurs . This means that the reliability model for the whole structure can be
described as a series system of a number of the parallel systems, where each parallel system j
represents the prestress level in the structural part Ai, one for each of N tendons .

The prestress in two adjacent structural parts are influenced by a number of the sam e
individual tendons, i .e . the elements in the series system have some degree of correlation . The
correlation between different parallel systems varies depending on the distance between th e
structural parts which they represent . This type of series system can be seen as unequally
correlated and requires extensive numerical calculation to find the exact probability o f
violation (Thoft-Christensen, 1982) . An upper bound probability of violation for the whol e
structure can be found if it is assumed that the elements in the series system are independent .
The upperbound expression can be written as

P(E)= 1- fj(1-P(E;))
i=1

(3)

(4)

(6 )
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where event E is the event that the limit state of decompression is violated in one or mor e
structural parts. A fully correlated series system gives a lower bound probability of violation
and is described in expression 7 (Thoft-Christensen, 1982) .

N

P(E) = max(P(E ; ) )
J = 1

More narrow limits can be found by using Ditlevsen bounds, see for example Melchers
(1999). The mean correlation could be used to evaluate the effect of correlation (Toft -
Christiansen, 1982) . If the mean correlation is low, say less than 0 .2, the probability of
violation will be near the upper bound and if the correlation is high, say above 0 .8, the
probability of violation will be close to the lower bound . For containments which consist of a
large number of tendons the mean correlation will in general be low .

It is also possible to calculate more exact values of the probability of violation by usin g
numerical methods (Monte Carlo simulation), which is made in the example in this paper .

Tendon dropout

The possibility of tendon dropout due to corrosion or other material defects is included t o
get a more comprehensive model of reliability of the containment prestress . It is assume that
the general probability of tendon dropout P(TD) is known and completely randomized, where
TD is the event of a tendon being defected . Corrosion could be localised to some part of th e
containment due to cracks in the concrete wall or other conditions and therefore affect severa l
of adjacent tendons . This type of correlation is not taken into consideration in this paper .

The probability of k defected tendons in a containment with totally N tendons can be
calculated with the binominal distribution (expression 8), where Dk represents the event of k

tendons being defected.

P(Dk ) = I

N
\ P(TD) k (1- P(TD)) N-k

	

(8 )
l i

The location of defected tendons in the structure will effect the probability of violation ,
especially for k>1 where the distance between defected tendons will be important . The even t
Dk is therefore divided into r possible sub-events, where each sub-event represents on e
combination of defected tendons . All sub-events have the same probability to occur . The
probability of violation of the limit state given that k tendons are defected can therefore be
calculated as

l '
P(Ek) = - E P(Ek .r )r

(N
where Ek is the event of violation given that k tendons are defected, r

= k I
and P(Ek,i) is the

probability of violation for the i :th combination of k defected tendons .

The event of violation given that k tendons are defected (Ek) and the event of k tendons
being defected (D k) can be seen as independent events . The total probability of violation can
therefore be calculated as

(7 )

(9 )
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N

P(E) = E P(E k )P(D k )
k= 0

In practice the number of combinations r will be extensive for large number of tendo n
dropouts k. With reasonable values on the general probability of tendon dropout (P(TD)), the
probability of a large number of tendon dropouts (P(D k)) will be low. Expression 10 can
therefore be truncated at k=b, where P(Db ) is insignificant . The probability of tendon dropou t
is also included in the numerical calculation in the next chapter .

Example, PWR containment, vertical tendons

In this example the vertical prestress in a PWR containment is evaluated with the analyti c
method described above and with a numerical calculation (Monte Carlo simulation) . The
measured tendon force is chosen to fit this example .

The containment consists of totally 153 vertical tendons (N =153), which are located in th e
centre of the outer wall . The total height of the containment is around 65m and the radius (wall
centre) is around 18m (see fig . 6) . The measured tendon force from the last inspection has a
mean value of 4 .0MN and a standard deviation of 0 .4MN. The distance between the tendon s
(a) is about 0 .75m.

Fig. 6, Sketch of PWR containment

The critical level (he, ) for the prestress is set as the lower edge of the buttress, 7m below
the top anchorage of the tendons (see fig . 5) . The prestress at this level is the sum of a number
of influencing tendons according to expression 2 . In this particular example it is reasonable t o
calculate the influence factors by expression 11 (solution by Boussinesq, see Timoshenko ,
1970) . This expression describes the stresses in a semi-infinite elastic shell with concentrate d
loads on the edge (see fig . 5) .

2x 3

7r(x 2 +y; 2 ) 2

x represents the depth (x = h, = 7.0m) and y i the horizontal distance to the load . Index i
represents a tendon in relation to structural part j, e .i . i = 0 the influence from the tendon in the
same section as structural part j, i = ±1 the tendons beside etc . . In this case the containment is
assumed to be more or less rotary-symmetric, so the sum of influence factors is not varyin g
between different structural parts Ai .

(10)

E

I I

r

	 i
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The required prestress per unit length of the containment wall qs is calculated in
expression 12, where the design pressure (pdes,gn) for this containment is 0 .50 MPa.

QR Z

	

R
qs =

2;rR p design = 2 Pdesign 4 .5MN / m

To include the effects of tendon dropout an assumption of the general probability o f
tendon dropout (P(TD)) is required . In this example P(TD) is assumed to be 10-3 at the time of
the inspection . The probability of different fallouts P(Dk) is calculated by expression 8 and
shown in table 1 and 2 .

Analytic calculation

The mean and standard deviation for the prestress (,uq and a-0 at the critical level h, can be
calculated by expressions 3 and 4 . The 40 nearest tendons (on both sides of element j) are
included in the calculation below . This gives sufficient accuracy in this example .

40

,uq =pp. (IO +2EIi ) = 4.0*1 .33=5.33MN / m
i=1

40

o q =o'F lô +2EI; = 0.4*0.27=0.11OMN / m
i= 1

Compared to influence from only one tendon the coefficient of variation (6/µ) is in this case
reduced with a factor 0 .21 .

The upper bound can be calculated with expression 6 and is shown in table 1 . The mean
correlation is calculated to 0.15 in this example. The probability of violation is therefor e
assumed to be quite close to the upper bound .

To find the total probability of violation the possibility of tendon dropout is included . To
avoid extensive calculation work, expression 10 is truncated at 4 dropouts . Table 1 shows that
the probability of 4 or more tendon dropouts is small in this example, P(Dk,4) = 1- P(Dk<4) =

5 .8*10 -7 . The maximum truncation error will therefore be 5 .8*10-7 , which can be considered a s
an insignificant error.

The upper bound of probability of violation for 1 to 4 tendon dropouts is calculated wit h
expression 9 and the result is shown in table 1 . The final upper bound for the probability o f
violation (P(E)) is calculated with expression 10 and shown in table 2 .

Table 1, Result from analytic calculation
k 0 1 2 3 4

P(D k) 8 .58* 104 1 .31*10-1 1 .0* 1o-2 5 .04* 11:0 1 .89* 10 - 5
P(Ek) I) 3 .86* lo- 12 1 .21 *10-5 1 .77*10-2 6 .84*10-2 1 .59* 10 4 P(E)

P(Dk )P(Ek) 3 .31 * 10-12 1 .60* 10-6 1 .77 * 104 3 .45 * 10-5 3 .01 * 10 -6 2 .16* 104
1) Upper bound

Without considering the risk of tendon dropout the probability of violation is very lo w
(3.86* 10-12) . In the event of tendon dropout the probability of violation increases significantly .
In the event of 4 dropouts (k = 4) the probability of violation of the limit state is about 16 %

(12 )
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(P(Ek)=1 .59*10-') . This increase of probability depends on the distribution of force influence .
If the total influence on a structural part is distributed on many tendons the effect of dropout
will be low. A well distributed influence will also have a positive effect on the standar d
deviation for the prestress 6q. In this specific example the distribution of influence depends on
hc, where the influence increases with an increased h,. P(E) in Table 1 show the tota l
probability of violation of the limit state with the assumption that 1 of 1000 tendons i s
defected (in general) . Even if the assumption of defected tendons could be considered as low i t
increases the probability of violation significantly (P(E) = 2.16* 10-4) . The acceptance limit for
P(E) depends on the total required safety margins for the containment and failure modes no t
affected of the prestress level .

Numerical calculatio n

In the simulation the tendon forces in the structure are chosen randomly from the norma l
distribution with the mean and standard deviation (1F and 6F) given for this example . To fin d
the concrete prestress expression 2 together with the influence factors from expression 11 i s
used. The minimum prestress for all structural parts is then compared with qs and if th e
prestress is below the limit a failure is recorded and added to a counter nf. This procedure is
repeated for a large number of samples (n) and the probability of violation P(E) is finally
calculated with expression 13 .

P(E1= nf
1

	

n

To include the effect of tendon dropout the probability of violation is calculated for each
fallout of defected tendon . In the same procedure as described above k randomly selec t
tendons is given zero force . The final probability of violation P(E) is calculated with
expression 10 and is shown in table 2 .

Table 2, Results from numerical calculation ,
1000 000 simulations (n )

k 0 1 2 3 4

P(Dk ) 8 .58 *10-' 1 .31 *10 - ' 1 .0*10_
2

5 .04*10-4 1 .89*10-5

P(Ek ) 0 6 .00* 10 -6 5 .89* 10-3 2 .70* 10.2 7 .08* 10_
2

P(E)

P(Dk)P(Ek ) 0 7 .88 * 10-7 5 .88 * 1 o-5 1 .36* 10-5 1 .34*to' 7 .46* 10-5

The probability of violation is lower in the numerical calculation than the upper bound fo r
the probability of violation in the analytical calculation . This is expected since the correlation
between the different structural elements is included in the numerical calculation and therefore
is closer to the actual probability . The upper bound can be considered as quite close to th e
numerical calculation in this example . In a case of a higher correlation the difference betwee n
the actual probability of violation and the upper bound will increase . The upper bound i s
however always on the "safe side" .

Conclusions

Several tendons influence the prestress level in a specific part of the containment . This
fact is important to consider both concerning the general level of prestress and for tendo n
dropouts . In the presented reliability model the total resistance is described as a series syste m
with elements of parallel coupled components . The resistance for the individual component s

(13 )
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represents the remaining tendon force and the load in the model represents tensile stresse s
from the internal design pressure .

The elements in the series system are concluded to be unequally correlated . This makes i t
difficult to calculate the exact probability of violation. In the example it is concluded that the
mean correlation is quite low . The actual probability of violation can therefore be assumed t o
be close to the value calculated with the upper bound expression. The upper bound is however
always on the "safe side" .

The effect of tendon dropout is calculated by assuming a general probability for a tendo n
being defected. This effect is in the example shown to be significant even with a low assume d
general probability of tendon dropout . However, the detailed design for the containment will
highly influence the effect of tendon dropout .

The structural integrity of the containment depends not only on the prestress level in th e
structure . The acceptable probability to fall below the minimum required prestress therefore
both depends on the total required safety margins for the containment and the probability o f
failure modes not affected of the prestress level .
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Measuringresult s

Fixed gauges at Forsmark1

Required prestress

Required prestress
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PROBABILITY ANALYSIS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE FAILUR E
OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS DUE TO LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

Juraj Krâlik
Faculty of Civil Engineering STU in Bratislava, Slovaki a

Abstrac t

This paper presents the probability analysis of reinforced concrete containment structure of NPP wit h
the reactor VVER V-230 under high internal overpressure . The probabilistic structural analysis (PSA)
level 2 aims at an assessment of the probability of the concrete structure failure under excessiv e
overpressure. In the non-linear analysis of the concrete structures a layered approximation of the shel l
elements with various material properties have been included. The uncertainties of longtime
temperature and dead loads, material properties (concrete cracking and crushing, reinforcement, an d
liner) and model uncertainties were taken into account in the 10 6 direct MONTE CARLO simulations .
The results of the probability analysis of the containment failure under excessive overpressure sho w
that in the case of the LOCA accident at overpressure of 122,7kPa the probability is smaller than th e
required 104 for design resistance .
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Introduction

The International Atomic Energy Agency set up a program to give guidance to its member state s
on the many aspects of the safety of nuclear power reactors . The resistance of the building structure
has been checked for extreme steam pressure in the case of small or medium-sized accidents [9] and
on the ground of these results the reconstruction of the structures and technological equipments wa s
realized .

The concrete structures of hermetic zone were analyzed for number of situations, such as a LOC A
(Loss of Coolant Accident) or a HELB (High Energy Line Break as steam line break) on the differen t
primary loop piping system .

Figure 1 . Cross section of NPP building V1 in Jaslovské Bohunic e

In the case of the analysis PSA 2 level it's necessary to determine the probability of the concret e
structure failure under higher overpressure . Consequently even in a case of a PSA project the objectiv e
was not to find the mean failure pressure, but rather the probability of failure under an internal
overpressure of definite value .

Figure 2. Calculation model of the NPP building with layered shell element s
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The general purpose of the probability analysis of the containment integrity was to define th e
critical places of the structure elements and to estimate the structural collapse . In this paper th e
nonlinear analysis of the concrete containment resistance for mean values of loads, material propertie s
and higher overpressure than BDBA (Beyond Design Basic Accident) is presented . Following these
results the probability check of the structural integrity may be realized for the random value of the
loads and material properties by MONTE CARLO method [15] . The probability check was considered
in the critical places, which were defined from the previous nonlinear analysis for various load s
(BDBA, DBA1 and DBA2) [8] .

For a complex analysis of the load-bearing structure for different kind of loads, ANSYS 7 .0
software and the program CRACK [8, 10] (created by Krâlik) were provided to solve this task. The
building of the power block was idealized with a discrete model consisting of 26 923 elements with
325 036 DOF .

Scenario for LOCA load s

The accident scenario was defined by SIEMENS KWU, VÙJEZ Tlmace and ViJJE Trnava within
the Phare program and "The NPP V1 Reconstruction Project" . The thermodynamic experimenta l
analysis of the cooling pipe system and the numerical simulation were input data concerning the loa d
behavior over time [18] .

The original Design Basis Accident (DBA) defined as rupture of primary coolant circuit with
equivalent diameter of 32mm and the Beyond DBA (BDBA) with a break of reactor coolant syste m
main circulation line with double - end coolant discharge together with reconstructed Emergeny Core
Cooling System were considered .

Concerning the small dynamic pressure load factor (versus 1 .1) we used for BDBA (versus
DBA), a load pressure of 120 kPa (versus 54 kPa) inside the containment and a 74 kPa (versus 51 kPa )
inside 800m3 EWST (Emergency Water Storage Tank) .

CTMT and EWST pressure
240

200

â 160

120

u) 80e
a 40

0

0,00

	

0,10

	

0,34

	

0,55

	

0,81

	

1,0 3

Time [m in]

G V1MT

--e-- EWST

Figure 3. The peak of the pressure and temperature in CTMT and EWST for LOCA
2x0500mm

The temperature in the hermetic zone increased during the LOCA accident . The peaks of the

temperature are equal to 156°C in time 1707s (CTMT), or 149°C in time 57,75s (EWST) in
accordance to thermodynamic analysis [18] . The effect of these temperature peaks is minimal durin g
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the accident and the acting of the overpressure loads . In the case of the harmonic amplitude of
temperature the phase angle for concrete walls is superior to 24 hours . The strength of the concrete
after LOCA accident increases about to 10% in consequence of the temperature loads during the
accident .

The temperature in the hermetic zone and other rooms in the case of operating conditions wa s
defined as the mean value certified by operator of NPP on the basis of experimental measurements, o r
as design temperature in the specified rooms . Actually the temperature is not constant but variable i n
the different places of rooms and it depends on affect of air-conditioning and the season, operatin g
period and other factors . According to all that the operating temperature in containment HZ is equal to
50°C and more, it can be characterized by the heat transfer through the wall to rooms with lower
temperature .

The long time effect of temperature (considering the concrete creep and shrinkage after 20 years) ,
the dead loads from structures and technology were taken constant for nonlinear analysis . The
overpressure loads in the tank 800m 3 was taken of value 33kPa and in the hermetic zone various fro m
level 40kPa to 300kPa.

The total strain at any time t at a point in an element depends on elastic strain eel , creep strain Ecr,

temperature strain h and shrinkage strain Es h

E(t,Z) = Eel (t, î) +Ecr(t,r) +Eth(t,r) +Esh(t) = E(Z)+E(z)Ç0(t,r)+Eth(t,r)+Esh(t),

	

( 1 )

where i is the time of load application, E(r) is the elasticity modulus of the concrete and tp(t, r) is the
creep coefficient, defined as the ratio of creep strain at the time t to instantaneous elastic strain . To
solve containment deformation we used a creep curve and shrinkage function according to STN 7 3
1201 .

Nonlinear solution of concrete cracking and crushin g

The constitutive model presented is a further extension of the smeared crack model, which wa s
developed in reference [3, 4, 10] and later improved by many writers [16, 17] . Following the
experimental results of Vecchio, Collins and Cervenka [2, 3] and Kupfer [13] a new concrete crackin g
layered finite shell element was developed and incorporated into the ANSYS system . One concrete
layer was considered as orthotropic material for which the direction of a crack is the same as th e
direction of a principal strain .

In this model the Kupfer's bidimensional failure criterion of concrete is considered (see Fig .5) .
The concrete compressive stressfc , tensile concrete stress f and shear modulus G are reduced after the
cracking of the concrete .

The stress-strain relation is defined following ENV 1992-1-1 (1991 )

* Loading in compression region Ecu < E eq < 0

k
. -

2

	

Eeq

er e'. = .fcef •

	

,

	

=

	

(E c = -0.0022, ecu = -0.0035)

	

(2 )

	

1 .+(k -2).i7

	

E e

* Softening in compression region

	

< Eeq < EC 1
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/

	

eq

cr
C

	

cef f ef .1 - E -£`
E cm Ecu /

• Tension region et < Eeq < Em

6:f = ft .exp(-2.(E eq - E t )e tm )

In the case of two dimension stress state the strength function in tension f and in compressio n

fc was considered as equivalent values fteg and ffq . In the plane of principal stresses can b e

defined the relation between the one and two stresses state due to plasticity function by Kupfer (se e
Fig .5) .

(3 )

(4 )

f ef _ 1+3.65a
f

(1 + a)2 ` Compressive
Failure

Figure 4. Stress-strain concrete diagram

	

Figure 5. Kupfer's plasticity function

In the plane of principal stresses can be defined the relation between the one and two stresse s
state due to plasticity function by Kupfer (see Fig .5) .

• Compression-compression

of - 1 . + 3 .65 .a

	

6c 1a =fc

	

(1 . + a)2

	

c

	

6c 2

• Tension-compression

(5)

fc
ef

- fc'rec , Yoc -

/
1 . + 5 .32786c1

fc /

rec >-0,9 (6)

• Tension-tension

,Î
of

= .rer, ret _

A+(A-1). B
A.B

	

' B = K.x + A, x = 6c2 /fc ,

ro t =1 .x=0, ret =0,2'x=1 .

The shear concrete modulus G was defined for cracking concrete by Kolmar in the for m

/

	

0<p<0,02

G = rg .Go , rg = -1 1n u
E , cl = 7. + 333(p - 0,005), c 2 =10 -167(p - 0,005),

	

(8 )
C2 \ c l /

(7)
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where G0 is initial shear modulus of concrete, Eu is strain in the normal direction to crack, c l and C 2

are constants dependent on ratio of reinforcing, p is ratio of reinforcing transformed to the plane o f
rack .

Function of concrete failure (loss of integrity) can be defined in dependency to the component s
of the stresses in the crack plane of layer "1" by the function of failure surface Fu ' . The limit of damage
at a point is controlled by the values of the so-called crushing or total damage function Fu . The
modified Kupfer's condition is following

Fu! = Fu! (
Iii ; J z ; Eu) = 0,

	

Fu = jfl(3J62 )+ alcl - E u = 0 ,

	

(9 )

where IEI , JE2 are strain invariants, and su is an ultimate total strain extrapolated from uniaxial tes t
results, a, /3 are material parameters determined from Kupfer's experiment result s
(fi = 1,355 ; a = 0,355E u ) .

For the membrane and bending deformation of the reinforced concrete shell structure, we hav e
chosen the SHELL91 layered shell element, on which we propose a plane state of stress on ever y
single layer .

The stiffness matrix of reinforced concrete for the layer "l `h " can be written in the following form

[D~r]= [Tif [DiITf 1+E[Ts' [DSIIT`J,

	

40 3

where Tc , Ts are the transformation matrices for

concrete and reinforcement separately .

B'Ex B' ,u 'xy EX 0

	

0 0

	

0

B' ,u `l E` B `E 'y 0

	

0 0

	

0
0 0 0

	

0 0

	

0

[D' 1_ 0 0 0

	

Gxyl 0

	

0
J G'

0 0 0

	

0 0
ks

0 0 0

	

0 0
k s

X

Figure 6. Layered shell element - SHELL9 1

B' =	 Ev
E ly - (u1 )2

Ex

where Ex (resp . Eÿ) is Young modulus l 'h layer in the direction x (resp . y),

	

GyZ , G are shear

modulus l `h layer in plane xy, yz and zx ; ks is coefficient of effective shear area
A

(k5 = 1 + 0,2	 1,2 ), A is the element area, t is the element thickness .
25t 2

The smeared crack model, used in this work, results from assumption, that the field of mor e
micro cracks (not one local failure) brought to the concrete element will be created . A validity of this

assumption is determined by size of finite element, hence its characteristic dimension Lc =

where A is the element area (versus integrated point area of element) . For expansion of cracking is

Element Coordinate Syste m

Y

(10)
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valid the assumption of constant failure energies Gf =const

Gf = fan (w)dw = AG .L~,

	

w = 4.Lc,

	

(11)
0

where w is width of failure, 6„ is the stress in concrete in the normal direction, A G is area under stress -
strain diagram of concrete in tension . Concrete modulus for descend line of stress strain diagram i n
tension (crushing) can be described by Oliver in dependency to failure energies in the for m

E

	

2Gf EC
E =

	

,

	

=

	

2 ,

	

( 12)c,s

	

%c

	

Lc .6max

where EE is initial concrete modulus elasticity, °max is maximal stress in concrete tension . From the
condition of real solution of relation (10) it follows, that the characteristic dimension of element mus t
satisfy following condition

2G E
Lc 5..

	

f c

C

	

2
6 max

The characteristic dimension of element is determined by size of failure energy of element . A
theory of concrete failure was implied and applied to the 2D layered shell elements SHELL91 an d
SHELL99 . The program CRACK was checked and the results were compared with experimenta l
results of Duddeck [4] and Hâjek [6] in the work .

Cervenka's model with strength degradation for 2D stresses, Kupfer's cond., degradation of shear
modulus by Kalmar, stres-strain diagram by EC2 [5] were investigated in the work [12] . From the
comparison of containment structure resistance follows that in case of concrete and steel liner jointe d
effect the damage of structure is attained at 260kPa and otherwise 220 kPa .

(13)

On base of non linear analysi s
providing the monotone increases of
overpressure in CTMT the critical
points in structure were defined .

These critical places correspon d
to concentration of singular tension
forces after high bending defor-
mation of wall at line "10" or "V"
and the enfeeblement plate by hol e
of cell and near assembly cover .
Figures 8 show the izosurface of
principal deformations at TOP fac e
of element (surface at positive fac e
of element - normal element vector
and global coordinate vector are
identical) .

Figure 7. The Capacity of structure section over to
overpressure load in HZ (CTMT)

Probabilistic analysis of containment structure s

The methodology of probabilistic analysis of integrity of reinforced concrete structures of
containment results from requirements [11, 14, 19] and experiences from their applications . In this
report the direct simulation method MONTE CARLO [15] to solve the reliability considering the no n
linear behavior of reinforced concrete structures [10, 17, 19, 20] is used .
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Figure 8. Critical point of containment structural loading at overpressure 260 kP a

The probability of loss integrity of reinforced concrete structure hence it will be calculated fro m
the probability of no accomplishment condition of reliability SF ,

Pf = P(SF < 0) ,

	

(14)

where the reliability condition is defined by [15] in form

SF = R - E > 0,

	

various in the form relative SF = R/E -1 ? 0

	

(15 )

where R is design capacity of structure, E design load effect . In the case of calculus the resistance of
reinforced concrete structure leads off the condition of section integrity (3) . The probabilistic analysi s
of the condition integrity of containment was realized by simulation of design check using the direc t
method MONTE CARLO under system ANSYS .

The probabilistic analysis of accident LOCA results from uncertainty of material properties, loa d
level, non linear calculation and design condition . The deformation state of the structural elements was
defined to reduce structural stiffness as complex of effects for level of load cases under acciden t
LOCA for average load values and material properties . The total relative deformation for i - th load
level can be defined as follows

Evar(t,r) = g(t + Z)Svar +Eth(t,Z) Tvar +E p(t , Z) pvâr }evar,

	

(16)

where e g , Eth and ep are the vectors of relative deformations from dead and live loads (structural

and technology weight), temperature and overpressure according to non linear solution of al l
structures for average load values ; gvar, Tvar, pvar and evar are the variable defined by histograms (fo r
normal and lognormal distribution) uncertainty of design conditions is expressed in the function o f
failure surface by (9), which is proposed as design value of reliabilit y

E = Eu •fvar ,

	

(17 )

where Eu is ultimate equivalent total deformation of concrete and fear is variable defined by

histogram (for normal and lognormal distribution) .
The design structure reliability is defined depending on concrete failure condition (9) as follo w

h

R = Fu(Il; .42 ; eu)+eu,

	

Fu =-1 . Fu(Iel ; Je2 ; Eu

	

( 1 8)
0

where h is the thickness of the plate .
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The previous design analysis, calculations and additions include various uncertainties, which
determine the results of probability bearing analysis of containment structural integrity is presented i n
the Table 2 . On the base of mentioned inaccuracy of input dates for probabilistic analysis of los s
integrity of reinforced concrete containment structures were determined their mean values an d
standard deviations, various the variable constant for normal and lognormal distribution .

Table 2 Variable constants of the input date s
Variable constants

e var Tv, gvar fva r
Mean value la 1 1 1 1
Standard deviation [%] 11,1 10 10 1 5

Resulting from variability of input quantity 10 6 simulation in the MONTE CARLO's metho d
under system ANSYS were realized, which determined the probability of loss containment structur e
integrity CTMT .

Table 3 Probability of loss containment structure intearit y
Load cases

LC36 LC37 LC38 LC39 LC40 LC41 LC42 LC4 3
Overpressure
in CTMT [kPa]

180 200 220 240 260 265 280 300

Normal 4,0.10 -6 9,3 .10 -4 0,01065 0,02878 0,06002 0,1763 0,5253 0,9999
Lognormal 0,00 2 .210-5 0,00426 0,02174 0,06424 0,1850 0,5474 0,8026
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Figure 9. Probability of containment failure and Reliability function for 106 simulatio n

Some authors who deal with the probabilistic analysis of containment failure lead off th e
determination of the uncertainty design criteria (15% uncertainty is defined by Duke Power Compan y
in analysis Oconee, chap.3), uncertainty of material properties (8% uncertainty is defined in
Commonwealth Edison, 1981, appendix 4 .4 .1) . Total uncertainty is presented with standard deviatio n
value 8% and 17% using the normal probability distribution of containment failure .

The distribution function of containment failure probability for normal distribution of input data
(see Fig .9) is obtained from non linear analysis with 2D failure criterion for mean properties value s
and overpressure 261,5kPa go out the presented consideration .
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The curve of normal distribution corresponding to 8% of standard deviation is at very goo d
agreement with failure function behavior achieved from the non linear calculation for different loadin g
level (see Fig .9) . For this case of probability distribution is the error factor equal to value 1,304 .
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Figure 10. Histogram and reliability distribution function SF for 180kP a

Figure 11 . Histogram and reliability distribution function SF for 260kP a

Conclusio n

The general purpose of the probability analysis of the containment integrity was to define th e
critical places of the structure elements and to estimate the structural collapse. The probability check
of the structural integrity was realized for the critical places, which were defined from the previou s
nonlinear analysis for various loads (BDBA, DBA1 and DBA2) [10] .

The previous nonlinear analysis and design check include various uncertainties, therefore th e
results of probability analysis of containment structural integrity are determined as follows :

The initial items of the investigation of probability containment structural damage were the inpu t
values of structural material strength . In the case of reinforced concrete containment structure th e
strength of concrete was verified experimentally on 12 bore concrete samples . On the basis of
these tests the quality of concrete after 20 years of operation was determined as concrete of clas s
B40 ("best estimate") with standard deviation 11,1% .
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• The basic starting points and the evaluation of mechanical properties correspond to assumption s
and advances also used in the other projects [6], the deviations (differences) are in interval 8-1 2
% that can be determined by differences in the design of various nuclear power plants wit h
reactor VVER V-230 . In some cases it might yield conservative values, other non conservativ e
values .

• The model uncertainties of the nonlinear stress-strain relations of the reinforced concret e
structures in consequence with the inaccuracy of numerical model were considered at 10-15% .
The effect of concrete and steel liner joint can be included in this deviation .

• The inaccuracy in the estimation of the temperature values in the structures was determined at 1 0
% .

• The other computational assumptions, that neglect any influences (steel frame of the hinged door ,
holes, . . .) are ordinarily conservative . These effects affect no more than 3-5% error.

The nonlinear analysis of concrete structures was realized to take into account the concret e
cracking and crushing, layered approximation of the shell elements with various material properties ,
orthotropic material depending on the direction of the rotated cracks and the orientation of reinforce d
steel, modified Kupfer's yield function, degradation of the shear modulus by Kolmar according to
reinforcement properties .

The probability analysis of the concrete structure integrity was considered for the overpressur e
loads from 40kPa to 300kPa using the iterative stiffness of structure and mean properties of materials .
The uncertainties of the loads level (longtime temperature and dead loads), the material propertie s
(concrete cracking and crushing, reinforcement, and liner) and other influences following th e
inaccuracy of the calculated model and numerical methods were taken in the account in the 106 direc t
MONTE CARLO simulations statistically independent . The number of the simulations is determined
by the number of input variable parameters [14] (the error decreases with factor ri 'Im, where n is the
number of the simulations and m is the number of the input variable parameters) .

The probability of the containment failure using the normal distribution of the input parameters i s
equal to 9, 31 .10 -4 for overpressure 200kPa taking the Kupfer's criteria of the structure failure (9) .
The results of the probability analysis of the containment failure under high overpressure show that i n
the case of the LOCA accident at 122,7kPa is probability lesser than required 10 -4 .

This paper was supported by Grant Agency MS SR VEGA I/2136/05 .
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ANALYSIS OF 1 :4 SCALE PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CONTAINMENT VESSEL (PCCV)
MODEL SUBJECT TO PRESSURE AND THERMAL LOADIN G

Nam Ho Lee and Il Hwan Moon
Korea Power Engineering Company, Korea

Abstract

This paper describes the nonlinear analyses of a 1 :4 scale model of a prestressed concrete containmen t
vessel (PCCV) which incorporates both pressure and temperature effects . The analyses are performed
using, the results of the heat transfer analyses provided as time and/or pressure dependent therma l
gradients at representative cross-sections in the model . This paper is focused on the behavior of th e
NUPEC/NRC 1 :4-scale prestressed concrete containment vessel under pressure and temperatur e
loading beyond the design basis .

In the nonlinear finite element analyses, the 1/4-scale PCCV including the axi-symmetric cylindrica l
vessel, the spherical dome and the concrete base slab are idealized as an axi-symmetric global mode l
with axi-symmetric solid elements and shell elements . The temperature-dependent degradation
properties of concrete and steel are considered . Both geometric and material nonlinearities includin g
thermal effects are also addressed in the analyses . Menetrey-Willam concrete constitutive model wit h
non-associated flow potential is adopted for this study . This study includes the results of the predicte d
thermal and mechanical behaviors of the PCCV subject to high temperature loading and interna l
pressure simultaneously .

In order to find the effect of accident high temperature on the ultimate capacity of each component ,
two kinds of analyses are performed ; one for pressure only and the other for pressure with temperature .
The results are compared with each other for the liner plate, reinforcement, prestressing tendon an d
concrete . The analysis results show that the temperature directly affects the behavior of the liner plate ,
but has a little impact on the ultimate pressure capacity of the PCCV .

Introduction

The purpose of the work contained herein is to describe the nonlinear analyses of a 1 :4 scale
model of prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV) that incorporates both internal pressure an d
thermal effects . The analyses are performed using the results of the heat transfer analyses provided as
time and/or pressure-dependent thermal gradients at representative cross-section in the model .

This paper is focused on the behavior of the NUPEC/NRC 1 :4-scale prestressed concrete
containment vessel under pressure and temperature loading beyond design basis . In the nonlinear finite
element analyses, the 1 :4-scale PCCV including the axi-symmetric cylindrical vessel, the spherica l
dome and the concrete base slab are idealized as an axi-symmetric global model with axi-symmetri c
solid elements for concrete structure and shell elements for liner plate .

The temperature-dependent degradation properties of concrete and steel are incorporated in thi s
analysis . Both geometric and material nonlinearities including thermal effects are also addressed in
this analysis . Menetrey-Willam concrete constitutive model with non-associated flow potential i s
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adopted for the analyses . This study includes the results of the thermal and mechanical behavior of th e
PCCV under high temperature loading and pressure simultaneously . Concrete material properties ar e
modified in accordance with Dameron et al . Research [1], and rebar and tendon materials are adjuste d
in accordance with the formulas proposed by Dameron et al . [1] and Holmes [2], respectively .
Variation in Liner Plate material property due to temperature was incorporated in accordance wit h
Dameron et al . Research [1] and the ASME Section III, Division 1 - Appendix I .

In order to find the effect of accident high temperature on the ultimate capacity of eac h
component, two kinds of analyses were performed; a combined thermal-mechanical analysis of th e
1 :4-scale PCCV model for saturated steam conditions (Case 1) and for a severe accident scenari o
(Case 2) . The numerical results for each case were documented for a reduced set of Standard Output
Locations and compared with the numerical results for mechanical (pressure) for liner plate ,
reinforcement, prestressing tendon and concrete . The computer program ABAQUS [3] was used t o
analyze the axi-symmetric finite element model of PCCV with nonlinear and temperature-dependent
material properties of concrete, liner plate, reinforcing steel, and prestressing tendon .

Material Property and Modeling

To simulate the PCCV, the actual (tested) properties of concrete, reinforcing steel, post-tensionin g
tendon, liner plate and soil are used in the analysis . The properties for these materials given in Tables 1
through 3 are from test data provided by Sandia National Laboratories and used in the construction o f
the 1 :4-scale PCCV [4] at Sandia . The strength reductions from increase of temperature are
appropriately introduced to account for material degradation since high accident temperatures ar e
introduced with accident pressure to the PCCV model .

The concrete is characterized by a materially nonlinear deformation behavior. The material non-
linearity is assumed to occur due to cracking of concrete in tension and plasticity of concrete i n
compression . However, the material non-linearity due to the latter has relatively less influence than
that due to the former on the failure mode of the containment structure under internal pressure . The
Menetrey-Willam's failure model with a non-associated plastic flow that is known to be suitable t o
represent the tensile concrete cracking of the axi-symmtric finite element model is introduced in th e
numerical analysis [3] .

Table 1 Concrete Material Property

Property Basemat Shell & Dome Property Basemat Shell & Dome

Elastic Modulus(MPa) 27,950 26,970 Uniaxial Tensil e
Strength (MPa) 3 .37 3 .45

Uniaxial Compressiv e
Strength (MPa) 39.16 47.30 Poisson's Ratio 0.18 0.18

Rebar materials are generally incompressible when they deform plastically and their yielding i s
independent of the pressure stress . The von Mises failure criterion is used for this steel material . Hsu
noted that the stress-strain curves for bare steel bar and for steel bar embedded in concrete are quite
different as shown in Figure 1(a) [5] . Therefore, the stress-strain relationship of rebar embedded in
concrete has been used in reinforced concrete structure to simulate the realistic behavior of the rebar i n
concrete .
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The stress-strain curve of the rebar for the numerical analysis is idealized by bilinear curve with a
slope of ES before yielding and a slope of Eo after yielding as illustrated in Figure 1(a) . The equation s
of two lines are expressed at the stress level designated by fy ' at which the two straight lines intersec t
as shown in equation (1) . The plastic modulus Ep ' after yielding can be taken as a small fraction of th e
elastic modulus Es.

L = E s e s for f8 fy ' and L = fo '+E , ' s for L >- fy '

	

(1 )

whereto ' is the vertical intercept of the post-yield straight line . The intersection stress level fy ' and the
plastic modulus Ep ' depend mainly on the level of the apparent yield stress fy* illustrated in Figure
1(a) . The values of fy ' and Eo ' in the stress-strain relatinship used in the numerical analysis are
calculated as equation (2) using the apparent yield stress fy* and the strain-hardening modulus of th e
bare bar Eo from the actual material properties .

f'

	

E '
= 0.43 + 0.5 fy*

and

	

n = 3 .3 - 2 .5 fy*

fy

	

fy

	

E p

	

fy

Table 2 Reinforcing Material Propertie s

D6
(SD345)

D10
(SD390)

D1 3
(SD390)

D16
(SD390)

D1 9
(SD390)

D22
(SD390)

D1 9
(SD490)

Elastic Modulus
(MPa) 1 .69E5 1 .83E5 1 .83E5 1 .83E5 1 .84E5 1 .91E5 1 .86E5

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3 0 .3

Yield Stress
(MPa)

369 .4 472 .9 432 .3 457 .5 473 .1 459 .0 512 . 2

Tensile Stres s
(MPa)

489.4 665 .9 610 .6 616 .5 658 .3 680 .8 709 . 7

Extension (%) 30 .4 20 .5 24.2 22 .1 21 .1 18 .7 17 .8

The stress-strain curve of a bare prestressing tendon comprised of two straight lines joined by a
knee curve as shown in Figure 1(b) is used in the numerical analysis . The first part of the curve is a
straight-line up to 0.7fpu and the second part is expressed by Ramberg-Osgood equation(3) that meet s
the first part at the stress level of 0.7fp ,, .

fp =Eps ' E p /[1+(Eps ' p / fp.)4r

	

(3 )

where fpu , fp, El,' and s, are the ultimate strength of the tendon, the strength in the tendon, th e
tangential modulus Ramberg-Osgood curve at zero load and the sum of strain in the tendon,
respectively [5] .

ABAQUS, the finite element program, has no function to incorporate the unbonded tendon. The
prestressing tendons are modeled as rebar subelements in concrete using the embedded approach
available in ABAQUS. The numerical modeling of tendons as rebar sub-elements implies that th e
tendons are assumed bonded to the concrete and slippage of the tendon in the tendon sheath is no t
considered in the numerical analysis .

The stress-strain behavior of the liner plate steel is modeled by using elasto-plastic mode l

(2 )
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available in ABAQUS . The von Mises failure surface with kinematic hardening is used to represen t
the nonlinear behavior of the material .

Table 3 Material Properties (Tendon and Liner )

Property Tendon Liner Property Tendon Liner

Elastic Modulus 191000 MPa 218,700 MPa Poisson's Ratio 0.3 0 . 3

Elastic Limit
Stress 1339 MPa 1339 MPa

Ultimate
Strength

1912 MPa 499 .158 MP a

Yield Strength 1691 MPa 375 .595 MPa Extension 4.5% NA

A smooth curve for strength degradation versus temperature as estimated below (provided as a
reference with temperature variation) is introduced into the finite element analysis model . Further,
based on the literature, elastic modulus reduction is calculated by equation (1) .

The thermal expansion coefficients of concrete is assumed to be constant at 1 .18E-5 cm/cm/°C
upto 260°C of temperature rise as shown in equation (4) and then gradually increases to 2 .18E-5
cm/cm/°C at 430 °C and that of steels is assumed to be constant at 1 .18E-5 cmlcm/°C upto 614°C of
temperature rise as in equation (5) [6] . The thermal expansion coefficient of liner steel exposed to hig h
temperature is calculated by ASME Section III, Division 1, Appendix-I [ASME, 1986] .

SRS = exp- (T / 632) ' .8 and M RC = (SR ,, ) 112 where T is in degree C

	

(4 )

SRS = exp - [(T - 340) / 300]19 and SRS = 1 .0 for T 340° C where T is in degree C

	

(5 )

Finite Element Model

General

The axi-symmetric finite element model which is utilized to predict the overall response of th e
1 :4 scale PCCV under internal pressurization and/or thermal loading is shown in Figure 2 . This model
consists of the axi-symmetric cylindrical vessel, a spherical dome and the concrete base slab . This

Ey Ey

	

Eh

	

E0 .0 6

(a) Reinforcing Steel

	

(b) Prestessing Tendon
Figure 1 Stress-Strain Relationship s

07fp u
E p s

f p

f p u

0 .7fpu

E p
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model is intended to provide the overall behavior of the PCCV model taking into account of uplift .
This model consists of axi-symmetric solid elements for concrete portions, nonlinear soil sprin g
elements between basemat and foundation, and three-node shell elements connected to the axi-
symmetric solid elements for concrete portions using rigid link elements as shown in Figure 2 .

Model for Shell and Dom e

The concrete portions of dome and
cylindrical wall are modeled with the eight -
node axi-symmtric solid elements . The liner
steel on the inside surface of the PCCV is made
up of three-node shell elements . The liner
elements, which are offset from the prestresse d
concrete elements, are connected to th e
concrete solid elements by rigid link elements .
All rebars and tendons are assumed to remai n
rigidly bonded to the concrete and thus
modeled by using the rebar sub-elemen t
provided by ABAQUS computer program .
Vertical liner anchors are modeled as a beam of
rectangular cross-section dimension . The cross-
sections of liner anchors are computed based o n
the area and the bending stiffness of th e
embedment . Prestressing is induced in the
tendons with a function through the *INITIA L
CONDITIONS option in ABAQUS .

Model for Base Slab

The base slab is included in the finit e
element model to simulate the possible vertica l
uplift of the base during internal pressurization
and to estimate the effect of the base slab on the
failure mode. The previously described shel l
and dome model is connected to the base sla b
model consisting of eight-node solid element s
with considering tendon gallery .

The liner plate simulated by three-node shell elements is assumed rigidly connected to the eight -
node concrete solid elements unlike those for cylindrical shell since the interaction effect of liner stee l
and concrete during the flexural deformation of the slab is not significant in the thick base slab o f
PCCV.

Reinforcements in the base slab are estimated from the provided structural drawings and ar e
included in the analysis model . All rebars in the base slab are modeled as those of shell portion b y
using the rebar subelement of ABAQUS .

The bottom of the slab rests on a soil foundation modeled by nonlinear soil springs with tensio n

cut-off. Since the soil properties were not provided by Sandia National Laboratories, an appropriat e

Figure 3 Axi-symmetric Finite

Element Model of PCCV
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elastic modulus was used only to simulate the uplift by using the nonlinear spring with tension cut-off .

Prestressing Forces in Tendon

The meridional stress and hoop stress along the length of the tendon in the concrete are estimate d
with the prestressing losses at the time of testing . The prestressing force was introduced prior to
applying the internal pressure and/or thermal loadings to the numerical model . The four types of
losses given specific modeling consideration are (1) the friction between the tendon and the concrete ,
(2) the elastic shortening of the concrete, (3) the creep and shrinkage of the concrete, and (4) the stres s
relaxation in the prestressed tendons .

The vertical prestressing forces of 106.27kips before anchoring and 96 .04kips after anchoring ar e
introduced from the PCCV Model-General Arrangement . Based on the prestressing forces a t
anchorage, the magnitudes of the vertical tendon stress are calculated along the length of the vertica l
tendon and considered in the finite element analysis model using the losses shown in Table 4 .
Similarly, the hoop tendon forces of 95 .27kips before anchoring and 73 .52kips after anchoring are
used in the calculation of hoop tendon stress .

Table 4 Prestressing Losses

Vertical Tendon Loss MPa (ksi) Hoop Tendon Loss MPa (ksi )

Elastic shortening of concrete 31 .855 (4 .620) 31 .855 (4.620 )

Creep of concrete 66.999 (9 .717) 83 .829 (12.158)

Shrinkage of concrete 129 .309 (18 .754) 129 .309 (18 .754)

Steel relaxation 19.747 (2 .864) 14.473 (2.099)

Total losses 247 .910 (35 .955) 259 .473 (37 .632)

Self-weight, Internal Pressure and Thermal Loading

Because of the elastic support below the bottom slab, the effect of the weight of the structure ha d
to be initially considered prior to internal pressurization and/or thermal loading . This is accomplished
by specifying a mass proportional load for each material included in the 1 :4 scale PCCV model prior
to initiating the internal pressure and/or thermal loading . The weights of each material are considered
in the numerical model by using the GRAVITY parameter of *DEAD LOAD option of ABAQUS .
The loading histories of internal pressure and thermal loading are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The heat
distribution result through thickness of wall and base slab provided by the Sandia Nationa l
Laboratories are considered for thermal loading analyses .

Thermal gradients at eight sections including dome apex, 45° dome angle, spring line, mid-height ,
wall-mat junction, center of base slab, near wall-mat junction of base slab and edge of base slab ar e
provided by Sandia National Lab. Thermal gradient specified at each thermal gradient section is
identically applied to both halves of each thermal gradient section (mid-points of neighboring section s
centering the section) as the thermal gradients of each neighboring thermal gradient section are not
much different from those for each section . The temperature time history and pressure time history
(shown in Figures 3 and 4) are applied at nodes of finite element model .
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(a) Temperature and Pressure

	

(b) Typical Temperature Distribution at Section 1
Figure 3 Loading History for Steamed Saturated Condition (Case 1)
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(a) Temperature and Pressure

	

(b) Typical Temperature Distribution at Section 1
Figure 4 Loading History for Severe Accident Scenario (Case 2 )

Analysis Results and Discussio n

Results at Standard Output Location s

The ISP-48 phase 2 analysis results at standard outputs locations (limited to azimuth 135 degrees )
from three-dimensional analysis were officially submitted to the OECD/NEA and compared with the
SFMT (Structural Failure Mechanism Test) results . However, axi-symmetric analysis results were als o
performed at the ISP-48 phase 2 and the analysis results from the finite element analysis fo r
temperature and pressure loading histories provided by Sandia National Laboratories (see Appendix -
A) and are basically submitted for ISP-48 phase 3 .

The rebars are assumed yielded when the stresses in the rebars exceed the nominal yield stresse s
defined for each rebar type . The computer program ABAQUS tracks the yielding of each rebar
included in the finite element model automatically and allows the corresponding pressure level to b e
computed . The behavior of concrete up to the tensile strength is characterized by the theory of linea r
elasticity and a crack is initiated at tensile strength . In ABAQUS, cracking is assumed to occur whe n
stress reaches a failure surface, which is called the "crack detection surface", and the progra m
indicates the cracking automatically .
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Based on the above, the pressure levels corresponding to the event milestones requested b y
Sandia National Laboratories are shown in Table 5 . Also, the behavior under high temperature an d
pressure loading histories are compared with SFMT test results and the pressure-dependent behavio r
as shown in Figures 7 through 15 . The liners are yielded and/or ruptured at higher pressure when both
temperature and pressure were simultaneously applied than when subjected to pressure only .

Table 5 Comparisons of Pressure Levels (MPa) Corresponding to Events Mileston e

Pressure
Only Case 1 Case 2

First cracking of concrete due to hoop stress (mid-height) 0.64 0.64 0.64

First cracking of concrete due to meridional stresses (mid-height) 0.60 0.60 0.60

First yield of hoop rebar (mid-height) 1 .16 0.88 0.78

First yield of meridional rebar (above dome 45°) 1 .42 1 .03 1 .03

Liner yield due to hoop stresses (mid-height) 0.75 1 .03 0.49

Liner rupture due to hoop stresses (mid-height) 0.97 1 .20 1 .19

Liner yield due to meridional stresses (wall base, El . 0 .25m) 1 .42 1 .46 0.49

Liner rupture due to meridional stresses (wall base, El . 0 .25m) - - 0 .46

Liner yield due to hoop stresses (splingline, El . 10 .75m) 1 .03 1 .20 0.48

Liner plate rupture due to hoop stresses (springline, E1 .10.75m) 1 .46 1 .47 0.46

Liner yield due to meridional stresses (dome, E1 .16.13m) 1 .10 1 .35 0.48

Liner plate rupture due to meridional stresses (dome, E1 .16.13m) - 1 .47 -

Hoop tendons reaching 1% strain (mid-height) 1 .43 1 .41 -

Hoop tendons reaching 2% strain (mid-height) 1 .48 1 .46 -

Hoop tendons reaching 3% strain (mid-height) 1 .51 1 .47 -

Displacements

The displacement transducers were `zeroed' prior to the start of the SFMT before filling th e
vessel with water and the measured displacements reflect only the response to pressure (including th e
hydrostatic pressure) . That is, the measured displacements in the SFMT did not include the effects of
prestressing, nor any other previous loading [4] . Therefore, the displacements due to prestressing an d
dead load were subtracted from those of numerical analyses for comparison with the correspondin g
measured displacements .

Figures 7 through 10 show direct comparisons of analysis results and measured radia l
displacements versus pressure at various locations under pressure only and/or with thermal loading . To
confirm whether the numerical model established at Phase 2 is appropriate for Phase 3, the results
under pressure history alone are directly compared with those from SFMT. The additional hydraulic
effects on the radial displacements are negligible relative to those from the ultimate internal pressure
and therefore the hydraulic effects are not considered in the numerical analysis in Phase 3 .

As shown in Figures 7 through 10, the radial displacements under pressure only correspond wel l
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with the numerical results and the measured displacements from SFMT, except for the displacement a t
Standard Location #7 (Az 135°, El . 10 .75m Spring Line). A combined mechanical-thermal analysi s
simulating a saturated steam condition (Case 1) shows that the temperature history starting with 100° C
created a sudden increase in displacements at initial stage, but the slopes expressing the pressure -
displacement relationship with increasing temperature and pressure appeared very similar to the tren d
for the pressure only case .

In Case 2 for a severe accident scenario, the pressures were changed suddenly from 0 .2 MPa to
0.78 MPa and back to 0 .31 MPa for short periods between 260 through 300 minutes, and then
increased to 1 .33Mpa. The temperatures were also changed from 100°C to 615°C and then to 165° C
at the same short intervals as those for the pressure history and then increased gradually to 316°C a t
3600 minute (see Figure 4) .

The analysis results for Case 2 show that the displacements due to the sudden increase i n
temperature and pressure for a very short time period were not fully recovered when returned to th e
starting temperature and pressure . This can be interpreted as sort of residual deformation from damag e
to the liner plate and/or concrete portion due to instantaneous high temperature and pressure loading .
Unfortunately, the analysis for Case 2 was stopped at 1 .1974 MPa due to divergence and the behavior s
could not be investigated beyond 1 .1974 MPa. The ultimate capacity may drop rapidly with a sudde n
increase in deformation which in turn will induce divergence (see Figure 7 through Figure 10) .

To evaluate the effects of the liner expansion caused by high temperature during very shor t
periods on the structural behavior, a case (Case 3) of analysis was additionally performed with high
temperature (Case 2 temperature history) applied only to the liner under pressure loading assuming n o
transfer of temperature to the concrete portion . The analysis results show that the displacements due t o
liner expansion do not increase significantly in comparison with those due to the pressure loading only ,
except for the vertical displacements in the dome portion .

Strains in Reinforcements

The strain gages were not reset after the LST (Limit State Tests) . The residual strain was the bas e
strain for the SFMT. To confirm the numerical model for rebars, the recorded residual strain at th e
beginning of SFMT was subtracted from the measured strains and compared with those fro m
numerical analysis under pressure only (see Figures 11 through 13) .

Figures 11 through 13 show that the strains in the reinforcements under pressure only compar e
well with the numerical results and the measured displacements from SFMT except for the strain a t
Standard Location #24 (Az 135°, El . 10.75m Hoop Outer Rebar Layer at Spring Line) .

A combined mechanical-thermal analysis simulating a saturated steam condition (Case 1) show s
that the thermal loading history starting with 100°C created abrupt increase in strains at initial stage
similar to the displacements, but the slopes expressing the pressure-displacement relationships wit h
increasing temperature and pressure appeared closer to the trend for pressure only .

The strains in the outer hoop rebar (D18) at mid-height of the cylinder (135°, EL . 6.20m) are
typically 0 .5%, 0 .45%, 1 .5% at 1 .4 MPa for Case 1, Case 2 and pressure only, respectively .
Considering a yield strain 0 .25% calculated from a yield stress 457 .5 MPa and elastic modulu s
1 .83E+05 provided by Sandia Lab in Table 2 [4], the pressures corresponding to 0 .25% of yield strain
for bare bar are 0 .81MPa, 0 .77MPa and 1 .42 MPa, respectively.
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(a) Pressure Only (at P= 1 .46 MPa) (b) Case 1(at P=1 .46 MPa) (c) Case 2(at P=1 .197 MPa)

Figure 5 Deformed Configuration of Axi-symmetric Finite Element Mode l

The analysis results for Case 2 shows that the rebar strains due to the sudden increase of
temperature and pressure for short durations, do not fully recover back to the strains at initial pressur e
and temperature. This can be interpreted as sort of residual deformations from damage to liner plat e
and/or concrete portion due to instantaneous high temperature and pressure loading . Unfortunately,
the analysis for Case 2 was stopped at 1 .1974Mpa due to divergence and the behaviors could not b e
investigated.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that the strains in the merdional outer rebar near wall-mat junctio n
were not high and the residual strains are almost negligible . The residual strains remained in the inner
layer of rebar around wall-mat junction during abrupt change of temperature .

Liner Strains and Stress

The recorded results of the liner from the SFMT were not meaningful to compare with th e
analysis results at Phase 2 since the liner was already torn partially during LST and the recorded dat a
for the liner plate including strains could not be compared with those from the numerical analysi s
under pressure only. The strains in the liner from the numerical analyses for pressure only, saturate d
steam condition (Case 1) and severe accident scenario (Case 2) were compared with each other .

Maximum compressive stresses in the liner versus the corresponding pressure loadings ar e
illustrated in Table 6 at some typical locations . Case 2 shows that the stresses in liner were unde r
compressive behavior at pressures between 0.2 MPa and 0 .78 MPa and temperature between 100°C
and 615°C for short periods of around 260 through 300 minutes .

The buckling stress considering the horizontal spacing of liner anchor (150 .15mm) is calculated
to 122 .2Mpa and thus most of stresses of Case 1 and Case 2 shown in Table 6 are beyond th e
calculated buckling stress .
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Table 6 Max . Compressive Stress in Liner Surface with Pressure and Temperature

Location
Case 1 Case 2

RemarkPressur e
(MPa)

Tempera-
ture (°C)

Stres s
(MPa)

Pressure
(MPa)

Tempera-
ture (°C)

Stres s
(MPa)

#36(El . 0 .25m) 0.138 106 .6 -86 0.42 353 -314 Merid .

#37 (El . 0 .25m) 0.14 106 .6 -214 0.42 353 -417 Hoop

#38 (El . 6 .20m) 0.14 106 .6 -181 0.42 353 -365 Merid.

#39 (El . 6 .20m) 0.14 106 .6 -164 0.42 353 -375 Hoop

#40 (El . 10 .75m) 0 100 .0 -58 0.42 353 -252 Merid .

#41 (El . 10 .75m) 0.14 106 .6 -132 0.46 365 -424 Hoop

#42 (El . 16 .13m) 0.10 104 .5 -146 0.46 365 -368 Merid .

Tendon Stress and Concrete Cracking

Tendon strains gages were `re-zeroed' before the SFMT [4] and thus the analysis tendon strain s
prior to the start of pressurization were deducted from the tendon strains during pressure to directly
compare with the measured tendon strain . Tendon strains under both temperature and pressure ar e
increased in comparison with those under pressure only . Temperature has definitely an effect on the
ultimate pressure capacity of PCCV. The finite element analysis under internal pressure only result s
show that the first concrete cracking in the numerical model occurs at a pressure level of 0 .60 MPa
and is located at the surface of cylindrical wall at the wall and basemat joint . At the pressure level of

0.64 MPa, the elements at mid-height of wall cylinder are cracked in both the hoop and meridional

directions .

Conclusions

The liners are yielded and/or ruptured at higher pressure when both temperature and pressure
were simultaneously applied than when subjected to pressure only . However, the reinforcements are
yielded at lower pressure when both temperature and pressure were simultaneously applied than whe n

subjected to pressure only .
The first concrete cracking is occurred at similar pressure for both pressure only and pressur e

with temperature . The tendon strains reaching 1%, 2% and 3% are occurred at similar pressure fo r
both cases considering pressure only and pressure with temperature .

Case 2 shows that the stresses in liner were under compressive behavior at pressures between 0 . 2

MPa and 0 .78 MPa and temperature between 100°C and 615°C . Thus, the compressive stresses due to
temperature and the restraints of concrete may cause liner buckling and geometric nonlinear need to b e

considered in the analysis .
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PE, Max . Principal
Multiple section pointa
(Ave . Crit . : 75% )

i

+3 .619e-0 1
+2 .000e-0 3
+1 .917e-0 3
+1 .833e-0 3
+1 .750e-0 3
+1 .667e-0 3
+1 .583e-0 3
+1 .500e-0 3
+1 .417e-0 3
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+2 .000e-03
+1 .917e-03
+1 .833e-03
+1 .750e-03
+1 .667e-03
+1 .583e-03
+1 .500e-03
+1 .417e-03
+1 .333e-03
+1 .250e-03
+1 .167e-03
+1 .083e-03
+1 .000e-03

1 .862e-0 1

(a) Under Pressure Only (at P=1 .46 MPa)
PE, Max . Principe '
Multiple section point a
(Ave . Crit . : 758 )

2 .564e-0 1
+2 .000e-03
+1 .917e-03
+1 .833e-03
+1 .750e-03
+1 .667e-03
+1 .583e-03
+1 .500e-03
+1 .417e-03
+1 .333e-03
+1 .250e-03
+1 .167e-03
+1 .083e-03
+1 .000e-03
-7 .498e-02

(b) Case 1 at P=1 .46 MPa, T=200°C)
11 1

1111 1
1.11 1
11111
Iln
"I F
-Pt
1mm1 1
1nn 11

law l
(mal lla mN
m.11
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lmr n
Imi11gel

(c) Case 2(at P=1 .197 MPa, T= 265°C )
Figure 6 Principal Stress (Crack Patterns) around Wall-Mat Junction (cont'd )
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Figure 7 Load-Displacement (# 3, 135°, El . 1 .43m, Radial, Inside Liner Surface)
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Figure 10 Load-Displacement (# 11, 135°, EI .16.13m, Vertical, Inside Liner Surface )
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Figure 11 Load-Rebar Strain (# 16, 135°, El . 0.05m, Meridional Inner Rebar Layer)
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Figure 12 Load-Rebar Strain (# 17, 135°, El . 0.05m, Meridional Outer Rebar Layer )
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Figure 13 Load-Rebar Strain (# 23, 135°, El . 6.20m, Meridional Outer Rebar Layer )
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Figure 15 Load-Liner Stress (# 39, 135°, El . 6.2m, Hoop Inside Liner Surface )
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CSNI Workshop - International Standard Problem 4 8

NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF 1 .4-SCALE PCCV
MODEL WITH THERMAL LOADIN G

(April 4-7, 2005)

Nam Ho Lee & II-Hwan Moo n

0 KOPEC xpets T
Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc

Table of Contents

n Introductio n

n Material Property and Mode l

n Finite Element Model

n Loading Conditio n

n Analysis Results

KOPEC > r

Introductio n

n Finite Element Model
n Axi-symmetric Solid Element for Concrete Mode l

n Model using Axi-symmetric Shell Element for Line r

n Nonlinear Soil-spring Simulating Base Slab Uplif t

n Bonded Type Rebar and Prestressing Tendon Mode l

n Material Models & Material Properties
n Menetrey-Willam Concrete Model (with Elliptic Function of 0 .52 )

n Concrete Stiffened Rebar Model (Hsu's Model)

n Material Test Results by SN L

n Temperature-dependent Degradation Properties (Concrete and Steel )

n Loadings
n Dead Weight & Prestressing Force (Loss Considered )

n Internal Pressure (Surface Pressure )

n Thermal Loading s

• Case 1 : Loading History for Steamed Saturated Conditio n

• Case 2 : Loading History for Severe Accident Scenari o

• Case 3 : Liner Extension Only due to Severe Temperatur e

0KŒEC°J lo f

L-
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Material Properties and Models - Concrete

n Menetrey-Willam Concrete Failure Criteria

n Model Parameters

n Elliptic function(K) : 0.52

(good agreement with Kuper's Biaxial Test )

n Friction angle : 71 .3282 8

n Dilation angle : 56 .97448

(Menetrey-Wiliam's yield surface)
Biaxial Failure

(Comparison with Kuper's Test)

t3 KOPEC

	

T

Material Properties and Models - Concrete

n Posffailure Stress-Strain Relation (Tension Stiffening )

n Stress is provided as a function of cracking strai n

at _( 1 - dt) Eo( Et- ' )

el KOPECr

	

f

Material Properties and Models - Concrete

n Material Properties (Test Data for Trial Mix Concrete) 0
n Comparisons of Concrete Models in ABAQUS

n Temperature-Dependant Degradation (Dameron et . al )

• Strength Degradatio n

SR, = exp-(T/632)1 e

•

	

Elastic Modulus Degradation

MRc = (SR, ) " 2

• Thermal Expansion (Neville )

1 .18E-5 cm/cm/°C up to 260° C

2.18E-5 cm/cm/°C at 430°C

KOPEC

	

rnAt
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Material Properties and Models - Reba r

n Modeling methods for Rebar
n Stress-Strain Relationship - Hsu's Model

	

L7

n Material Properties (Test Data )
n Temperature-Dependant Degradation (Dameron et . al )

• Strength Degradation

S R, = exp-[(Texp-[(T-340)/300]' °

S R, = 1 .0 for T C340° C

•

	

Elastic Modulus Degradation

111 Rc

	

- (SR.
)ti e

•Thermal Expansion (Neville)

1 .18E-5 cm/cm/°C up to 614°C

0 KOPECrit

Material Properties and Models - Prestressing Tendon

n Modeling Methods for Pre-stressing Tendo n

n Use rebar subtilement in ABAQUS with prestressin g

n Ungrouted condition was not considered(assume bonded tendon )

n Stress-Strain Relations - Hsu's Model

n Temperature-Dependant Degradation (Dameron et . al )

Material Properties (Test Data)

Property Values

Elastic 191000 MP aModulu s
Elatic Limit 1339 Mpa
Stress
Yield Strength 1691 Mpa
Poisson's 0 . 3Rati o
Ultimate 1912 MP aStrengt h
Extension 4 .5 %

el KOPEC

	

•w

Material Properties and Models - Liner Plate Stee l

n Material Properties (Test Data )

n

	

Temperature-Dependant Degradation (Dameron et . al. )

Use the same degradation formula as those for reba r

n Thermal Expansion [ASME Section III, Division 1, Appendix-I)]

Temp. (°C) 38 93 149 204 260 316 371 427 538 593 62 1

Ex p ansio n
(106/°C)

1 17 1 24 1 .31 1 .39 1 .44 1 .51 1 .55 1 .60 1 .67 1 .71 1 .71

KOPEC

	

w t -9 -
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL - AXISYMMETRIC MODE L

n Concrete : 8-Node Axi-symmtric Solid Element

n Liner plate : 3-Node Axi-symmtric Shell Element

n

	

Vertical liner anchor : Beam Element
(Rectangular Cross-section)

n Foundation : Compressive spring (Tension cut-off)

n Tendon : Prestressing induced by the initial conditio n

n Consider Geometric Nonlinear

KOPEC 1

	

wil T

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL -AXISYMMETRIC MODE L

0KOiPEC»ie i

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL - LOADING CONDITION S

n Dead Weight & Prestressing

n Loading Histories Ei

n Internal pressure (element surface load )

n Temperature distribution through wall thicknes s
(nodal load, SNL)

KOPEC1t

-10 -

- 11 -

- 12 -
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ANALYSIS RESULTS - DEFORMED SHAPES

Pressure Only(1 .46 MPa)

	

Case 1(1.46 MPa)

	

Case 2(1.197 MPa)

0 KOPEC Ewsswismumq

. KOPEC smewnsis.slaw

DEFORMED SHAPES AT TYPICAL STEPS FOR CASE 2

U

3 0

25

20

1 5

1 0

5

fr'

01

	

OA

	

OA

	

OA

	

1

	

12

	

1 A

	

IA

	

1

=000= P••0

lw,(C .00 3)
R.10I (Pnnun ON„

	

;;=1 ONy7

KOPEC Is-Atswis*.pov

-13 -

-14 -

P4.97 MPa)

- 15 -
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ANALYSIS RESULTS - DISPLACEMEN T

KO PEC IcRisiPwav.sisvii

ANALYSIS RESULTS - STRAIN OF REBAR AND TENDON

-16 -

oe,-..7 . an7 l

Base of Cylinder (Meridional, Inner)

	

Base of Cylinder (Meridional, Outer)

el KOPEC Ems.ratsmamAi

ANALYSIS RESULTS - LINER STRESS AND STRAI N

KOPEC nsinurnwsailim

-17 -

-18 -
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ANALYSIS RESULT SUMMARY- EVENT MILESTONE S

Event Milestones Pressur
e

Only
Case 1 Case 2

First cracking of concrete due to hoop stress (mid-height) 0 .64 0.64 0 .64

First cracking of concrete due to meridional stresses (mid-height) 0 .60 0.60 0 .60

First yield of hoop rebar (mid-height) 1 .16 0.88 0 .78

First yield of meridional rebar (above dome 45°) 1 .42 1 .03 1 .03

Liner yield due to hoop stresses (mid-height) 0.75 1 .03 0.49

Liner rupture due to hoop stresses (mid-height) 0.97 1 .20 1 .1 9

Liner yield due to meridional stresses (wall base, El . 0.25m) 1 .42 1 .46 0.49

Liner rupture due to meridional stresses (wall base, El. 0.25m) - - 0.48

Liner yield due to hoop stresses (splingllne, El . 10 .75m) 1 .03 1 .20 0.48

Liner plate rupture due to hoop stresses (springline, EI .10.75m) 1 .46 1 .47 0.46

Liner yield due to meridional stresses (dome, EI .16 .13m) 1 .10 1 .35 0.4 8

Liner plate rupture due to meridional stresses (dome, EI .16.13m) - 1 .47 -

Hoop tendons reaching 1% strain (mid-height) 1 .43 1 .41 -

Hoop tendons reaching 2% strain (mid-height) 1 .48 1 .46 -

Hoop tendons reaching 3% strain (mid-height) 1 .51 1 .47 -

O KOPEC >

	

=fwwT

ANALYSIS RESULT SUMMARY- STRESS IN LINE R

Location

Case 1 Case 2
RemarkPressur e

(MPa)
Tempera -
ture(°C)

Stress
(MPa)

Pressure
(MPa)

Tempera-
ture(°C)

Stress
(MPa)

#36 0 .138 106.6 -86 0.42 353 -314 Merid . El .
0 .25m

#37 0.14 106.6 -214 0 .42 353 -417 Hoop El.
0 .25 m

#38 0 .14 106.6 -181 0 .42 353 -365 Merid. El .
6.20 m

#39 0 .14 106.6 -164 0 .42 353 -375 Hoop El.
6.20 m

#40 0 100 .0 -58 0.42 353 -252 Merid . El.
10.75m

#41 0 .14 106 .6 -132 0.46 365 -424 Hoop El .
10.75 m

#42 0.10 104 .5 -146 0.46 365 -368
Merid . El .
16.13 m

Note : The buckling stress considering the horizontal spacing of liner anchor (150 .15mm)
Is calculated to -122.2MP a

CO KOPEC v 'ia

DISCUSSION S

n The liners are yielded and/or ruptured at higher pressure when both

temperature and pressure were simultaneously applied than when subjecte d

to pressure only .

n However, the reinforcements are yielded at lower pressure when both

temperature and pressure were simultaneously applied than when subjecte d

to pressure only .

n The first concrete cracking is occurred at similar pressure for both pressure

only and pressure with temperature.

n The tendon strains reaching 1%, 2% and 3% are occurred at similar pressure

for both cases considering pressure only and pressure with temperature .

n The stresses in liner were under compressive behavior at pressures betwee n

0.2 MPa and 0 .78 MPa and temperature between 100°C and 615°C .

n Thus, the compressive stresses due to temperature and the restraints o f

concrete may cause liner buckling and geometric nonlinear need to be

considered in the analysis.

KO EC >'r w T

-19 -

- 20 -

- 21 -
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OEC misop w r

SEVERE ACCIDENT LOAD IN DESIG N

n

	

Required at Design Stage Meeting with Design Code ?

Consider severe accident load in load combination ?

Just check the ultimate capacity with nonlinear analysis ?

SRP 3.8 .1 (USNRC NUREG 0800, DRAFT Rev. 2 1996 )

Required to consider in the desig n

n Are there requirements in Europe and Others ?

KOPEC rw r

SEVERE ACCIDENT LOAD COMBINATION IN SRP 3.8 . 1

The requirements of Sub-article CC-3720 of the ASME Code shall be met for the followin g
loading conditions.

Factored Load Category

Cl) Dead Load + Pg1 + Pg2

® Dead Load + Pgl + Pg3

Service LoadCateaorv
(D Dead Load + Pg3

PO= Pressure resulting from an accident that releases
hydrogen generated from 100% fuel clad metal-water reactio n

Pg2= Pressure resulting uncontrolled hydrogen burnin g

Pg3= Pressure resulting from post-accident inerting assuming

carbon dioxide is the inerting agent

Factored Load Cateaorv

Membrane compression strain : 0 .005in/i n
'..

	

Membrane tension strain : 0.003in/i n
Combined membrane and bending (Compression : 0 .0141n/in, Tension : 0 .010in/in )

Service Load Cateaor v
Membrane compression/ tension strain : 0 .002in/i n

Combined membrane and bending : 0.0041n/in

KOPEC

	

w r

- 22 -

- 23 -

- 24 -
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF PCCV UNDER SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITION S

L

Dimension of Korean PCCV

	

Tendon Layout

	

Finite Element Model

eO KOPEC >

	

lo ls

SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF PCCV UNDER SEVERE ACCIDENT CONDITION S

-25 -

0 00 6

000 5

- 0 .00 9

7E- 0 003

0 .002

Prestresing

	

i o .00 1

0 .000

-0 .00 1

L EET

Inte rn al Pressure Only

lo o

Pressure 1,S1")

Functional pressure limit of PCCV Is
134psig in accordance with the allowable
strain in ASME CC-3720 .

el KOPEC F1 i9spsso,gmA

	

- 26 -

Discussio n

Appropriate Analysis and Design

▪ Check only a requirement for liner plate (allowable strain) ?

No need to design limits required by Design Code (ASME CC-3420) for tendon ,

concrete, reinforcements ?

Liner strain for design limits required by Design Code (ASME CC-3720 )

acceptable to derive from nonlinear analysis such as ISP-48 analysis ?

Applicability of Severe Accident Load to MC Component (e .g. Equipment Hatch)

n SRP 3 .8 .2 Requirements : Subarticle NE-3220 of ASME shall met for "Level C
service Limits" - Dead Load + Pg1 + Pg2 (or Pg3 )

Class MC components are required to certify (design & fabricate) to maintai n
leak-tightness under severe accident load conditions?

What about test pressure - DBA pressure and/or Severe Accident pressure ?

Applicability of Severe Accident Load to SIT (Structural Intearity Test )

n Does the containment have the capability to safely withstand pressure tests a t
1 .10 (steel containment) and 1 .15 times (concrete containment) the severe
accident pressure ?

KOPEC

	

o.sl T

	

- 27 -
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KOPEC Tuao p w t

Material Properties and Models - Concrete

-2T1 -

Material Properties

Property Value fo r
basemat

Value for
shell & dome

Elastic
Modulus 27960 MPa 28970 Mp a

Uniaxial Compressive
Strength

39 .16 Mpa 47 .30 MPa

Uniaxial Tensile
Strength

3.37MPa 3 .46 Mpa

Poisson's Ratio 0 .18 0.18

El

KOPECt T

Material Properties and Models - Reba r

O KOPEC.
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- -

-29 -
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Material Properties and Models - Prestressing Tendon

EPS

Stress-Strain for Tendon (Hsu )

0 KOIPEC zr

	

AT

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL - LOADING CONDITIONS
00

D

P

-31 -

oz o

4 W

430

	

g

1.00

	

1
a .eo

30.400

	

40.00

Steamed Saturated Condition

KOPEC Etlo T

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL - LOADING CONDITION S

Severe Accident Scenario

KOPEC

	

zAamt

-32 -

-33 -
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Loading History for Steamed Saturated Condition

dd.

Typical Temperature Distribution at Section 1 (Case 1 )

eKOPEC

	

-sa -

Loading History for Severe Accident Scenario

D

{ '0'00

dR

10.

0,1

Ticar (n )

Typical Temperature Distribution at Section 1 (Case 2)
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ANALYSIS RESULTS - DISPLACEMENT ( Wall-Mat Junction )
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Radial (Case 2)

	

Vertical (Case 2 )
-e- Radial (Pressure Only)

	

-~- Vertical (Pressure Only)
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ANALYSIS RESULTS - DISPLACEMENT ( Dome Apex )

e) K+OEPEC

	

owmAt

ANALYSIS RESULTS - DISPLACEMENT (Mid-Height Radial )

el KQPEC
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CONCRETE CRACKING AROUND WALL-MAT JUNCTIO N

LOCATION #6 tI
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CONCRETE CRACKING AROUND WALL-MAT JUNCTIO N

el SitueErna -40 -
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INDIRECT CONSIDERATION OF UNBONDED TENDONS IN 1/4 PCCV MODE L

Hyo-Gyoung Kwak *, Jae Hong Kim *, Sun-Hoon Kim **, and Yun-Suk Chung ***

* Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Republic of Kore a

** Youngdong University, Republic of Korea

*** Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety, Republic of Kore a

Abstract

This paper concentrates on the development of a tendon model which can simulate slip behavio r

between unbonded tendons and concrete for finite element modeling of 1/4 PCCV (1 :4-scale

prestressed concrete containment vessel) model . Differently from the bonded tendon depended on

structural section, a stress increase beyond the effective value of initial prestress in the unbonde d

tendon is mainly depended on the structural member . Therefore, the tendon stress in the unbonde d

tendon can be represented as having uniform distribution along the length of the member if the friction

loss is not included . To trace the structural response of prestressed concrete structures, accordingly, a

modified stress-strain curve for the unbonded tendon can be derived through performing th e

successive iterations . This indirect tendon model can take into account the slip effect betwee n

unbonded tendon and concrete, and then it is incorporated into commercialized programs such as

DIANA and ABAQUS which have the fundamental limitation in simulating the unbonded tendon .

Finally, the ultimate pressure capacity analyses of 1/4 PCCV model are carried out to evaluate th e

efficiency and applicability of this tendon model . The numerical results show that 1/4 PCC V

represents the ultimate resisting capacity larger than 3 times of the design pressure .
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Introduction

Differently from the structural damages in most infra-structures such as bridges, buildings ,

tunnels, and storage tanks, which can be repaired or strengthened with time and cause no additional

serious problem, the occurrence of damages in the nuclear power plant (NPP) may cause many seriou s

problems for long time . Accordingly, the design and construction of NPP are strictly guided by th e

related design codes, and a containment is also placed out side of NPP to cope with an interna l

accident such as LOCA (loss of coolant accident with pressure and temperature increase in th e

containment) or an external event such as aircraft crash, explosions, and earthquakes and, in advance ,

to constitute the ultimate barrier against the dissemination of fissile products towards the genera l

public (fib, 2001) .

In this study, to conduct the numerical analysis for the structural safety of a containment structure ,

loss of coolant accident (LOCA) is considered as the basic accidental load, and pressurized wate r

reactor (PWR) containment structure used in Kori, Uljin, and Younggwang in Korea is considered as a

target structure . The PWR containment structure is a prestressed concrete shell structure which ha s

hemisphere dome and is reinforced with unbonded internal tendons . The structure analyzed in thi s

study is the 1/4 scale prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV) which consists of wall ,

continuous dome, and base (Hessheimer et al ., 1997), and it was tested by Sandia National

Laboratories (2000) .

The target structure, 1/4 PCCV, has unbonded tendons for the prestressing system. The structural

behavior of prestressed concrete structure (PSC) structures with unbonded tendons is member -

dependent instead of section-dependent, and the stress in unbonded tendons depends on th e

deformation of the entire member and is assumed to be uniform at all sections along the span length .

This means that the stress cannot be directly determined from a cross-section analysis with the

conventional strain compatibility condition as in the case of bonded tendons . To determine the

resisting capacity of PSC structures with unbonded internal tendons, accordingly, an exact predictio n

of the tendon force must be preceded, and consideration of the slip effect along the tendon sheath a s

well as the stress relaxation with time is emphasized .

Analysis

Since tendon arrangement and buttress of the containment structure is not axisymmetric, 3 -

dimensional finite element analysis is accomplished with DIANA 8 .1 which is one of commercialize d

programs (DeWitte and Kikstra, 2002) . The purpose of this analysis is focused on material nonlinea r

analysis to predict ultimate pressure capacity (UPC) of the 1/4 PCCV containment structure, when it i s
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subjected to internal pressure loading. Table 1 shows generals from the geometry to the materia l

properties for 1/4 PCCV (Sandia National Laboratories, 2000) .

Table 1 . Details for 1/4 PCC V

Properties Dome Wall Base

Geometry 325mm+1 .6mm Shell
ps,in=0.29%ps,out=0.28%

275mm+1 .6mm Shel l
p s,in =0.80%ps,out =0.64%

Solid

Concrete f = 53 .4MPa fc,=2 .21 MPaa f:=45 .6MPa f~.,=2 .21 MPa

Re-bar f,=480MPa fu=629MPa
Liner fy1 =375MPa 644=0.18%

	

fiy2=447MPa 6.4,2 =5 .08%

	

f„=488MPa ei„=33 .2%

Tendon Three 13 .7mm seven-wire strand(Ap=339mm') with fpü=1886MPa cp„=3.37%

Finite Element Model

Suitable finite element idealizations for the representative members are conducted. The outer part

of base is modeled with 1584 20-node hexahedral solid elements, and the inner part of base with 264

15-node tetrahedral solid elements . Wall and the lower part of dome are composed with 1144 8-nod e

quadratic layered shell elements, and the upper part of dome with 180 6-node triangular layered shel l

elements. Different material properties of concrete and reinforcing steel across the depth ar e

represented by using the layered section approach . On the other hand, the tendon is simulated by an

embedded truss element and its contribution to the global stiffness is superposed to the concret e

element .

Figure 1 . Finite Element Model
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Material Mode l

Material nonlinear models for steel and concrete are constructed on the basis of the CEB-FI P

MC90. Especially to simulate the cracking behavior of concrete, smeared crack model considering th e

rotation of crack angle is adopted, and the tension stiffening effect and their interaction are also take n

into consideration . The nonlinear behavior of concrete is described by the stress-strain relatio n

introduced by Hognestad, and the reinforcing steel is assumed to be a linear elasto-plastic material . On

the other hand, the tendon is approximated by a series of straight pre-stressing steel segment s

maintaining a constant force and sectional area.

Indirect Consideration of Unbonded Tendons

Differently from the bonded tendon and reinforcing steel in a usual concrete structure, the interna l

tendon used in PCCV represents no bond characteristic . A stress increase beyond the effectiv e

prestress in an unbonded tendon, therefore, requires the introduction of a different numerical algorith m

(Yonezawa et al ., 2002) because the slip behavior is not section-dependent but member-dependent an d

cannot be considered at the classical approach in which the influence of tendon is transformed into an

equivalent lateral load .

A new model is based on the slip behavior of unbonded tendons . Focusing on the tendon stres s

representing a uniform distribution along the length when the friction loss between concrete an d

tendon is excluded, the maximum strain level determined in the analysis of the same structure wit h

bonded tendon has been averaged as shown in Figure 2(a) . In advance, using a strain reduction factor

which means a ratio of the maximum strain to the average strain, the modified stress-strain curve of an

unbonded tendon can be derived thorough successive iterations . These calculation procedures can b e

expressed by

L

Ej,ave( p ) = L j ej( x,p) dx 6j,ave( p ) J ( Ej,ave( p )) (1 )

;,max ( p ) = max[ej (x, p)] 6 j,max ( p ) = f (E j,max ( p )) (2 )

where f is the stress-strain relationship of a bonded tendon .
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E l,ave (P )
e pe

(a) strain distribution

	

(b) Modified stress-strain curve

Figure 2. Unbonded tendon mode l

Finally, the modified stress-strain relationship g ; of an unbonded tendon can be derived by takin g

Q;,ave(p) corresponding to the strain e;,ave (p) at a bonded tendon as the stress corresponding to the strai n

ej,,,,ax(p) at an unbonded tendon, as shown in Figure 2(b), where pi is an arbitrary tendon force betwee n

effective tendon force (Apope) and ultimate tendon force (Apo-pu) . That is ,

g , 1 (ai,ave( pi)) = f 1(ai,.(p1))

	

(3 )

To completely define the unbonded tendon model, a lot of iterations for correction of the primar y

tendon stress calculated at a structure with bonded tendons should be accomplished at the pre-analysi s

stage . Figure 3 shows the flow chart for the pre-analysis conducted in this paper, and the structure wit h

unbonded tendons can be effectively analyzed by using this derived tendon model .
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Finite Element Analysi s

processing

Start g,=f

Tendon Model gi rPre-processing

N o

Post-processing

	

Strain Distribution e.i(x,p;)

Calculation of 6:,ave and nave

Calculation of e~,,ax and o,max

Formulation of gi : f -'( o,1118X)-'o,9Ve

Convergence

Ye s

C	 End gi

Figure 3. Derivation procedure for deriving unbonded tendon mode l

Result s

To establish the validity of the introduced model, correlation studies between analytical results

and experimental data are conducted. Nonlinear analysis of 1/4 PCCV is accomplished, and Newton -

Raphson algorithm is adopted to trace the nonlinear behavior of this example structure .

Figure 5 shows deformed shape of 1/4 PCCV according to an increase of internal pressure, an d

Figure 6 shows the corresponding normal strain measured at the outer reinforcing bar. The analytica l

results predicted show good agreement with the measured values .
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1 .5 6

(a) radial at mid-height

	

(b) vertical at dome-apex

1 .56 1 .56

(a) hoop at mid-height

	

(b) meridional at spring-lin e

Figure 6 . Strain at outer reinforcing bar

From above two figures, it is convinced that a PSC structure with unbonded tendons presen t

more brittle failure than that with bonded tendons . And figure 7 shows the structural behavior whe n

PCCV is structurally collapsed . At the internal pressure is 1 .17OMPa, the crack of concrete is full y

developed and the deformed shape is figure 7(a) . At 1 .248MPa, the outer reinforcing bar present som e

yield behavior such as figure 7(b) . And at 1 .326MPa, the tendon strain in part reaches about 0 .01 that

could be a yielding point of a tendon, figure 7(c) .
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(a) deformed shape

	

(b) outer re-bar strain

	

(c) tendon strain

Figure 7 . Behavior at the failure

Conclusion

This paper introduces an improved tendon model for the nonlinear analysis of prestressed

concrete containment structures with unbonded tendons . Correlation studies show that the introduced

numerical algorithm can effectively consider the slip effect dominant in the case of unbonded tendons ,

and makes it possible to implement the slip effect while modeling a structure with commercialized

programs such as DIANA, NASTRAN, and ABAQUS .

The obtained numerical results show that the ultimate pressure capacity of 1/4 PCCV reserve s

about 3 times of design internal pressure (0 .39MPa) . If the ultimate pressure capacity (UPC) is define d

the tendon yield point, it is 3 .4 times of design pressure . And the other surveyed fact is that the sli p

behavior of unbonded tendons is dominant in vertical tendons because of their varying strain leve l

along the length .
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Mechanical behavior of
containment building PWR 900MW

under severe accident
« global model »

Workshop ISP48 April 2005 - 213 2

SUMMARY

1. Introduction .

2. Initial state of the containment buildin g
before the accident .

3. Results of nonlinear calculations of th e
structure under accidental loading .

4. Use the Experience feedback to define a
criterion of tear of the liner with th e
assistance of a experts group.

5. Conclusions on the global mechanica l
behavior of the containment building .

IRS N
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INTRODUCTIO N
• The mechanical behavior of the containment

building was studied within the framework of
"Probabilistic Safety Assessment level 2" projec t
carried out by the IRSN on the PWR 900 MW, i n
order to quantify the possible leak of thes e
building in the event of severe accidents .

• The deterministic three dimensional calculation s
use a multi-scale method aiming to apprehend th e
behavior of the structure with successive levels o f
detail, by distinguishing the current zone from th e
containment building, the equipment hatch area
and finally its closing device .

• These calculations use the finite elements metho d
and CAST3M code developed by the CEA .

IRS H

MULTI-SCALE METHO D

Global model 360°

	

Global model 90° Finer models fo r
liner

INTRODUCTION

• The first part of exposed comprises the
presentation :

- global model to define the mechanical state o f
the containment building before the accident ,
after setting of prestressing and ageing .

- model of quarter of the containment building i n
order to classify the most penalizing scenarios o f
severe accidents, to locate the sensitive area o f
the structure and to determine the boundar y
conditions to impose on more refined
containment models .

IRSHWorkshop ISP48 April 2005 - 5/32

Workshop ISP48 April 2005 6/32 IRS H
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INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMENT
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDENT
• The objective is to evaluate the state of th e

structure at 30 years, under loading of deadweigh t
and prestressing.

• Use of a global model 30-360 ° with exact geometry
with different materials : concrete, rebar, tendons ,
liner, ground, internal structures, metal sleeve ,
ring and cover of the equipment hatch .

IRS N

INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMENT
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDENT
• Assumptions taken in modeling :

- Use of the realistic mechanical characteristics resultin g
from construction and pressure tests of Blayais 3 .

Use of BPEL 1999 formulas to evaluate the differe d
concrete deformation (shrinkage and creep) and th e
instantaneous and differed losses of tension in the
tendon .

Taking into consideration the deviations of the tendo n
around the equipment hatch and personal airlocks .

Taking into consideration the losses by linear and
angular friction as well as the instantaneous losses due
to tendon anchoring shift .

INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMENT
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDEN T

Taking into consideration the phase of setting i n
prestressed into nine phases (Vertical tensioned
per thirds, horizontal tensioned by fifth) .

- Taking into consideration the losses b y
relaxation (creep) of steel (2 .5% )

- Taking into consideration the concrete dryin g
and the successive moments of concreting alon g
vertical axis .

IRS NWorkshop 15P48 April 2005 - 8132
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INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMENT
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDEN T

Dom e
tendons

Vertical and
Horizonta l
tendons of
containment

General view of 3D-360° model

INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMENT
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDENT

IRS NWorkshop ISM April 2005 - 50/3 2

Equipment hatch
Sleeve and cover

Liner mesh Reba r

INITIAL STATE OF THE CONTAINMEN T
BUILDING BEFORE THE ACCIDEN T

- Comparison of shrinkage and creep deformatio n
with respect to the average values measured o n
the PWR 900 MW at 20 years .

- Under estimate of differed losses compared t o
the values measured on the PWR 900 MW .

- Study of sensitivity of the results according t o
the kinetics of creep :

+50% of differed losses (equivalent of
the actual state measured) .

+100% of differed losses (equivalent wit h
an extrapolation at 40 years) .

IRS NWorkshop ISP48 April 2005 i 11 /32

Workshop 15P48 April 2005 - 12/32 IRS N
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NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS OF TH E
CONTAINMENT UNDER ACCIDENTA L
LOADING

• The aim is to study the nonlinear behavior of th e
structure under accidental loading in temperatur e
and/or pressure . These calculations will provide also
the boundary conditions for the local model .

• Use of a global model 3D-90 ° with exact geometry ,
with different materials : concrete, rebar, tendons ,
liner, ground, internal structures, metal sleeve, rin g
and cover of the equipment hatch .

Three dimensional global model of
the containmen t

Model includes :

1. Dom e

2. Cylinde r

3. Basema t

4. Equipment hatc h

5. Effect of the groun d

NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS OF TH E
CONTAINMENT UNDER ACCIDENTA L
LOADIN G

• Assumptions taken in modeling :
- Use of an elastoplastic law of behavior for the

tendons, the rebar and the liner .

- Use of the traction diagram of the liner for a
temperature of 100C° .

- Use for the concrete the Ottosen constitutive model
with smeared cracks .

- Use of the best estimate mechanical characteristics
carried out by EDF .

Workshop ISM April 2005 - 15/32

IRS NWorkshop 158148 April 2005 - 13132

IRS NWorkshop 15P48 Apra 2005 - 14/32
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NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS OF TH E
CONTAINMENT UNDER ACCIDENTA L
LOADING

- The accident scenario studied is a slow rise i n
pressure without dynamic effect until a pressure of
11 absolute bar.

- Two other thermomechanical scenarios were also
studied :

3 	 Scenario AF comprises a rise in pressure and in
temperature corresponding to a hydrogen
combustion followed by a slow rise for the phase
Melt-Corium Concrete Interaction (MCCI )

3 	 Scenario AS comprises a slow rise in pressure
and temperature .

- The definition of the thermal loadings of the
buildin.g under the effect of the transient of
scenarios AF and AS were carried out with a finer
3D-90° model .

IRS N

AF Scenario

NONLINEAR CALCULATIONS OF TH E
CONTAINMENT UNDER ACCIDENTA L
LOADING

IRS NWorkshop I5P48 April 2005 - 17/32

Workshop 18P48 April 2005 - 18/32 IRS N
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Radial displacement level +22,9 m
azimuth 67,5°

- Sc8narlo AF

- Scénailu AS

- Sc8rero PL
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Prssslon absolus (ur l

EEq plastic in the liner
level +22,9 azimuth 67,5°
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ANALYSIS OF THE CALCULATION S
RESULTS

• Confirmation of sensitive areas of containmen t
building, in particular the zone of equipment hatc h
and the zone of gusset with cracks crossing of thi s
areas towards the prestressing gallery .

• Comparison of the computation results of the thre e
studied scenarios (PL, AF and AS) makes it possibl e
to evaluate the temperature effect in the accidenta l
loading .

• The plastic equivalent strain obtained in scenario A F
after the peak pressure (mark P4) is more significan t
than the on obtained with the peak (mark P3), effec t
of the thermal loading .

ANALYSIS OF THE CALCULATION S
RESULTS

• The leakage through the possible tears of the line r
and the cracks in the prestressed concrete wall of
the containment .

• The calculated strain of the liner remain much lower
than the values of the yield strain of material :
theoretically, there should not be tearing of th e
liner, (and the confinement should be preserved!!! )

• Need for defining a criterion of tearing of the liner
made from the Experience feedback .

USE THE EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK TO
DEFINE A CRITERION OF TEAR OF TH E
LINER

• Use of the mock-up tests to define a criterion of tear of
the liner and particularly the tests on PCCV (NUPEC-
NRC-SANDIA) with the assistance of a group of experts .

• RCCV and PCCV represent respectively mock-ups o f
containment building on 1/6 and 1/4 scale made o f
reinforced concrete and prestressed with liner .

• Tests in dry air at ambient temperature then failure
mode test with water for PCCV .

Workshop ISP48 April 2005 - 24/32

IRS9 1Workshop ISP48 April 2005 - 22/32

IRSl9Workshop ISP48 April 2005 23/32
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PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA)

PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA)

PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA )
Estimated Leak Rates

IRS H

IRS hiWorkshop ISP48 April 2005 - 25/32
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CONCLUSIONS ON THE TEST S
PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA )

• The comparison between F .E.calculations an d
the results of these tests brings data to defin e
the criteria of rupture .

• The tests carried out with SANDIA on PCCV
model showed the existence of tears in th e
liner with significant leak rates for values of
relative pressure about 1 MPa, with averag e
strain of the liner, about 0 .3 to 0 .5%.

MIMMIMMIMIMENRI S I

CONCLUSIONS ON THE TESTS
PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA )

• The calculations carried out by the differen t
teams taking part in the benchmark could not
find these tears at such values of pressure .

• The explanation of this point is, in particular ,
due to uncertainties of modeling and to th e
assumptions taken into account in calculations
carried out .

CONCLUSIONS ON THE TESTS
PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA )
• The tear of the liner is a very loca l

phenomenon ; to approach it, the calculatio n
model must be small enough and at the size of
the welding, while current calculations are
carried out on a global scale, the size of the
finite element varying from one meter to a
few tens of centimeters .

• The model should take into consideration th e
singularities constituted by each welding and
each liner anchor and the cracks of the
concrete and use tools able to simulate the
localization of the strain in the structure .

IRS N
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CONCLUSIONS ON THE TESTS
PCCV (NUPEC - NRC - SANDIA )

• The transposition of the results of RCCV and PCC V
tests to the calculations of the containments buildin g
led to the following global criterion : the maximum
plastic strain obtained by nonlinear calculations in th e
current zone must be lower than a value of
0.30%0 .15 %

• Beyond this value a risk of tear of the liner is ver y
probable by localization .

• This criterion takes into account the assumptions an d
uncertainties of modeling (size of the F .E . and liner
homogenized )

CONCLUSIONS ON THE GLOBA L
MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF TH E
CONTAINMENT BUILDING

• Confirm the stability and the confinement of the
containment building for at least 0,8 MPa (absolute
pressure) . Mechanical behavior is quasi-reversible .

• Value of the rupture strain of 0 .3 % for the liner ,
recommended by the group of experts and i n
conformity with French RCC-M code, corresponds t o
a pressure in the containment about 0 .975 MPa for
slow rise pressure scenario and 1 .05 MPa for A F
scenario (absolute pressure)

• Need to check the liner, in particular, defects o f
welding, corrosion. . .

I R S Fi

IRS NWorkshop ISP48 April 2005 - 31/32
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Mechanical behavior o f
containment building PWR 900MW

under severe acciden t
local model »

SUMMARY

1. Local model :
the equipment hatch

2. Restricted model : ring ,
flanges and hemispherical head

3. Some results of mechanica l
studies

4. Conclusions

SP48 - April 6, 2005 - 2/ 32

	

IRS N

Local model : the equipment hatch

IRS N5P45 - April 6, 2005 - B. CIREE - 1 / 32

IRS NSP48 - April 6, 2005 - B. CIREE - 3/ 32
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Local mode l

Geometry of the local model and of the restricte d
mode l

L

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 5/ 32 IRS N

The local model of the equipment hatc h
Finite-elements mode l

- Composition : concrete, steel liner, sleeve, ring ,
hemispherical head, flanges, screws, rebars an d
prestressing tendons, coupling flanges and corne r
brackets, stiffener

IRS N
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Le modèle local de la traversée
Finite-element s
model

Composition :
concrete, stee l
liner, sleeve ,
ring ,
hemispherica l
head, flanges ,
screws, rebars
and prestressin g
tendons, coupling
flanges an d
corner brackets of
anchoring to th e
concrete ,
stiffener

151248 - April 6, 2005 - 7/ 32 IRSN_

Le modèle local de la traversée
Finite-elements mode l

- Composition : concrete, steel liner, sleeve, ring ,
hemispherical head, flanges, screws, rebars and
prestressing tendons, coupling flanges and corne r
brackets, stiffene r

The local model: methodology for
calculations
Initial state

- Projection of the deferred deformations fields (shrinkage an d
creep )

- Projection of the prestressing of the tendons from the globa l
model onto the local model with an iterative re-adjustment i n
order to compensate the elastic contraction

- Screws prestressed with tightening value

Implementation of the calculation of the loading
- Projection of the displacements fields from the global mode l

onto the limits of the local model at each time ste p
- Nonlinear thermal calculation specific to the local mode l
- Application of the internal pressure and own weight

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 9/ 32 IRSN_
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Local model : boundary condition s
Boundary conditions concrete/steel liner/sleeve

- Linear and unilateral relations between degrees of freedom
of translation

Boundary conditions flange/screws/flange
- Linear and unilateral relations between degrees of freedo m

of translation

ISP4B - Aprll 6, 2005 - 10/ 32
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Local model: sensitivity stud y
modelling size

- dimensions of the local model -- validity of th e
method (projections )

- Smoothness of the mes h

------------------------- -
Linear relations along y et z

	

line

	

4w

	

Corner

	

4y Linear relations along x . V et z

	

brackets

	

i

	

~1 .- Concrete

Unilatéral relation s
	 stiffener

Coupling
flange s

Refined mesh for
reduced mode l

Reduce d
model

15P48 -April 6, 2005 - 11/ 32

Local model : sensitivity stud y

Choice of modellin g
- Application of the boundary conditions i n

displacement (1 or several lines of nodes )
- Sensitivity to the type of scenari o

(scenario with or without H2 combustion ,
scenario with or without thermal loading )

- Boundary conditions sleeve/concrete
(contact with or without friction )

- Level of prestressin g

Mechanical parameter s
- Sensitivity to the material characteristics

of the screws (section, behavior )
- Sensitivity to the tightening of the screw s

4 Evaluation of uncertainties

boundary
conditions
on 2 lines o f
nodes

ISP48- April 6, 2005 - 12/ 32
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The insufficiencies of the local mode l

sleeve/flanges modeled by shell elements
- Structure represented by shells -* distance betwee n

the shells equal to the length of the screw s
- No spacers, no surface of frictio n
- Relative sliding of the flanges blocked

screws modeled by truss elements
- No shear force, work only in traction
- No lateral contact between the flange and the
screws with or without free lateral spac e

4 restricted model in mass elements even fo r
screws

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 13/ 32 IRS H

The restricted model :
ring, flanges and hemispherical head

IRS HISP48 - April 6, 2005 - B. CIRES - 14/ 32

The restricted model ring/flanges/hea d
Description of the geometry

flu, nearnear

	

molt ma

	

cac cc

	

ranger	 	 pap
r

	

a
2
m

Sectional drawing of the flanges oppened and closed

Pictures of the flanges near concrete
ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 15/ 32 IRS &8 Ni.
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The restricted model ring/flanges/botto m
Finite-elements mode l

- Composition : ring and hemispherical head ,
flanges and screws

15P48 - April 6, 2005 - 16/ 32 IRS N

The restricted model : methodology fo r
calculations

Initial stat e
- Determination of a longitudinal gap and a lateral gap between

each screw and the flange to simulate a tightening after th e
setting into prestressing of the containment building (drilling of
the holes and borings after containment prestressing )

Suppression of initial shearing of the screws at the beginning
of the loading
-~ Prestressed screws with the value of tightenin g

Implementation of the calculation of the loadin g
- Projection of the displacements fields from the local model ont o

the limits of the restricted model at each time ste p
- Nonlinear thermal calculation specific to the restricted mode l
- Application of the internal pressure and own weigh t

15P48 - April 6, 2005 - 17/ 3 2

The restricted model : Boundary
conditions
Tightening of the flange s

- Longitudinal unilateral relation (according to OX )
• between the head of the screw and the flang e
• between the holds or screw clamp and the flange (contact with or withou t

friction )

Fixing of the screw in the loose flange
- Linear or unilateral relation in the plane of the flange s

(according to OY and OZ)
• between the shank of the screw and the flang e

4., 84dionuri846 .1 . .wwnt o.

I Rdrwn lin4.k. .WV.11 Oy Si On

Q Nad.oonlond .

k R15048 - April 6, 2005 - IRSN_
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Three types of considered screws

E24 steel (mild steel )
yield stress of about 240/210 MPa at 20°C/100°C

Diameter 33 mm (furrow of a screw 3,5 mm)

Z6 CNU 17.4 Stee l
yield stress of about 790/730 MPa at 20°C/100°C
Diameter 33 mm (furrow of a screw 1,5 or 3,5 mm )

40 CNDV 07 .03 Stee l
yield stress of about 900/850 MPa at 20°C/100° C
Diameter 24 mm (furrow of a screw 3,5 mm )

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 19/ 32 IRS N

Some results of the mechanica l
studies

Risk of loss of containment
Two complementary ways of loss of containment according to the
possibility of relative sliding of the flange s

Local model
Rupture of the screws in tractio n
Spacing of the flanges - risk of direct leakage in the atmosphere

No relative sliding of the flanges

Restricted mode l
Partial blocking of the relative sliding of the flanges caused by
friction and by the screws
No significant spacing of the flange s
Important shearing of the screws -3 risk of break of the screws
on the 2/3 of the circumference

Reality ranges between these two phenomena according to the rea l
conditions of contact and friction between the two flanges

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 21 / 32
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Deformation of the screws with pressurizatio n
The plastic deformation, variable according to th e
type of screws, is responsible for an irreversible
spacing of the flanges

- Spacing of the flanges and beginning of plastificatio n
• delayed by a high yield stress
• advancedwith a small section

Residual spacing of the flanges in the event of hydroge n
combustion

1,67 %

Maximal plastic deformations of screws in function of the pressure

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 221 3 2

Spacing of the flange s
The spacing, variable according to the type of screws ,
generates a potential leakage according to the seal shape
recovery

- plastic deformation of the screws = irreversible spacing of the
flanges = residual spacing post-peak

• Weakerfor a high yield stress
• More importantwith a weaker sectio n

- Residual spacing of the flanges in the event of hydrogen
combustion	 	 --• 	 -•

2.2 mm

Maximal spacing of the flanges in function of the pressur e

15048 - April 6, 2005 - 23/ 32

	

IRSP1

Pressure of spacing of the flanges and
potential surfaces of escape (absolute bars )

Pressure in bar
(abs .)

Leakag e
surface area

1 cm 2

Leakage
surface area

10 cm2

Leakage
surface area

50 cm 2

E24
033 mm 6,03 7,26 9,57

Z6 CNU 17 . 4
0 33 mm 6,64 9,36 > 12,00

40 CNDV 07 .03
024 mm 5,50 7,20 10,1 9

spacing max.
of the flanges 33-41 µm

264-288
µm

1066-1103
µm

IRSH_

151, 48 - April 6, 2005 - 241 32 IRSN_
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1IMEEMNENMOal

Opening of the flange s
Opening on larger radius spacer

No opening to the right of the seal s
Re-closing of the set of 2 mm at the smaller radius space r

Large radius

opening profile of the flange s

15048 - April 6, 2005 - 25/ 32 IRS H

Deformation of the flange
The differential displacement of the various
generating lines of the ring, imposed by the
concrete, causes a warping and an ovalization o f
the flange near the ring which are opposed to th e
deformations of the flange near the hemispherica l
head

The differential warping of the flanges is responsible fo r
the flanges openin g
The differential ovalization of the flanges is responsibl e
for the screws shearing
The contact forces are not uniform under the seam clam p
and low under the external spacer (weaker friction is no t
opposed any more to the differential ovalization of th e
flanges)
Consequently, the screws plasticize at low pressure b y
shearing on almost all the circumferenc e

15048 - April 6, 2005 - 26/ 32 IRS1N

Differential ovalization of the flanges
according to type of screw

D D D
Screws E24
(0=33mm)

Screws Z6CNU17.4

	

Screws 40CNDV07 .0 3
(0 =33mm)

	

(0 =24mm )

Deformations of the flanges at 10 bar ,
amplification : 100 times

15P48 - April 6, 2005 - 271 32 IRS H
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Contact forces on spacers
Contact forces are more important on the seam clamp in
top and bottom of the flanges (azimuth -900-40° and
+400+90 ° )

Few forces under the external spacer
Non uniform forces along the circumference following the
differential warping of the various generating lines of the ring,
responsible for the ovalization and the torsion of the flanges, an d
not compensated by the pressure effect

4 low friction

	

--•

Profile of
contact forces
at various
times along the
circumference

IRSH_

Plastic deformation of the screws
Significant plastic deformations due to th e
shearing of the screws

Strong plastification on almost all th e
circumference
Similar results with screws of weaker section an d
higher yield stress

Shearing and tensile forces of the screws

Significant shearing forces even at low
pressures

Lower tensile forces on most of the
circumference 4little tendency to openin g
Significant shearing due to the relative
displacement of the flange s

E24 0 33mm

15P48 - April 6, 2005 - 24/ 32

Profile o f
shearing and
tensile force s
in screws at
various pressure
along the
circumference

15P48 -April 6, 2005 • 30/ 32
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Gap between screws and flanges an d
plastic deformation of the screws

Taking into account the lateral gap betwee n
screws and flanges and modification of tightenin g

Little effect of tightening of the screw s
Significant gain brought by the gap flanges/screws (3m m
for the screws of 33mm in E24 steel )

Tightening-- 	
69 MP.
	 -	 =ï

vnthout

	

Tightening 140 MP a
maximum of

	

gap

	

vnthout ga p

the plasti c
deformation o f
screws i n
function of the
pressure

ISP48 • April 6, 2005 - 311 32

	

IRSH_

Conclusions

Detail modellings
- confirm the results of the global model (stability ,

leaktighness )
- Allow the taking into account of contact/friction between

flanges
- Allow a modelling of tightening after the setting of the

containment building in prestressing
-it realistic analysis of screws shearin g
- Underline the role of the gap between flanges and screws

These detail modellings indicate
- the weakness of the screws out of E24 steel of 33mm of

diameter in the event of severe acciden t
- Moderate profit brought by screws of high grade of steel bu t

of weaker sectio n

ISP48 - April 6, 2005 - 32/ 32 IRSl1
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THE CREEP OF CONFINEMENT BUILDING'S ELEMENTS, FINITE ELEMENT ANALISYS O N
CONFINEMENT AGEING PROGRAM

Csaba Nyârâdi
Senior engineer
Nuclear Power Plant Paks Hungary

Abstract

1 . The creep of confinement building's elements .
Measuring the crab of different parts confinement building at the time during installation, futur e

activity designed .

2 . Finite element analysis on confinement .
Informative description : last and newest activity on FEM, selection of critical elements, finit e

element analysis, limits and results .

3 . Ageing program .
There is some short information about ageing program at NPP Paks .
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Introduction

The NPP PAKS is first of nuclear power plant type VVER-440-213 built with condenser tower to
decrease pressure under severe accident in the hermetic space . NPP has four units, each unit power
output is 460 [MWe] . Designed pressure during designed accident in confinement is 0,25 [MPa ]
absolute .

During the time putting NPP to commission we made a mechanical and leakage test on designe d
pressure level . Meantime this process we made a measuring program to measure the maximal crab o f
pointed elements on the largest face of confinement .

Our factory's board decided - based on international experiences in last 10 years - launching a licens e
renewing program . Ageing is a part of these program. I will talk about some actions on hermetic liner .

1. The crab of confinement building's elements .

In years, when the first semicontainment nuclear power plants was build, it was a ver y
exiting question self-righting of building . One of commensurable parameters is the crab o f
building's element .

During the time putting NPP to commission we made a mechanical and leakage test on designe d
pressure level . Meantime this process we made a measuring program to measure the maximal crab o f
pointed elements on the largest face of confinement .

The work was examined by Institute of Geodetic of University of Technology Budapest ,
entrusted by Power Engineering and Contractor Co .

Measuring program was perform during first integrated leakage test on designed pressur e
- 0,25 [MPa] absolute - on hermetic volume (picture - 1 .) .

I would foreshow the mean activities and results .

The most sore points on building are on western side of localization tower, vertical walls of ai r
traps .(picture - 2 .), size is about 40 m x 50 m .

First measurement was achieved in 8=13, September 1982 . at unit 1 .
There was fixing up27 measuring points on the wall . There was spot marked K6 had extreme

shifting; 4 ± 0,88[mm] (picture - 3 .). Calculated average middle error was ± 0,70 [mm] .
Representative shifting is between 1,0 = 4,0 [mm] .

In July 1986 . measuring was executed on 3 . unit . There was fixing up 25 measuring spots on th e
wall . (picture 4 .) There was spot marked 35 had maximal shifting 5,7 [mm] . Calculated average

middle error was ± 0,65 [mm] . In this case real extreme shifting is 5,7 - 1 .02= 4.68 [mm] .
Representative deformation is between 1,7 = 4,4 [mm] .

In June 1987 . measuring was executed on 4. unit. There was fixing up25 measuring spots on the
wall .(picture 5 .) . There was spot marked 43 had maximal shifting 3,2 [mm] . Calculated average

middle error was ± 0,60 [mm] . In this case real extreme shifting is 3,2 - 0 .6= 2 .6 [mm] . Representative
deformation is between 0,3 = 2,6 [mm] .
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Our management decided to execute the measuring program in next years, connected to ageing,
periodical safety assessment and lifetime expansion programs .

2 . Finite element analysis on confinemen t

In 1998 we initiated an analysis to investigate adequacy of critical elements of hermetic wall . In
frame this work it was perform a finite element analysis . Calculation was executed with COSMOS/M
v. 2 .0 and AXIS-3D v . 2 .55 software.

In this presentation will be shown the mean results only .

Construction of hermetic space is different as usual, VVER-440/213 type has a rectangular shape ,
then again general construction is cylindrical .

According this fact it was appointed definite parts of this area :

No DESIGNATION PIECES / UNI T
1 . liner
2 . pipe penetrations 929
3 . pipe penetrations - spare part 156

4
hermetic cover for mounting holes -
rectangular and cylindrical 20. -total amount

5 . hermetic doors 27
6 . reactor cupola 1
7 . hermetic air flaps 12

Calculated feasibility of failures you can study in table below :

No . Part of construction feasibility of failure
1 Connection

	

between

	

liner

	

and

	

reinforced
concrete

5,8* 10 -8 _ 10 1 0

2 . Hermetic pipe penetration 10 -8
3 . Hermetic cover (3500 * 1400 [mm]) 6,94 * 10 -5
4 . Hermetic cover (0 3400 [mm]) 1,53 * 10 -3
5 . Hermetic door 5,67 * 10 -5
6 . Reactor cupola <10 -9
7 . Pipe penetration - spare (blind) 5,1 * 10 -a - 10 -9

8 . Hermetic air flap

Final conclusion of study is :
Feasibility of hermetic area's leakage caused by failure of parts of construction to be more than limited
by authority is no more than 0,015 .

Decree No 108/1997, Nuclear Safety Regulation ordered by Hungarian Government contain s

three main tasks to do :

1 - license renewal

2 - periodical safety assessmen t

3 - annual updating of the final safety report
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Paks NPP Co . executed a large-scale safety enhancement program between 1996 and 2002 .

In frame of level 2 PSA evaluation NPP had made an analysis trusted Atomic Energy Researc h
Institute (AEKI) and Institute for Electric Power Research (VEIKI) . The evaluation containment
performance was carried out by the ABS Consulting Inc . (formerly EQE) . Consistent with the nature
of the PSA, the evaluation methodology is based on estimating the capacity of the containment
structure in terms of probabilistic parameters for a number of possible failure modes .

A Level 2 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) is being conducted for the Paks Nuclear Powe r
Plant to estimate the probability of radioactive release from the containment structure during a
hypothetical beyond-design-basis accident . As part of this PSA, an evaluation of the capacity of th e
containment structure for elevated pressure and temperature loadings is required .

The calculated capacities are dependent on several factors, including the material properties ,
modeling assumptions, and the postulated failure criteria . Obviously, uncertainty in modeling and
criteria and variability of material properties introduce considerable uncertainty/variability in the
calculated capacity estimates . In view this, the pressure capacity for any failure mode is considered t o
be a random variable .

The items on the pressure boundary can be divided to two main categories :
(1) The reinforced concrete structural components, i .e ., the walls and slabs (and a relatively small

number of structural beams and column s
(2) various penetrations through the reinforced concrete elements, such as doors, equipment

hatches, electrical and piping penetrations, etc .

Accordingly, the evaluations were divided to two main tasks :
Evaluation of the reinforced concrete pressure boundary
evaluation of penetrations .

The mean overall containment capacity was computed to be 0 .35 [MPa], and the "hig h
confidence of low probability of the failure" capacity as 0 .235 [MPa] . The mean and 95% confidenc e
containment fragility curves are shown in the picture - 6 .

3. Ageing program.

Outline of monitoring program on confinement's reinforced concrete structure - short description ,
tests of samples, monitoring results, steps need to do to times to come .

Monitoring programs :
a/- control of building movemen t
b/- control cracks in concrete
cl- control of the reinforced concrete behavior in boric acid environmen t
d/- control of the liner's corrosion

Results :
a/-settlement is consolidated at all building s
b/- mapping is executed, periodic control needs to continue ,
c/- pools reconstruction -stopped leakage, based on laboratory tests : no significant effects of
boric acid
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d/- at the hidden side is a live problem, found places are changed and repaired, it have to listen t o
continuously .

You can find a detailed composition about this topic at issues of SALTO 1 8 meeting of WG 4
03-05 March Vienna, IAEA, (LICENCE RENEWAL and CONDITION MONITORING
PRACTICE at Paks NPP Structures and Structural Components )

BIOGRAPHY :

1. Creep monitoring of localization tower - bulletin outline NPP' s unit 1 .08

13.September .1982 .

Elaborated by:

	

Technological University Budapest, Geological Institute ,

Geometer and Analyzer of soil Engineering Company .

2. Deformation monitoring of localization tower of NPP's unit 3 . during it's ILRT . July

1986

Elaborated by : Technological University Budapest, Geological Institut e

Geometer and Analyzer of soil Engineering Company .

3 . Deformation monitoring of localization tower of NPP's unit 4 . during it's ILRT . Jun. 1987

Elaborated by :

	

Technological University Budapest, Geological Institute ,

Geometer and Analyzer of soil Engineering Company .

4. LEVEL 2 PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF THE PAKS NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT FINAL REPORT August 2000 - December 200 3

5. LICENCE RENEWAL and CONDITION MONITORING PRACTICE at Paks NP P

Structures and Structural Components SALTO 1 s` Meeting of WG4 03-March-2005Vienna, IAE A
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Picture - 1 .

Shape of hermetic boundary Unit 2 .
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Picture- 2 .

scheme of vertical wall of localization tower of unit 1 . NPP Paks Hungary
note :

	

B - left side of wal l
J - right side of wal l
K - middle side of wall numbers - height of spots

J 7
35,6Z O

B 6
31,6 363 0 6

27 so K 3
J 5

Z7,82 O

i

B 9

	

J 9
43,580

	

43,5G 0

B 4
19,820

21,20C K2

J 4
(9,33 0

J

B
7,840,

J
764O

=0,0 0

Io,l .	 to t s10,4
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picture - 3 .

Scheme of vertical wall of localization tower of unit 3 . NPP Paks Hungary

note :

	

numbers - identification of spots
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Picture - 4 .

Scheme of vertical wall of localization tower of unit 4. NPP Paks Hungary

note :
numbers :- identification of spots - first number - rows (vertical position)
- second number - columns (horizontal position )
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Picture - 5 .

Paks NPP Unit 3 finite element model, looking South-West .

V
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Picture - 6 .

The mean and 95% confidence containment fragility curves .
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ABSTRACT

The creep of confinement building's elements .

Measuring the crab of different parts of confinement buildin g

at the time

	

during installation, designed future activity .

Finite element analisys on confinement .

Informative description : last and newest activity on FEA ,

selection of critical elements, fnite element analisys,

limits and results .

Ageing program.

Short information about ageing program at NPP Paks .
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Content of presentatio n

1. Introductio n

2. The construction and structure of hermetic spac e

(confinement . )

3. The crab of confinement building's elements .

4. Finite element analisys on confinement.

5. Ageing program.
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Introduction

Paks Nuclear Power Plant is the only commercia l
nuclear facility in Hungary, which has bee n
operational since 1982 .

Declaring the lifetime extension program, Pak s
NPP pays distinguished attention on confinemen t
integrity .

In view of future and assuring longterm safety
factory NPP Paks have been doing a decision a
wide range of program surveying an d
reconstruction .

OECD NEA ISP 48
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The panorama of NPP Paks
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The construction and structure of hermetic space (vertical cut . )
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The construction and structure of hermetic space (3 d sight . )
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Position of measuring points at unit 1 .
-~--- -

OECD NEA ISP 48
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There was point marked K6 had extreme shifting ;

4 ± 0,88[mm]

Calculated average middle error was : ± 0,70 [mm] .

Representative shifting is between
1,0 - 4,0 [mm ]
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Position of measuring points at unit 3 .

0 16 036 56 0

035

014 024 034
044

54 °

013 0 23 0 33 043 53 0

0 32

011 0 21 0 31 041 51 0
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There was point marked 35 had maximal shifting 5,7 [mm] .
Calculated average middle error was ± 0,65 [mm] .

In this case real extreme shifting is :

5,7 - 1 .02= 4 .68 [mm] .

Representative deformation is between :

1,7 - 4,4 [mm] .
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Position of measuring points at unit 4 .
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There was spot marked 43 had maximal shifting 3,2 [mm] .
Calculated average middle error was ± 0,60 [mm] .

In this case real extreme shifting is :

3,2 - 0 .6= 2.6 [mm] .

Representative deformation is between:

0,3 - 2,6 [mm] .

OECD NEA ISP 48
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Finite element analisys on confinement - A

In 1998 we initiated an analysis to investigate adequacy
of critical elements of hermetic wall .

In frame this work it was perform a finite elemen t
analysis .

Calculation was executed wit h

COSMOS/M v . 2 .0 and AXIS-3D v . 2 .55 software .

OECD NEA ISP 48
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Finite element analisys on confinement - A

VVER-440/213 type has a rectangular shape, then
again general construction is cylindrical .

Appointed parts of hermetic boundary :

No . DESIGNATION PIECES / UNI T

I . LINER

2 . PIPE PENETRATIONS 92 9

3 . PIPE OENETRATIONS - SPARE 15 6

4 . HERMETIC LOCKS -
RECTANGULAR AND CYLINDRICAL

20 - TOTAL AMOUNT

5 . HERMETIC DOORS 2 7

6 . REACTOR SHAFT DOME 1

7 . HERMETIC AIR FLAPS 12
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Finite element analisys on confinement - A

Calculated feasibility of failures you can study in table below :

N

o .

PART OF CONSTRUCTION FEASIBILIT Y

OF FAILUR E

I . Connection between liner and r .c . 5,8 * to
4

+ 10 -' °

2 . Hermetic pipe penetration to 4

3 . Hermetic pipe penetrations
- spare, blinded

5,1 * 10

	

- t o

4 . Hermetic lock (3500 * 1400 [mm]) 6,94 * 10 -5

5 . Hermetic lock (ND 3400 [mm]) 1,53 * 10 -'

6 . Hermetic door 5,67 * 10 -5

7 . Reactor shaft dome < to
_9

8 . Hermetic air flap < 10
4
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Finite element analisys on confinement - A

Final conclusion of study :

Feasibility of hermetic area's leakag e

caused by failure of parts of construction depending on
overpressure to be more than limited by authority

is no more than 0,015 .
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Finite element analisys on confinement - B

As part of Level 2 PSA, an evaluation of the capacity o f
the containment structure for elevated pressure an d

temperature loadings was executed.

The items on the pressure boundary can be divided to two
main categories :
(1)The reinforced concrete structural components, i .e . ,
the walls and slabs (and a relatively small number o f
structural beams and columns )
(2) various penetrations through the reinforced concret e
elements, such as doors, equipment hatches, electrica l
and piping penetrations, etc
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Finite element analisys on confinement - B

Paks NPP Unit 3 finite element model, looking South-Wes t
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Finite element analisys on confinement - B

The mean overall containment capacity was computed to b e
0 .35 [MPa ]

, and the "high confidence of low probability of the failure"
capacity a s

0 .235 [MPa] .

The mean and 95% confidence containment fragility curves
are shown on next page

OECD NEA ISP 48
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Finite element analisys on confinement - B

The mean and 95% confidence containment fragility curves .
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Temperature Effects

Temperature effects within the range of temperatures
specified for the study have negligible effect on Pak s

containment overpressure study results .

The effect to concrete and reinforcing steel strengt h
due to the about 90[°C] temperature rise on the interio r

surface is negligibl e

OECD NEA ISP 48
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Temperature Effects

40

0 000

	

0 000

Typical temperature distribution through a stea m
generator compartment wall at about 48 hours after even t
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GRS CALCULATIONS IN THE FRAMEWORK OF ISP48 ON SANDIA PRE-STRESSE D
CONCRETE CONTAINMENT MODE L

Hans Grebner, Jurgen Sievers
Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, K6ln, Germany

Abstract

Large scale tests of the failure behaviour of a 1 :4 scaled pre-stressed concrete containment vessel with
metallic liner were performed at Sandia National Laboratories (Albuquerque, New Mexico) in th e
years 2000 and 2001 .
The tests were basis for the International Standard Problem ISP 48, defined to perform an internationa l
comparative study on the present state of analysis methods used for the assessment of pre-stresse d
concrete containments concerning load-carrying capacity . The tasks within ISP48 include loading of
the containment model by internal pressure or by superposition of pressure and temperature gradients
in the wall . Especially the failure behaviour as well as the cracking and the formation of leaks throug h
cracks in the steel liner and the concrete are of interest . In the paper selected results of GRS analyse s
are summarized .

Introduction

At SANDIA National Laboratories (Albuquerque, New Mexico) a series of large scale tests wit h
model containments have been performed during the last 15 years . First a 1 :6 scaled reinforced
concrete model was investigated [1] . GRS has performed pre- and post-calculations of the structura l
behaviour of that model containment [2] . Then the failure behaviour of a mixed scale stee l
containment was studied [3] .
Recently large scale tests of the failure behaviour of a 1 :4 scaled pre-stressed concrete containmen t
vessel were performed [4] . Fig. 1 gives a schematic view of the containment model, which includes a
thin metallic liner at the inner surface . A view of the completed model before the start of the
experiments is shown in Fig. 2 .

In combination with the tests calculations were carried out by several institutions . Afte r
completion of the tests the International Standard Problem (ISP) No . 48, supported by CSNI-IAGE
working group, was defined to perform an international comparative study on the present state o f
analysis methods used for the assessment of pre-stressed concrete containments concerning load -
carrying capacity . Especially the failure behaviour in the steel liner and the concrete are of interest .
GRS participates in ISP 48 [5,6] . In the following exemplary analysis results are summarized .

Basis of the standard problem is the so-called Limit State Test [4] which is characterized by a n
increase of internal pressure up to 1 .29 MPa (about 3 .3 times design pressure) . At this pressure the
leak rate through leaks in the steel liner and the concrete was higher than the amount which could b e
compensated by the nitrogen supply system .

After repair of the liner a further test (called Structural Failure Mode Test) was performed .
Before this test the model was nearly completely filled with water . The internal pressure wa s
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generated by a small amount of nitrogen . At about 1 .33 MPa single circumferential tendons broke . The
test ended with a catastrophic failure of the containment model, as described in [4] . A maximum
pressure value of 1 .42 MPa (about 3 .63 times design pressure) was reached in this case .

Analysis - models

First axisymmetric finite element models of the 1 :4 containment vessel were developed to
simulate the structural behaviour without consideration of geometric inhomogenities due t o
penetrations in the wall . Fig. 3 shows the analysis model and its main components .The steel liner at
the inner surface and the concrete parts are represented by 8-node isoparametric elements with 4
integration points, while the rebars and tendons are modelled as truss elements (with 3 nodes for th e
meridional and radial ones and one node for those in hoop direction) . At the present stage a stiff
coupling between steel and concrete is simulated. Dimensions and material data are taken from [4] .

During performance of the calculations with the axisymmetric model it became obvious that th e
dome behaviour could not be simulated well . Therefore a full three-dimensional model of a 90° -
section of the containment model was developed additionally . The complete finite element model and
some details are shown in Fig. 4. Here the position of the tendons in the dome part fully coincide s
with the SANDIA containment model . Again rebars and tendons are simulated by truss elements . For
the concrete parts 8-node isoparametric 3d-elements are used and the liner is simulated by shel l

elements .

While studying the second case of Phase 3 of the ISP numerical problems showed up i n
calculations with the global models shown in Fig . 3 and Fig.4 . To get some local information a very
simple axisymmetric model consisting of a section (slice) of the cylindrical part of the containmen t
was considered. The model is shown in Fig . 5 . It contains all rebar and tendon elements located in th e
slice .

For the liner, the rebar elements and the tendons elastic-plastic material models with temperature
dependent data are used . The concrete material model includes the formation of micro-cracks fo r
tensile stresses exceeding a critical value as well as crushing for high compressive stresses . Figs. 6 and
7 show the uniaxial stress-strain curves for steel components and concrete at room temperature used i n
the material models . The temperature dependence of some data is shown in Figs . 8 and 9. Here a s
example the behaviour of the yield stress of the steel components and of Young's modulus and th e
maximum tensile strenght of concrete as function of temperature is shown .

The pre-stressing of the tendons is simulated by initial strains in the respective truss elements .
The containment model is loaded by increasing internal pressure or by a combination of pressure an d
temperature loading. For the calculations the finite element program system ADINA [7] was used .

Loading

As described before calculations were performed on the so-called Limit State Test with interna l
pressure loading (Phase 2 of ISP 48) . Additionally two fictitious loading cases with a combination o f
internal pressure and temperature loading were considered (Phase 3 of ISP 48) . In case 1 a
simultaneous increase of pressure and temperature (as for saturated steam) was considered, while i n
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case 2 a station blackout scenario is simulated. The time dependence of internal pressure an d
temperature at the inner surface of the containment for the two cases is shown in Figs . 10 and 11 .
Resulting temperature distributions in a typical cross section of the containment model are shown i n
Figs. 12 and 13. The temperature values were gained by heat conduction calculations with an
axisymmetric model performed by David Evans and Associates (DEA) [8] with the temperatures o f
Figs. 10 and 11 as boundary conditions and were made available to the ISP participants [9] . The
temperatures given at several cross sections as well as interpolated values were used as loading in the
GRS calculations of the respective cases . From Figs . 8 and 9 it can be seen that for case 1
(temperatures up to 200°C) the temperature dependence of the material data is of little influence .

Analysis results on pressure loading

Some typical results of the different calculations of the pressure only case (Phase 2) ar e
summarized in the Figs. 14 to 23 .
If possible numerical results are compared to experimental results of the Limit State Test .

Figs. 14 to 17 show the deformation of the complete axisymmetric model for different values o f
internal pressure .

Figs. 18 and 19 present the radial displacements at 6 .2 m from the basemat and the vertica l
displacements at the top of the dome (16.2 m) as function of internal pressure . For the vertical
displacement of the top of the dome the axisymmetric model shows larger deviations to th e
experiment at pressure values above 0 .75 MPa, while the 3d-results show a much better coincidence .
This is mostly due to the more realistic modelling of the tendons in the 3d-model especially in th e
dome region. The axisymmetric model can not provide an adequate modelling of the hairpin tendons
in the upper dome part . Furthermore the formation of micro-cracks and the post-cracking stiffening
behaviour have influence on the vertical deformation of the dome . Further investigations are i n
progress .

Figs. 20 to 23 give further examples of comparisons between calculations (axisymmetric and 3d )
and measurement, especially strains in the concrete, of the liner, rebars and tendons at typical location s
in the cylindrical part of the model . Due to numerical problems at present for the 3d-calculation onl y
results up to 1 .1 MPa internal pressure are available .

For pressure loading up to 0 .6 MPa (about 1 .5 times design pressure) the calculated results o f
displacements and strain in the concrete, the liner, the rebars and the tendons agree very well wit h
measured data. Major differences between experiment and analysis are found in the pressure region o f
about 0 .6 to 0 .74 MPa in which the crack formation in the concrete starts . The extension of micro-
cracks in the slice model is presented in Fig. 24 . The orientation of these micro-cracks is perpendicula r
to crack opening stresses in circumferential and axial direction . In this pressure region the deviation s
may be due to a too stiff coupling of concrete and steel in our finite element models, which will b e
investigated by further studies .

For the pressure region 0.75 to 1 .0 MPa mostly a good coincidence of calculation and
measurement is found . Above 1 .0 MPa plastification starts in the hoop rebars and again large r
differences between experiment and calculation are found . At the maximum load of the limit state tes t
(1 .29 MPa) hoop tendon strains of nearly 1% are calculated with the models, which is about 30% of
the uniaxial rupture strain . The maximum strain values in the rebars and the liner range below 1% .
Thus a larger difference to the uniaxial rupture strain is found in this case . The structure behaviour of
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the cylindrical section for pressures above 1 .3 MPa could be simulated only with the axisymmetri c
slice model. It shows increase of deformation and strains with much greater gradients due to stron g
plastification of the steel components . All in all it is expected that the failure of the model containmen t
in the Structural Failure Mode Test which started with breaks of single circumferential tendons at 1 .33
MPa can only be predicted by consideration of the geometric inhomogenities due to penetrations .

Analysis results on pressure and temperature loadin g

The next results presented are for the calculations with combined pressure and temperatur e
loading (Phase 3, case 1 and 2), starting with case 1 .

Curves of the radial displacement are shown in Fig. 25 for the slice model and the axisymmetric
complete model (height position 6.2 m above basemat) for the case 1 temperature load compared t o
pressure only results for the axisymmetric complete model. The coincidence between the two model s
is very good, while a significant difference is found for the two load cases . Figs . 26 and 27 present
hoop stresses and strains in the concrete for integration points near inner and outer wall for the slic e
model . The figures show that the pre-stressing of the concrete near the outer surface disappears due t o
the temperature gradient only, i .e . in case 1 even with internal pressure equal to zero . Due to the
thermal gradient near the outside of the wall axial micro-cracks are initiated at very low pressure
values, while near the inside the micro-cracks start at pressure values of about 0 .7 MPa . Fig. 28 shows
hoop and meridional strains in the liner. Fig. 29 presents a comparison of the inner and outer hoo p
rebar strain (for the slice model) . The influence of the thermal gradient in the wall causes compressive
strains for the inner rebar up to about 0 .6 MPa while the outer rebar starts directly with tensile strains .
Furthermore the behaviour of the tendons is presented in Fig. 30 . While the meridional tendon remains
elastic, the plastification in the hoop tendon starts at about 1 .3 MPa. At the end of the transient a strai n
value of about 2 .7% is reached which is not very far away from the rupture strain .

Finally some exemplary results for case 2 are given . Due to numerical problems this load case wa s
calculated with the slice model only, i .e. the results shown are representative for a cylindrical sectio n
at 6 .2 m above the basmat . Fig. 31 shows the time dependence of the radial displacement at the inner
surface of the model . Comparisons of hoop strains of concrete positions near inside or outside of th e
wall are shown in Fig. 32 . As at the inside integration point in the concrete high temperatures occur, i n
the first 30 hours of the transient compressive strains are found in this case . The differences between
inside and outside at the end of the transient are again due to the thermal gradient through the wall .
Fig. 33 shows the behaviour of hoop and meridional liner strains, where mainly compressive strain s
are found . Hoop rebar strains for inner and outer rebars are given in Fig. 34. Furthermore the tendon
strains are presented in Fig. 35. Although for short times the inner surface experiences temperatur e
values up to 600°C, at the position of the tendons (at about 58% of the wall thickness) the temperatur e
values remain below 80°C during the whole transient (compare Fig . 13) . Therefore the tendons remain
elastic until the end of the transient, where the hoop tendon just reaches the beginning of plastification .

As in the pressure only case the calculations with temperature loading (case 1 and case 2) sho w
regions with plastification (even at smaller pressure values) . Again the maximum strain values are
below the critical ones in both cases, but in case 1 the hoop tendon strains show only a small margin t o
the rupture strain .

Crack opening displacements
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If the maximum principal stress in an integration point of a concrete element reaches th e
maximum tensile stress in the concrete q t (see Fig. 7), a micro-crack is formed at this point according
to the smeared crack approach [7] . The stress normal to the crack surface at this point graduall y
decreases to zero, while the normal strain q may be related to the crack opening displacement q by
the equation [10] :

8 = (E -E t )le
Here q t is the strain-value corresponding to the maximum tensile stress q t and le is a

characteristic length of the finite elements considered . If the fracture energy Gf of concrete is used as
input to ADINA, le may be evaluated by the relation [7] :

Eo is the initial Young's modulus . q describes the normal strain value (U• q t), where the normal
stress reaches zero . Fig. 36 shows a typical example of the circumferential stress versus strai n
behaviour, calculated for the pressure only case at a concrete integration point of the slice model . If
one considers a line of integration points through the containment wall, for different pressure value s
crack opening profiles can be evaluated as presented in Fig. 37 . At the internal pressure 1 .4 MPa a
crack opening displacement of about 0 .3 mm is calculated through the wall .

To use this result for a leak rate evaluation it must be taken into account that an axisymmetric
finite element model simulates only one radian i .e . about 60° in circumferential direction . In the
SANDIA containment model a large number of axial cracks was found for the complete circumferenc e
(see [4]), but there is no information available about measured crack widths . Further work is necessary
on that topic .

Summary

The SANDIA tests of the 1 :4 pre-stressed containment model of a PWR are used as basis for
analyses performed in the framework of the International Standard Problem ISP48 . GRS participate s
in this ISP with finite element calculations . For this purpose axisymmetric and 3d models were
developed. The concrete parts are simulated by 8-node elements, while for rebar steels and tendons
truss elements are used . The metallic liner at the inside of the containment is model either by 8-nod e
or by shell elements . The necessary input data for the non-linear material models used were deduce d
from data made available by SANDIA . The models are loaded by the pre-stressing of the tendons an d
by increasing internal pressure (up to about 1 .3 MPa) as well as by additional thermal loads .
The analyses for the pressure only case show that first axial micro-cracks in the concrete are found a t
about 0 .75 MPa and above about 0 .9 MPa micro-cracks in the other directions are found . At the
maximum load (1 .3 MPa) almost all concrete parts of the model have micro-cracks which may caus e
leaks .
Nevertheless the failure of the containment model is not expected for loads up to 1 .3 MPa withou t
consideration of geometric inhomogenities due to penetrations in the wall . Although the calculated
strains in liner, rebars and tendons show some plastification, the maximum values are below the
critical ones .

2•Eo •Gf
le

	

at .
t
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The studies of the cases with temperature loading indicate that a failure of the model containmen t
due to the combined pressure and temperature load is not expected in the regions far away from
penetrations in the wall although the safety margins concerning the hoop tendon strain are relativel y
small .

Finally a first attempt to estimate crack opening displacements in the concrete from the finit e
element results is presented .
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Major dimensions of the pre-stressed containment model (the wall include s
hoop, meridional and radial rebars as well as hoop and meridional tendons)
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1 .6mm liner

7.20m s

Figure 2 . View of the completed Sandia containment model (from [4] )
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Figure 3. Axisymmetric finite element model
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Figure 4 .
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Figure 5 . Axisymmetric finite element model of a cylindrical section (slice model )
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Figure 6 . Uniaxial stress-strain curves used in the steel components (at 24°C)
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Figure 7. Uniaxial stress-strain curve used in the concrete model (schematically )

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the yield stress for the steel components
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Figure 9 . Temperature dependence of Young's modulus and maximum tensile stress fo r
concrete
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Figure 10. Time functions for pressure and temperature at inner surfac e
ISP Phase 3, case 1 (from [9] )
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Figure 11 . Time functions for pressure and temperature at inner surfac e

ISP Phase 3, case 2 (from [9] )
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Figure 13 . Time functions for temperature at different positions in the wal l
ISP Phase 3, case 2 (from [9] )
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Figure 14 . Deformation of axisym-metric Figure 15 . Deformation of axisym-metric
model at 0 .7 MPa (magnification of

	

model at 1 .0 MPa (magnification of
displacements = 50), pressure only case

	

displacements = 50), pressure only cas e
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Figure 16. Deformation of axisym-metric Figure 17. Deformation of axisym-metric

model at 1 .3 MPa (magnification of

	

model at 1 .4 MPa (only in calcu-lation ,

displacements = 10), pressure only case

	

magnification of displacement = 10),
pressure only cas e
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Figure 18. Radial displacements in cylindrical containment part (position 6 .2 m above
basemat), pressure only - experimental values and calculated result s
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Figure 19. Vertical displacements at top of containment (position 16.12 m above basemat),
pressure only - experimental values and calculated results
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Figure 20. Concrete hoop strains in the cylindrical part of the containment (position 6 .2 m

above basemat), pressure only - experimental values and calculated result s
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Figure 21 . Liner hoop strains in the cylindrical part of the containment (position 6 .2 m above

basemat), pressure only - experimental values and calculated result s
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Figure 22. Rebar hoop strains in the cylindrical part of the containment (position 6 .2 m above
basemat), pressure only - experimental values and calculated result s
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Figure 23. Hoop tendon strains in the cylindrical part of the containment (position 6.2 m above
basemat), pressure only - experimental values and calculated result s
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Figure 24 . Formation of axial and radial micro-cracks at internal pressure 0.8 and 1.4 MPa
(axisymmetric slice model )
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Figure 25 . Radial displacement in the cylindrical part of the containment, pressure only an d
temperature case 1 (complete axisymmetric and slice model )
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Figure 26. Hoop stress in concrete for points near inner and outer surface, pressure an d
temperature case 1 (axisymmetric slice model)
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Figure 27. Hoop strain in concrete for points near inner and outer surface, pressure an d

temperature case 1 (axisymmetric slice model)
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Figure 28 . Liner strains (hoop and circumferential), pressure and temperature case 1

(axisymmetric slice model )
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Figure 29. Hoop rebar strain for inner and outer rebar, pressure and temperature case 1

(axisymmetric slice model )
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Figure 30. Tendon strains, pressure and temperature case 1 (axisymmetric slice model )
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Figure 31 . Radial displacement, pressure and temperature case 2 (slice model )
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Figure 32. Hoop strains in concrete for points near inner and outer surface, pressure an d
temperature case 2 (slice model)
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Figure 33 . Liner strains, pressure and temperature case 2 (slice model )
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Figure 34 . Hoop rebar strains for inner and outer rebar, pressure and temperature case 2
(slice model)
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Figure 35 . Tendon strains, pressure and temperature case 2 (slice model )
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Figure 36 . Part of a typical stress-strain curve for a integration point in concrete, component s
normal to crack face, slice model, pressure only cas e
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	 QS

GRS Calculations in the Framework of ISP48 o n
SANDIA Pre-stressed Concrete Containment Mode l

Hans Grebner, Jurgen Sievers
GRS, Kbin, Germany

Content :

• Introduction

Finite element analysis model s

Material models and data, loading case s

Structural behaviour for pressure load s

Stnictural behaviour for pressure and temperature load s

Crack opening displacement

Summary
LSNI W o WMp on ISP. . Lyon .M161 .20DS

	 QS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Asdaymmairic FE-model (complete model)
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	 GMS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Axisymmetric slice model (section o f
the cylindrical part of the model
containment) :

c$N~ W.ahra on ISPIS, Lyon . April b). mo,s

Liner
Rebars

	 (MS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Stress strain curves of the material models used in calculation (for room temperature) :

Concrete

CSN1 WOYilop en 15P. . Lyon. Op167, 2006

	 Qom!
GRS calculations In the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment model

Temperature dependence of strenght values and Young's modulus (concrete) of th e
material models used in calculation

C SNI W o do Ney on 15503. Lyon . MpY 67 .2066
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	 GiS
GRS calculations In the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Load cases considered in ISP48 calculations :
• Pressure only (Limit-State-Test )

pressure in multiples of
design pressure (0.39 MPa)

GRS calculations In the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Deformation of the analysis model at different pressure values, pressure only case :

CSNI W ..p on 19P.. Lyon. NpY 67 .2005

p = 0 .7 MPa
(50 times enlarg)
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	 GiS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Formation of micro- p = 0 .8 MPa
cracks at differen t
pressure values, slice
model, pressure onl y
case :

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Radial displacement at the inner surface of the model (cylindrical part at position 6. 2
m above basemat), pressure only case :

CSN, WakeM1W on I5016. Lyon. April 67, 2005
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	 Gas
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Hoop strains in the concrete near the inner surface of the model (cylindrical part a t

position 6.2 m above basemat), pressure only case:

	 GiS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Hoop tendon strain (cylindrical part at position 6 .2 m abovebase plate), pressure only case :
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GRS calculations In the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Load cases considered in ISP48 calculations :
• Combined pressure and temperature cases (ISP48 phase 3 cases 1 and 2 )

CSNI W3i, lop on ISe ®, Lyan, •p,l S,.300 5

Case 1 : Monotonically increasing
static pressure and temperature
(saturated steam), source : Hessheimer
2004

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Terrperature distribution for load case 1 after 42 min, slice model, corrbine d
pressure and temperature loading :

CSNI Woks55p on TSPS. Lyon. 4p 167 .3005
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Deformed model at different pressure values, combined pressure and temperature
loading, case 1 :

first step (only pre-
stressing, 200 t . enl .)

p=0.0 MPa
(200 times enlarg.)

p=O .6 MPa

	

p=1 .14 MP a
(100 times enlarg .)

	

(100 times enlarg .)

CSNI WaMNW on IS648, Lyon, Apill 5-7, 200 5

	 Gds

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment model

Development of micmcracks in the containment model, combined pressure and temperatur e
loading, case 1 :

C5NI Workshop on I5PIa Lyon, Apo) 6-7, 2005

1

p = 0 .8 MPa
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Radial displacements at the inside in the cylindrical part of the model (position 6 .2 m
above base plate), combined pressure and temperature loading, casel :

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment model

Hoop stress in the concrete for the slice model at positions near inside and
outside of the wall, combined pressure and temperature loading, casel :

..........
CONI ...hop un ISPN& Lynn,Ap,i1 &7, 2005
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	 GaS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Hoop strain in the concrete for the slice model at positions near inside and outside o f

the wall, combined pressure and temperature loading, case :

	 G15
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Tendon strains (hoop and meridional) for the slice model, combined pressure an d
temperature loading, casez :

from material tests :
uniform elongation at roo m
temperature
3.5% (tendons)

CSNI w.u,op an I8646. 1-505.5015,7. 2005
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Load cases considered in ISP48 calculations :
• Combined pressure and temperature cases (ISP48 phase 3 cases 1 and 2 )

Case 2 : Station blackout
scenario with modifications,
source: Hessheimer 2004

CSJI ...op on ISP=a, Lyon, 4,5 .2, 205

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Radial displacement at the inner surface of the slice model, pressure and

temperature load case 2 :

CSNI Wa6thop on 15PI5, Lyon.04~11 5-7, 2005
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	 C-,?5
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment model

CSN, Wak*ap on 10048, Lyon.Ap1I 2015

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Tendon strains (hoop and meridional) for the slice model, pressure and temperatur e

load case 2:
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	 QS
GRS calculations In the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Crack opening displacement in the concrete :

If the maximum tensile stress in the concrete is reached in an integration point of a concrete element,
according to the smeared crack approach a micro-crack is formed at this point . The normal stress
at this point gradually decreases to zero, while the normal strain emay be related to the crac k
opening displacement d by the equation :

(a-q) '

Here q is the strain-value corresponding to the maxinum tensile stress s and I, is a characteristi c
length of the element considered . If the fracture energy G,of concrete is used as input to A1]NA ,
I, may be evaluated by the relation :

1,- 2 Bo
0,

; x

E0 is the initial Young's modulus and xis described later .

CSIII Wokslop .n ISW6, Lyon, .51 61,2036

	 (IRS
GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Stress strain curve in an integration point in the concrete (slice model, pressure only ,
integration point near inner surface),

c SNI Works hop on ISPS . Lyon . Ap(161.200 6
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Calculated opening displacement of axial cracks in the cylindrical section (6 .2 m above basernat) in
the concrete through the wall (axi syn-metric slice model, pressure only, different pressure values) :

CSNI W ptS hop on ISP. . Lyon . Ag167.2035

GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre-
stressed concrete containment mode l

Summary:

Calculations of the containment model without consideration of penetrations wer e
performed with axisymmetric and three-dimensional finite element models consisting of
8-node elements for liner and concrete as well as truss elements for rebar and tendons .

The temperature dependent material data (from room temperature to 800°C) used fo r
the non-linear material models are based on data provided by SANDIA .

The models are loaded by the pre-stressing of the tendons as well as by increasin g
internal pressure or by a combination of pressure and temperature loading provided by
SANDIA.

For the calculations of the pressure only case (Limit-State-Test) a good agreement i s
found between the finite element models and for the cylindrical part the coincidence wit h
experimental results is satisfactory .

For the pressure and temperature load case 1 axial micro-cracks were found in th e
concrete even at zero internal pressure, at about 0 .8 MPa the complete model show s
micro-cracks .

CSNI Weks Mp °n ISP'B. Lyon . Ap!i07.3006
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GRS calculations in the framework of ISP48 on SANDIA pre -
stressed concrete containment mode l

Summary(2) :

Due to numerical problems the calculations of combined pressure and temperature
loading case 2 could not be completed with the complete axisymmetric finite element
model .

For this reason the slice model was qualified by calculations of the pressure only case ,
where for the cylindrical containment part a good coincidence is found with experimen t
and other calculations .

Using the slice-model for phase 3 case 2 with the pressure and temperature distribu -
tions provided by SANDIA results concerning the cylindrical part were gained .

The results of all calculations (pressure only or combined pressure and temperatur e
loading) show that for the models of the undisturbed containment failure is not
expected within the pressure range considered .

Crack opening displacements were estimated for the pressure only case .

CSNI WO!kShSp on ISP40. Lyon.Apxl 67. 2005
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POSTTEST ANALYSIS OF A 1 :4 SCALE PCCV MODEL - EFFECTS OF PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE LOADING S

Jan Stepan
Nuclear Research Institute Rez, div . Energoprojekt Praha, Prague, Czech republi c

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the analysis of a 1 :4 scale prestressed concrete containment vessel (PCCV )
model under both pressure and temperature loadings . The model corresponds to the PCCV of PWR
plants in Japan and was constructed by NUPEC at Sandia National Laboratories . Tests of the model
were addressed at ultimate behavior of structure under pressure loading . The first part of analyse s
presented in this paper simulated behaviour of the model during limit state test and there is emphasi s
on comparison of the test and analysis results . The next part of analysis is addressed at effects o f
combination of pressure and temperature loadings . The calculations were made for two characteristi c
pressure and temperature histories and the results were compared with the response of structure unde r
pressure loading without temperature effects .
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Analysis mode l

The analysis model is created in Abaqus general-purpose finite element program . The principal
objective was to model behaviour of the whole structure including openings . The concrete is basic part
of the model and is modeled by brick elements . Rod elements model rebars and prestressing tendon s
and they are embedded into concrete elements . Liner is modeled by plate elements connected on inner
surface with concrete elements . Model includes EH and AL openings including change of wal l
thickness and changes in rebar and prestressing tendons . M/S openings weren't modeled because they
have small impact on global response of structure and only added rebar rods were considered i n
model .

Basics characteristics and simplifications are abstracted into next points :

• The model includes concrete wall of cylindrical and dome part of structure . Basement wasn' t
modeled, its stiffness was neglected and connection between cylindrical wall and basement i s
modeled by external fix support, which eliminates displacements and rotations (effect of thi s
simplification is small because the stiffness of basement is much more higher in comparison wit h
the stiffness of remaining parts of structure) .

• Rebar and prestressing tendons were modeled by rod elements considering actual geometry
around openings . Two simplifications were applied - the radial rebar wasn't modeled due to size
limit of model and anchors of hoop cables were replaced by continual connections of element s
due to elimination of cracks and instabilities in anchor area at buttress .

• Prestressing tendons were modeled as bonded tendons . Prestressing force along tendons was
considered as uniform by mean value of measured force .

• Connection of liner and concrete doesn't respect actual design and is performed by commo n
nodes of liner and concrete elements . So, results in liner corresponding to global behavior but
there could be differences in places with local peak of stress (connection of liner to frame o f
openings, connection with basement) .

• Starting state of analysis was unbroken structure . Cracking due to shrinkage was modeled by
decreasing of modulus of elasticity along with lower tensile strength of concrete in tension .

Material characteristics were sets pursuant to results of tests . Abaqus Concrete damage plasticity
model was used for modeling of non-linear behavior of concrete . The behavior of concrete in
compression was assigned by Euro code 2, the behavior in tension was assigned by tensile strengt h

and fracture energy . The non-linear behavior of rebar, presstresing tendons and liner was modeled b y
Abaqus Iron plasticity model . As indicated above, the prestressing tendons were modeled as bonde d
cables and their prestressing force was set by mean value of measured force . The prestressing force o f
hoop tendons is 30t, the prestressing force of vertical tendons is 41t .

Each analysis was performed in two steps . The firs step was application of prestressing and dea d
load. The second step was application of internal overpressure and optionally temperature . The
presstresing was applied by initial conditions type stress . The internal overpressure was applied a t
liner elements . Forces in nodes at border of openings replaced the effect of internal ovepressure at
locks .

The analysis model was the same in both Phase II and Phase III analysis . In Phase II (only
pressure loading) the Abaqus/Explicit quasi-static analysis was used . Change of overpressure in time
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was defined by linear function with the end at 1 .6 MPa. In Phase III the response of structure wa s
solved by Abaqus/Standard. The change of the analysis type was forced by properties of
Abaqus/Explicit which is not able to read temperature data along with restart from initial conditions .
Using of Abaqus/Standard enabled to do analysis in the real time but due to higher sensitivity o f
calculation to the solving instabilities it is more difficult to solve the final failure mode of the
structure .

Loadings

ISP 48 Phase II solves response of the structure under only pressure loading, history of th e
pressure loading corresponds to the Phase III case 1 loading . Phase III loadings includes pressure an d
temperature loadings . Case 1 represents time independent loading with continually increasing pressur e
and temperature corresponding to the saturated steam temperature . Case 2 corresponds to the
simplified existing Station Blackout scenario including hydrogen detonation, there is real-tim e
pressure and temperature loading history . The basic difference between these two cases is in the
character of the temperature gradient across the wall section . In the case 1 loading, the temperatur e
gradient corresponds with the steady state heat transfer - temperature gradient is closed to linear at

every time step . In the case 2 loading, the temperature gradient corresponds to the time history of th e
thermal loading and material properties - temperature gradient isn't linear and is changing in time .
This difference of loadings characters is evident in the tendon forces . During the case 1 loading the
change of tendon temperature is similar to the change of concrete temperature and the impact o f
temperature changes to the tendon forces is small . On the contrary, during the case 2 loading there i s
considerable difference between the temperature of concrete and tendons and the tendon force histor y
shows rise due to temperature loading .

Temperature degradation of concrete and steel (strength and modulus) could be considered i n

case of higher temperature loadings . For steel, there are interesting temperatures above 300°C, fo r
concrete the boundary temperature is about 100°C . Due to parallel pressure loading, the PCC V
structure acted mainly in tension and resistance is driven by properties of tendons and rebars . So, the
temperature degradation is interesting especially for steel parts of structure . The case 1 temperature
history shows that the temperature is under 300°C and therefore there is no need to conside r
temperature degradation of steel properties in this load case . In case 2 loading there is the temperature
above 300°C twice . At first it is during hydrogen detonation when temperature rises above 600°C . Due
to short time period of this loading the depth of wall temperature is above 300°C aprox . 5% of total
wall thickness and only liner is hit by temperature degradation . The second exceeding of temperatur e

300°C is at time aprox . 50 hours and then the temperature is continuously raising. In this case the
increasing of temperature is long term and temperature degradation could affect rebar and tendon bu t
due to higher pressure (close to the bearing capacity of the structure) the temperature couldn't b e

critical reason of structure failure . Following assumptions were considered in presented analysis: in
case 1 analysis no temperature degradation was applied, in case 2 analysis the temperature degradatio n
was applied only for liner.
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Analysis results

Comparison of global deformation for pressure and pressure+temperature loadings is in Figure 6
to Figure 9 for case 1 and in Figure 20 to Figure 23 for case 2 . Figure 14 and Figure 15 show
comparison of case 1 deformation history at 135°, 90° and at openings. Comparison for case 2 is in
Figure 24 and Figure 25 . For case 1 there is a comparison for test, results of phase II analysi s
(Explicit), results of analysis for pressure loading and results of analysis for pressure and temperatur e
loadings. For case 2 there is only a comparison for pressure loading and pressure+temperatur e
loadings. The comparison of analysis results for only pressure loading (Explicit x Standard) shows tha t
the results. are very close to the pressure until the concrete cracking . At higher pressures there is a
lower increase of deformation for Standard analysis due to an added small permanent stiffness o f
concrete elements which helps increase a stability of solution (this stiffness is imposed by duplicating
of concrete elements - there is always one nonlinear concrete element along with one linear elemen t
with small stiffness at aprox . 1/10 of the original concrete stiffness) . The influence of temperature
loading on deformation of structure is favorable - increasing of inner temperature suppresse s
differences of deformation around openings (comparison of deformation history at elevation 4 .68 for
different azimuths is in Figure 16 and Figure 26) .

The global failure of structure and maximum internal overpressure is determined by bearin g
capacity of prestressing tendons . History of deformation shows rapid increasing after 1 .3MPa. It
corresponds to reaching of yield stress in tendons at 1 .25MPa. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show tendo n
strain at 1 .25MPa (stress in tendons reaches the yield stress) and at 1 .52MPa (strain in tendons reaches
2%) . Especially at overpressure 1 .52MPa there is the expressive difference in distribution of strai n
along tendons due to rigid connection between tendon nodes and nodes of concrete wall . This type o f
connection doesn't make possible to correctly simulate tendon failure in case of structures prestressed
by unbonded tendons . Despite it, the final failure mode during SFMT corresponds to state of stres s
detected by analysis . The comparison of tendons strain history in Figure 17 shows, that the collapse o f
structure happened when started the rapid increasing of tendons strain after reaching of the yield point .
Figure 10 shows liner strain in circumferential direction at 1 .OMPa (stress in liner reaches the yield
stress) . The peak of strain is between openings next to E/H (approximately at 0°) due to change of
curvature of the concrete wall . Additional concentrations of strain are at buttresses and at ending of
additional rebar around openings .

Question is how to set the limits of plastic strain of liner and tendons. Theoretically, due to plastic
capacity of liner, the tightness could be preserved till global failure . The results of real structure tes t
show that the tears of liner appear before the failure of structure (detailed inspections after LS T
revealed 26 discrete tears in the liner, all located at vertical field welds, and fabrication defect s
contributed to nearly all of the liner tears) . Analogous, the breaking of tendons started at hoop strai n
approximately 1% although the tests of cables assign the breaking at strain 3 .5% . For purpose of thi s
analysis the strain at breaking of tendon and at liner tearing was set at reaching of yield stress .
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The basic milestones of structure behaviour during overpressuration are summarized in the
following table :

Pressure Event
0.44 MPa Beginning of cracking around E/H
0.60 MPa Beginning of cracking of cylinder in circumferential directio n
0.96 MPa Continual horizontal cracks in cylinder
1 .15 MPa Yielding stress in liner
1 .25 MPa Yielding stress in tendons
1 .25-1 .30 MPa Collapse of structure after breaking some tendons

The influence of heat rate on the structure state of stress is well demonstrated by force in tendons .
The history of tendon forces is in Figure 17 for case 1 and Figure 27 for case 2 . For case 1 loading, the
force history for pressure and temperature loading is close to the force history for only pressur e
loading . On the other hand, there is big difference of tendon forces between pressure an d
pressure+temperature loading in case 2 . Similar results are for the liner and rebar (Figure 18 an d
Figure 19 for case 1, Figure 28 and Figure 29 for case 2) . In case of rebar and liner, when we compare
strains, there is next curve added into the charts - due to temperature loading it is necessary t o
differentiate the strain corresponding to the deformation and the strain corresponding to the stress (thi s
strain is marked as "true" in the charts) . Especially in case 2 there is the strong dependence of strain i n
rebar and liner on the depth of elements in the wall from the inner surface . The extreme case is liner
which temperature responses to the inner temperature of containment with no delay and in case of fas t
changes of temperature the strain reaches high values .

Results discussio n

Commentary on model :

• the model used for the analysis describes global behaviour of the structure altogether well
especially for case 1 loading . For the case 2 loading analysis there would be better to change th e
element mesh and use more elements across the wall thickness . The four linear elements used i n
current model are too coarse considering temperature gradient across the wall thickness .

• a global model is able to simulate beaviour of the structure from strength point of view . But there
is need to create detail models to analyze liner behaviour and its tightness ability along with th e
liner anchors .

Commentary on results and results evaluation :

• In the Case 1 pressure loading, comparison of the analysis results and test results shows relatively
good mutual equality . The results at the lower pressures are close to the real structure response .
At the higher pressures there are effects of tendon modeling (instead of unbonded tendons there i s
rigid connection between tendons nodes and nodes of concrete wall in the model) and added
stiffness of concrete elements . Used type of tendon-wall connection doesn't make possible to
correctly simulate ultimate tendon failure in case of structures prestressed by unbonded tendon s
but up to the tendon yielding stress, the results of analysis are suitable .

• comparison of the results of temperature-pressure loading analysis with the results of pressur e
loading analysis shows that temperature loading with the temperature gradient across the wal l
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close to uniform is more favorable . On the other hand, long term high temperature loading cause s
temperature degradation into higher depth of wall . Rapid changes of temperature in containmen t
are the most dangerous for liner, response of the rest of structure is suppressed by therma l
capacity of structure material .

• the temperature degradation effects weren't too important in analyzed loading cases . Degradatio n
of concrete has low effect due to tensile stress of concrete - pressure loading history corresponds
to temperature loading history so there is high pressure at higher temperatures . Temperatur e
degradation of steel has no effect in the case 1 loading due to low temperature . In case 2, there i s
considerable effect on liner during hydrogen detonation but due to relatively short time period of
this loading there is no temperature degradation of rebar or tendons . Temperature degradation a t
final part of case 2 loading history could affect inner rebar row but the corresponding pressur e
loading is at the bearing capacity of the structure and likely there will be the structure failur e
before the temperature degradation could affect the rebar .

• beyond the direct influence of the temperature on degradation of material properties there ar e
additional effects, e .g . thermal spalling of concrete at higher heating rates or redistribution an d
decrease of thermal stress in concrete. Simulation of these effects is more complicated (in global
models) so it is difficult to include them directly into analysis . On the other hand, influence o f
thermal spalling of concrete can be decreased for example by applications of polypropylene fibre s
- higher temperature destroy the fibres and porosity of the concrete increases .

• the analysis results show that the temperature couldn't change the failure mode of the structur e
significantly and, especially for long term thermal loading, the pressure will be the critica l

loading . On the other hand, thermal loading with fast changes of inner temperature is the critica l
loading for liner.

Conclusion

Analysis performed during Phase II and Phase III of ISP48 showed the ability of actual analytica l
tools to simulate a behaviour of a such complex concrete structure as the PCCV is . Solving of the
same problem by a number of groups from several countries enabled to compare different approach
and ways how to analyze this problem. Acquired knowledge can be summarized into the followin g
points :

• actual analytical tools based on FEM enable to analyze the structure in very complex way
including a nonlinear behaviour. But this approach needs more detailed information about
material properties and corresponding material testing .

• the test results showed differences of ultimate failure stress/strain between the individual materia l
tests and the behaviour of the same material in the structure . For example, due to plastic capacit y
of liner, the tightness could be preserved till global failure but the results of real structure tes t
show that the tears of liner appear before the failure of structure . Similarly, the breaking of
tendons started at hoop strain approximately 1% although the tests of cables assign the breaking

at strain 3 .5%.
Comparison of analysis and test results shows that conservatively it is possible to use the yiel d

stress/strain of the material, i .e . conservatively it is possible to expect the liner tearing at the poin t
of reaching of the yield strain and expect the failure of the structure after reaching of the yiel d
strain in the first tendon .

• temperature effects weren't too considerable in analyzed load cases (except liner there was n o
temperature degradation of material) . Concerning material input data, the temperatur e
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degradation is in detail described by standards for design of buildings against fire and number o f
tests have been accomplished . Difference of the PCCV structures is in the more solid an d
compact structure and corresponding higher sensitivity of the structure to the fast temperature
changing. Changes of temperature are critical for design of liner . There is need to analyze th e
liner not only as part of global model but also in detail models .

• concurrent expansion of a computing technology and capabilities of analytical tools enable t o
analyze the structure not only in single deterministic step but also with considering of
uncertainties of the input data as a sensitivity or fully probabilistic analysis . Importance of thi s
type of analysis increases in case when the variability of parameters in time have to b e
considered. Typical example is determination of presstresing force after several decades - only for
creep of concrete, there are number of uncertainties (concrete strength, water/cement an d
aggregate/cement rations, humidity time history, temperature time history) .
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Figure 1 FEM model
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Figure 2 Prestressed tendon elements - hoop tendon s

Figure 3 Prestressed tendon elements - vertical tendon s
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Figure 4 Rebar elements - inner row

X -

Figure 5 Rebar elements - outer row
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Figure 17 Case 1 :Comparison of tendons strain and force (m/m or N, MPa )
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Figure 19 Case 1 :Comparison of liner strain at 135° (m/m, MPa )
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Figure 23 Case 2 :Total deformation at time 3600 min. - loading by pressure and
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Figure 24 Case 2 :Comparison of radial displacements at 135 degrees (mm, MPa )
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Figure 27 Case 2:Comparison of tendons strain and force (m/m or N, MPa )
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Figure 29 Case 2 :Comparison of liner strain at 135° (m/m, MPa )
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	 kNuclear Research Institute Reï.,	 Energoprojekt , Prague, Czech republic

ISP 48
CSNI Worksho p

POSTTEST ANALYSIS OF A 1 : 4
SCALE PCCV MODEL

Jan $tëpâ n

Page I

	 kNuclear Research Institute Rel,	 div . Energoprojekt, Prague, Czech republic

Basic characteristics and simplification s
• The model includes only concrete wall o f

cylindrical and dome part of structure, the wal l
was modeled by brick elements. The mode l
includes EH and AL openings including chang e
of wall thickness.

• Liner was modeled by plate elements connected
with inner surface of concrete elements .

• Rebar and prestressing tendons were modeled by
rod elements considering actual geometry around
openings . Prestressing tendons were modeled a s
bonded tendons. Prestressing force alon g
tendons was considered as uniform by mea n
value of measured force .

Page 2

	 Nuclear Research Institute Rei, 	 div. Energoproiekt , Prague, Czech republic	

FE model of containment structure

Page 3
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	 Nuclear Research Institute Rei,Mdiv. Enereoprojekt, Prague, Czech republic

Prestressed tendon elements

Page 4

	 kNuclear Research Instituteez,Md iv, Enereoprojekt, Prague, Czech republic

Rebar elements - inner and outer ro w

Page 5

	 kNuclear Research Institute flet	 div. Enereoprujekt , Prague, Czech republic 	

Modeling of non-linear materia l
• Concrete -Abaqus Concrete damage plasticity

model - in compression by Eurocode 2
(stress/strain diagram), in tension by tensil e
strength and fracture energy .

• Rebar, presstresing tendons and liner - Abaqu s
Iron plasticity model - material characteristic s
were sets according results of material test s
(stress/strain diagrams) .

• Failure criteria / ultimate strain = ?

Page 6
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	 kNuclearResearchInstituteRea,	 Energoproiekt , Prague . Czech republic

Section - hoop directio n

Page 7

	NuclearResearchInstituteRd,Mdiv . Energoprojekl.Prague,Czech republic

Analysis steps
• Starting state of analysis was unbroken structure .

Cracking due to shrinkage was modeled by
decreasing of modulus of elasticity along wit h
lower tensile strength of concrete .

• Analysis was performed in two steps. The first
step was application of prestressing and dea d
load. The sbcond step was application of interna l
overpressure and optionally temperature .

• Phase II (pressure only) - prestressing by
Abaqus/Standard, internal pressure b y
Abaqus/Explici t

• Phase III (pressure + temperature ) -
Abaqus/Standard

Page 8

	 Nuclear Research InstituteReï,mdiv. Energoproiekl ,Prague,Czech republic 	

Temperature degradatio n
• Concrete -boundary temperature is aprox . 100°C

but due to parallel pressure loading, the PCCV
structure acted mainly in tension and resistanc e
is driven by properties of tendons and rebars, the
degradation of concrete properties has low effect .

• Steel - there are interesting temperatures abov e
300°C

• Case 1 - temperature is under 300°C => there i s
no need to consider temperature degradation

• Case 2 - the temperature above 300°C is twice ,
effective impact only for line r

Page 9
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Case 1 loading
ISP 48, Phase 3, Case 1, Section 2
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Case 2 loading
ISP 48, Phase 3, Case 2, Sectio n
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Case 1 - deformation at 0 .6MPa
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Case 1 - Comparison of radial displ .
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Case 2 - Comparison of radial dis I .
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Case 1 - Comparison of tendon force s
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Case 2 - Comparison of tendon forces
Tendon V37 at .1.16
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Case 1 - Comparisonof liner strai n
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Case 2 - Comparison of liner strai n
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Milestones during overpressuration
Pressure

	

Event

0 .44 MPa

	

Beginning of cracking around EI H

0 .60 MPa

	

Beginning of cracking of cylinder in circumferential directio n

0.96 MPa

	

Continual horizontal cracks in cylinde r

1 .15 MPa

	

Yielding stress in line r

1 .25 MPa

	

Yielding stress in tendon s

1 .25-1 .30 MPa

	

Collapse of structure after breaking some tendon s

Page 20

	 J° Nuclear Research lnstilule Rez,mdiv .Energoprojekt , Prague, Czech republic

Summary of ISP 48
• actual analytical tools based on FEM enable to

analyze the structure in very complex way
including a nonlinear behaviour. But this
approach needs more detailed information abou t
material properties and corresponding materia l
testing .

• the test results showed differences of ultimat e
failure stress/strain between the individua l
material tests and the behaviour of the sam e
material in the structure .

• the temperature degradation is in detail describe d
by standards for design of buildings against fir e
and number of tests have been accomplished .
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	 kNuclear Research Institute Reï:,Mdiv.Energoproiekt, Prague, Czech republic 	

Summary of ISP 48
• the temperature didn't change the failure mode of

the structure significantly but changes o f
temperature are critical for design of liner . There
is need to analyze the liner not only as part o f
global model but also in detail models .

• concurrent expansion of a computing technology
and capabilities of analytical tools enable to
analyze the structure not only in single
deterministic step but also with considering of
uncertainties of the input data as a sensitivity o r
fully probabilistic analysis. Importance of thi s
type of analysis increases in case when th e
variability of parameters in time have to b e
considered .
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE FAILURE BEHAVIOR S

OF A PRESTRESSED CONCRETE CONTAINMENT BUILDING

Young-Sun Chounl) , Nam-So Cho2) , and Jeong-Moon Seo 3)

1) Integrated Safety Assessment Division, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea

2) Hyundai Institute of Construction Technology Development, Korea

3) Advanced Reactor Technology Development, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Korea

Abstract

This paper summarizes the containment wall panel tests for the evaluation of a nonlinear behavior of a

containment building and the estimation of the air flow rate through cracks under a severe acciden t

condition . Test specimens were designed to represent a wall segment of a prestressed concret e

containment building, and the test apparatus were set up to simulate the stress conditions of th e

segment. Panel tests investigate the followings ; a) the cracking behavior of a concrete containment

building, b) a constitutive model of the concrete used for the containment in the KSNP (Korea n

Standard Nuclear Plants), c) the effects of a liner on the cracking behavior of a containment wall, and

d) the air leakage characteristics through the cracks of a containment wall . Test results will be used for

the evaluation of the structural and functional integrity of containment buildings and the developmen t

of a nonlinear finite element software NUCAS (Nuclear Containment Analysis System) .
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Introduction

Many engineers and researchers have investigated the structural behavior of a reinforced o r

prestressed concrete containment building through an analytical or experimental study . Since the

structural nonlinear behaviors of concrete containment buildings are complicated, it is not easy to

make precise predictions of their structural behaviors with analytical methods . To overcome the

limitations of the analytical methods, therefore, experimental studies have been conducted since th e

1970s. The University of Alberta conducted containment wall segments tests [1,2,3] and EPR I

(Electric Power Research Institute) carried out half-thickness element tests [4,5] . Recently, SNL

(Sandia National Laboratories) performed RCCV (Reinforced Concrete Containment Vessel) and

PCCV (Prestressed Concrete Containment Vessel) model tests [6,7] .

In Korea, KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has conducted RC panel tests since

2001 [8,9] . Through the RC panel tests, the cracking behaviors of a concrete containment buildin g

were investigated, and a constitutive model of the concrete used for the containment in the KSN P

(Korean Standard Nuclear Plants) was developed . In addition, the effects of a liner on the cracking

behavior of a containment wall were evaluated and the air leakage characteristics through the cracks o f

a containment wall were examined . The results of the experimental study are introduced in this paper .

Cracking behavior of a containment buildin g

Uniaxial and biaxial tension tests for the reinforced concrete panels were conducted in order t o

investigate the crack patterns occurred in the wall of a prestressed concrete containment building du e

to the high pressure under a severe accident [10] .

Test specimen

Test specimen was designed to correspond to the midheight region of the containment wall ,

because the failure of the midheight region of the containment building is one of the major failur e

modes. Considering the loading capability of the actuator systems, a half-thickness panel model a s

shown in Figure 1 was used for the test. Tendon ducts were embedded in the specimen to consider th e

unbonded tendon .

While the design compressive strength of the concrete for the nuclear power plant containment i s
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40 MPa, strengths actually achieved are found to be around 60 MPa . Therefore, two compressiv e

strengths of the concrete were considered as the test variables . Six specimens were classified into tw o

groups according to the compressive strength of the concrete, and in each group, one specimen wa s

used in a uniaxial tension test and the other two specimens were used in the biaxial tension tests .

Figure 1 . Specimen for the crack test (unit :mm)
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Test setup

The target region in a whole containment structure corresponds to the midheight location of th e

containment wall, where the biaxial tension loads act at a ratio of 2 :1 in the hoop and meridiona l

directions . Therefore, the loading system was equipped to make it possible to simultaneously apply

loads in both directions, thus ensuring a target load ratio . The loading system consisted of thre e

hydraulic jacks of a 2,000 kN capacity for the hoop direction and three hydraulic jacks of a 1,000 kN

capacity for the meridional direction (Figure 2) .

The loading rate was 60 kN/min in the hoop direction and various measurement data was acquire d

from the loadcell, strain gage, and LVDT(linear variable differential transformer) at intervals of 5 se c

using an automatic data acquisition system .
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Figure 2. Layout of the test setup for the crack test
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Test results

Cracking behavio r

The first crack occurred at the center of the specimen in the meridional direction along the line

where a tendon duct had been embedded . This crack propagated into a through-crack such that it

dominated the behavior of the reinforced concrete panels . These results coincide with the anticipatio n

that cracks would occur at the region that has the largest loss of a cross section . Figure 3 shows the

typical crack patterns of the specimens, and Table 1 shows the cracking forces and stresses at an initial

crack. In Table 1, S40 and S60 indicate the compressive strengths of concrete 40 MPa and 60 MPa ,

and U and B indicate the uniaxial and biaxial tests, respectively .

Successive cracks occurred on the surface right above the meridional directional reinforcements .

For the most part, these cracks were detected above the farthest outside reinforcement and wer e

followed by an additional crack above the reinforcements 150 mm away from the center .

Stee l
Reactio n
Frame
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While most cracks took the form of a straight line in the uniaxial tests, the biaxial tests change d

their shapes into somewhat meandering formations due to the variation of the principal stress .

In a comparison for the compressive strength of concrete, the higher the compressive strength, th e

greater the number of cracks but the smaller the crack width .

Figure 3. Crack pattern after the uniaxial and biaxial tension tests

(a) U-S40

	

(b) B-S60

Table 1 . Load and stress at an initial crack occurrence

Results of material tests Load at initial crack Stress at initial crac k
Specimen

Lk"), MPa fspi2), MPa
j)

P~, kN P~(4) , kN (s)PS , kN L
(6)

, MPa (~)
fs , MPa

S40-U 41 .2 4.09 1480 1399 81 1 .88 193

S40-Bl 41 .9 2.87 1541 1451 90 1 .96 20 1

S40-B2 41 .9 2 .87 1598 1505 93 2.03 208

S60-U 61 .4 5 .00 1612 1520 92 2.05 21 1

S60-Bl 54.5 5 .00 1532 1446 86 1 .95 200

S60-B2 54.0 5 .00 1634 1542 92 2.08 214

(1) Lk : cylinder compressive strength of concrete
(2) fp : splitting tensile strength of concrete
(3) P : total external tensile force
(4) Pc : force sustained by concrete
(5) Ps : force sustained by reinforcement s
(6) f : stress of concrete
(7) f : stress of reinforcements
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Cracking loads and stresses

The cracking load was observed at the very point where the slope of the stress-strain curv e

abruptly changes . As shown in Table 1, the cracking load dose not show a distinctive differenc e

between specimen S40 and S60 . Taking into account that the concrete compressive strengths resultin g

from the material tests were less than 40 MPa, however, the specimen made of a higher strengt h

concrete could have shown a higher cracking load . In the case of a high-strength concrete, on the

whole, the cracking load was not really affected by the compressive strength of the concrete . In a

comparison with the split tensile strength of concrete, the stress of the concrete at the point of the firs t

crack occurrence did not reach 50% of the tensile strength of the concrete in either the uniaxial or

biaxial tests .

Constitutive model of concrete used in the KSN P

Uniaxial and biaxial tension tests for the three different reinforced concrete panels with differen t

reinforcement ratios were conducted for developing a constitutive model of the concrete used in th e

Korean Standard Nuclear Plants [11] .

Test specimen

Test variables were the reinforcement ratio and the applied load ratio in two directions . The

reinforcement ratio was chosen as 0.009, 0 .0135, and 0.0188, because the minimum reinforcement

ratio of the existing containment buildings in Korea is approximately 0 .008 . These values correspond

to a higher region within the range of the reinforcement ratios of the existing containment walls o f

nuclear power plants . The design strength of the concrete used in all the specimens was 40 MPa . Table

2 shows the design configuration of the test specimen according to the reinforcement ratio, where c

and db are the cover depth of the concrete and the diameter of the reinforcement, respectively . The

details of the specimen are shown in Figure 4 .

Three types of biaxial tension loads, 1 :1, 1 :0 .577, and 1 :0.268, were considered. These applied

load ratios are 45, 60, and 75 degrees, expressed by an angle in the first quadrant of the tension -

tension region, respectively.
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Table 2 . Specimen details according to reinforcement ratio

Reinforcement

ratio

Reinforcement

details

Specimen siz e

[mm]

Cover depth

[mm]
c/db

Reinforcement

spacing [mm]

R1 = 0 .0090 8-D29 1500x1500x380 80 2.8 300

R2 = 0.0135 8-D29 1000x1000x380 80 2.8 200

R3 = 0.0188 10-D29 900x900x380 80 2.8 150

Figure 4. Specimen configurations and dimensions (unit :mm)
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Test results

Tensile stress-strain curve of the concrete before a crackin g

Prior to an initial cracking, both the reinforcement and concrete behave elastically and the applie d

tensile force is transferred into each material according to its stiffness . When the externally applie d

load is P, tensile stressf in the concrete corresponding to the tensile strain q t is calculated as in Eq (1) ,

by using the force equilibrium . This relation is valid before the reinforcement yields .

f~ =

P
-PEser

Therefore, the tensile stress, corresponding to the tensile strain, follows Eq . (2) through all of th e

load steps until the first crack occurs, and this relationship can be drawn as a straight line in Figure 5 .

f~ = E~et

	

(2)

where EE is the modulus of the elasticity of the concrete and contemporarily a slope of that graph .

Table 3 summarizes the results of the tension tests, where U and B indicate the uniaxial and biaxia l

tests respectively ; fck is the cylindrical compressive strength of the concrete ; Pc ,- is the total forc e

applied to the panel member at the first cracking of the concrete ; q cr is the cracking strain of th e

concrete ; fcr is the cracking stress of the concrete .

In Figure 5 and Table 3, the average cracking strain of the concrete is 0 .000113, and Eq . (2) can be

normalized by dividing f and q t by fck and 0.000113, respectively. The following equation is for a

normalized tensile stress-strain relationship until a first crack occurrence .

f

fcr 0.00011 3

Tensile stress-strain curve of the concrete after a crackin g

Eq. (1) could be expanded to calculate the tensile stress f in the concrete even after a cracking .

Figure 6 and 7 show the average tensile stress-strain curves plotted with the strains measured by the

(1)

(3)
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Figure 5. Stress-strain relationship of the concrete prior to an initial crac k
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Table 3 . Test results for specimens with different reinforcement ratio s

Specimen fa [MPa] qcr fcr [MPa] E~ [MPa]

U-R 1-1 44.0 1064 0.000115 1 .98 17,228

B-R1-1 44.0 889 0.000098 1 .65 16,850

B-R1-2 48 .1 966 0.000077 1.86 24,102

B-R1-3 39 .1 1131 0.000107 2.14 19,979

U-R2-1 46.2 730 0.000128 1 .90 14,80 8

B-R2-1 36.6 560 0.000116 1 .40 12,052

B-R2-2 40.0 673 0.000120 1 .74 14,51 0

B-R2-3 39 .1 863 0.000123 2.33 18,942

U-R3-1 46 .2 783 0.000121 2.22 18,38 1

B-R3-1 43 .4 0.000329 1 .29* 3,917 *

B-R3-2 36.6 662 0.000126 1 .78 14,09 8

B-R3-3 39 .1 1111 0.000303 2.58* 8,510 *

B-R3-4** 39 .1 1111 0.000117 3 .40* 29,028*

* These data were excluded in results because they were proven to be outliers fro m

regression analysi s

** Supplementary specimen identical with B-R3- 1
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strain gages and LVDTs, respectively. As shown in Figure 6, the linearly fitted line (Eq . (4)) is almos t

the same as the average curve .

f

	

e - e_

	

ar

	

_

	

Et -0.00011 3

fir 1 0 .0001323- err, 1 0 .0001323-0 .00011 3

In Figure 7, a line of Eq . (4), an average curve and an exponentially fitted curve (Eq . (5)) are

compared .

(4)

	

cr \

c

	

) 0 4

e

	

0.00011 3_
fcr

	

\ et,

	

\

	

et

f = fcr (5 )

The above type of stress-strain relationship after a cracking was originally proposed by Tamai et al .

[12] and Belarbi and Hsu [13,14] verified its validity . Taking the above results into consideration, Eq .

(5), obtained from the LVDT measurements, reflects the global behavior of the cracked reinforce d

concrete member better than Eq . (4) obtained from the strain gages .

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the proposed model with previously proposed models . This graph

is a descending part of the tensile stress-strain curve after a cracking, and some models were modifie d

to start from zero on the x-axis . All of these models were obtained from an experimental study but

other models (except for this study and Belarbi's) were the results of uniaxial tension tests or shea r

tests with reinforced concrete panels . On the whole, the stresses resulting from the biaxial tension tests

are lower than those from the uniaxial tests and shear tests .

Figure 6. Average stress-strain relationship of the concret e
after a crack occurrence (using strain gage data )

1 .0
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Figure 8. Comparison of the proposed model with other model s
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Effects of a liner on the cracking behavior of a containment buildin g

The effects of a liner on the cracking behavior of a concrete containment building were evaluated

through the failure test of a wall segment with a liner under tension [9] . The effects of the behavior of

a liner on the stress-strain relationship of the concrete were investigated .

Test specimen

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the test specimen and test setup, respectively . Specimen wa s

Figure 7 . Average stress-strain relationship of the concrete
after a crack occurrence (using LVDT data )
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designed to be a reinforced concrete of 1,200 x 200 x 2,250 mm with a liner plate 6 mm thick . Vertical

stiffeners were welded onto the liner plate . Displacements were simultaneously imposed on both the

reinforcement and the liner plate by hydraulic actuators .

Figure 9 . Test specimen for liner
failure test

Figure 10 . Test setup for line r
failure test

Test results

The through-cracks were formed from the stiffeners welded onto the liner plate as shown in Figur e

11 . It was demonstrated that when the concrete was totally collapsed, the concrete was separated fro m

the reinforcements and the liner, but the liner did not reach a failure state .

Figure 11 . Crack pattern at failure state

Figure 12 shows the stress-strain relationship of the concrete . The stress-strain curve of the

concrete with the liner (legend `LRC' in figure 12) is slightly lower than that of the concrete without a
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liner (legend `RC' figure 12) . This means that the liner reduces the concrete tensile strength to sustai n

the tension forces . The result was based on the experimental observation that the liner locally acts wit h

neither the reinforcement nor the concrete, even though the tensile displacements were simultaneousl y

applied .

Figure 12 . Stress-strain relationship of concrete with line r
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Air leakage characteristics through the cracked concrete

To estimate the leak rate in the concrete containment during a severe accident, the air leakag e

characteristics through the cracked concrete were experimentally evaluated [9,15] .

Test specimen

The overall dimensions of a test specimen and the air chamber are shown in Figure 13 . The test

specimen represented the containment wall segment with a thickness of 1 .2 m and width of 0 .2 m. The

concrete had a nominal design strength of 40 MPa and the rebar had a yield strength of 400 MPa (S D

40) . Three rebars of D29 were embedded into the specimen for a reinforcement in one direction

spaced at 0 .45m center-to-center. Three steel plates with a dimension of 200 x 75 x 6 mm wer e

embedded into the specimen to simulate the stiffeners of the liner spaced at 0 .375 m center-to-center.

An air tight chamber mounted with gas inlet, outlet and pressure gages was manufactured . Contact
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surfaces on the specimen were sealed with rubber made of urethane to provide airproof conditions .

Nitrogen gas was used to impose the air pressure . Input pressure, output pressure and output flow rate

were measured with suitable instruments .

Figure 13 . Schematic layout of specimen and air chambe r

Test procedure

The test procedure was divided into two steps . During the first step, tension loads were impose d

through the reinforcements to make the cracks in test specimen by using hydraulic actuators in a

displacement control mode . At this step, the total crack width was measured with vernier callipers .

During the second step, by holding the constant displacement state, the air chamber blocks wer e

assembled with a test specimen, and then the air leakage tests were performed . At this step, input and

output pressures, and the flow rate at the outlet were measured .

Test results

Figure 14 shows the pressure-flow rate relationship according to the crack width . It was observed

that the wider the cracks, the larger the flow rate . It was also found that the flow rate was affected b y

the total crack width .
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Figure 14 . Pressure-flow rate curv e

The total flow rate Q2 through a wall having j cracks can be expressed as the sum of the flow s

through the individual cracks, as described in Eq . (6) [16] . In Eq . (6), 1 and 2 represent the condition s

at the beginning and end of a crack ; PI and P2 are the input and output pressure ; R and T are the gas

constant and the absolute temperature ; k, q and n are the wall roughness, the dynamic viscosity an d

the flow coefficient ; L, B and W are the crack length (= 1,200 mm), the extent of the crack (= 20 0

mm) and the crack width, respectively .
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Eq. (6) can be simplified as in Eq . (7), where P" = (P12 - P2) / L , modified pressure gradient ;

C = (k" /2)(,u/2) " (RT )" ' /EW,' , a constant ; m = 2-n ; and P2 Q2 /B , rate of the flow per unit extent

of the crack .

m

P"=C
P2Q2

B
(7 )

Eq. (7) implies a linear relationship between the modified pressure gradient, P" and the rate of th e

flow of the air per unit extent of the crack using a log-log scale, as in Eq . (8) .

log P" = log C + m log

Based on the experimental results, a graphical representation of the relationship is shown i n

(8)P2 Q2

B
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Figure 15 . This relationship could be utilized as a criterion for the leakage of a containment wall . The

slope of each regression line represents the exponent value of m from which the turbulent coefficient n

can be determined . Similarly, k can be calculated from the intersection point on the y-axis . These

results are listed in Table 4 .

W=0 .26m m
W=0 .49m m
W=1 .21 m m
W=1 .63mm

Figure 15 . Modified pressure gradient-flow rate
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Table 4. Flow coefficient and wall roughness according to the crack width

~W~ [mm] k n

0.26 30.926 1 .5080

0.49 65 .749 1 .5391

1 .21 187 .642 1 .5882

1 .63 210.220 1 .4457

Concluding Remarks

This paper introduces a brief summary of the experimental studies on the failure behaviors of a

prestressed concrete containment building which have been performed by KAERI . Many of the failure

behaviors of a containment building were investigated and verified through various tests . The test

results could be utilized to predict the behavior of a containment building and to develop a nonlinea r

finite element software NUCAS . For a future study, the failure behaviors at a wall-basement junctio n

of a prestressed concrete containment for moment and base shear will be conducted .
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li . Crack Behavior of Concrete Containmen t

- Model : Half-thickness of typical cylindrical wall sectio n

- Variables : Ccrpro_ .i.i

	

r

	

(40, 60 MPa )

- Methods : Uni-a : ai tension (1),

	

tension (3)

iz,-~,-<~„

Hoop 150 0

Test Setup

Loading Fram e

Test Specime n

Hydraulic Jack

Couple r

Load Cel l

Teflon Plate

Measurement Schemes

Fl sf ; Strain G _, ;q 48
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Crack Patterns

N

ono

-o 0

0 0

Cracking Forces & Stresse s

Results of material tests

	

Loa :l at initial crack

	

Stress at initial crac k

MPa MPa P."' kN P„' ° . kN f1, MPa fMPa

540-U 4 .09 1489 1399 81 1 .88 19 3

040 B 1 41 9 2 .87 154 1451 90 1 .96 20 1

540-P2 41 .9 2 .87 15138 I i,05 93 2 ,03 208

05

	

-I.1 614 1612 1520 92 2 i'5 21 1

060-B1 1532 1446 66 1 .95 201;

56o 112 54.0 5 00 1634 15.42 92 2 .08 214

Specime n

Average hoop stress-strain curve of rebar

S40 -B2

Average stress-strain curv e
of rebars in hoop directio n

n n ; Ir ;; Eu, : c ; Hr .rr, rrp In,rrrr

Stress-strain curve of rebars
in hoop direction (2" ;1 rebars )

- - - Hn_x
-Exp. bar
- Bara ba r

1,000

	

2 .000

	

3 .000

	

4,600

	

5,00 0

STRAIN . G9

INN
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Ill . Constitutive Model of Concrete
under Biaxial Tension

- Variables : Reinfoi-ceiii[xi.xilt cati, o
- Concrete strength : 40 MP a

- Methods : ~1c;i-axxial tension (1), [3i-axia l tension (3 )

------------- -

< I cinforcemcnr Ratio >

90 0

100 0

150 0

Analysis of Measured Stress & Strai n

Calculation of tensile stress from the measured force & strai n

r
=

	

p , E,e,

Prior to cracking : fitted in straight lin e

After cracking : fitted in exponential line (Tamai proposed )

Tensile Stress-Strain Relation Before Crackin g

The average strain of concrete is 0.00011 3

Normalized tensile stress-strain relationship :

0E

it
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Tensile Stress-Strain Relation Aftteli Crackin g

Normalized tensile stress-strain curve fitted in straight lin e

Normalized tensile stress-strain curve fitted in exponential lin e

„---- Im ncuin u
",
agtt annul

nU,r.,y0i Tanwla .ain s, . lrea,,mq

z' i'

	

23-O50 s
/n2nr,dr,run

Comparison with Other Models

This study's & Belarbi's model from biaxial tension teat s

Other model from uniaxial or shear test s

The stresses resulting from the biaxial tension tests are lawel tha n
those from the uniaxial and shear tests

Thin study

	

Bala . (1984)

	

---- H . (1988 )

	

- - Pani ai (1984)

	

---- Vannin (1982 )
	 Cervenka(19811

	

- --5nir1e 0 . 0
0 .000

	

0 601

	

0 002

	

., 000

Average Tensile Strain r ,, [mmlmml

a

IV. Liner Effects on Cracking Behavio r

- Model : Full-scale thickness of actual wall (1,20omin )

- Variables : Effects of lined or unlint~(,1 wall segmen t

- Methods : Jnl-axi~a( tension (5 )

®a,~l,,, 10)011 l),l

	

(I(ll,lrllll. -

r)
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Crack Pattern at Failure Stat e

Cracks were formed on the surfaces along the stiffeners welde d
onto the liner plate

Liner did not reach a failure state, despite of collapse of RC pane l

a .Irnn1L Ifn,rer AR cr,n llr fn ! a

Stress-Strain Relationship of Concrete with Line r

Stress-strain curve of concrete with liner is slightly

	

r than tha t
of concrete without liner .

The liner has a role to reduce the concrete tensile strength t o
sustain tension forces

Ru la,

Tam,
H

rtcown

Jam. I,rc -
,y n0.fi]1 0

. ,l .i,rl

V. Air Leakage Characteristics

- Model : Full-scale thickness of actual wall (12tî :)faun) without line r

- Variables : Crack aviillt of wall segment

- Methods : Uni-axial tension & nitrogen gas pressure (4 )

®n
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Test Procedure

Test procedure was divided into two step s

1 s1 step : impose the tension loads displacement-controlled b y
hydraulic actuators to make or widen the crack(s), and measure
the total crack width

2 rid step : holding the constant displacement state, assemble the ai r
chamber with specimen, and then perform air leakage tests, an d
measure pressure and flow rate through crack(s )

un e
0.0 -

500 510 520 030 540

Face kN

135

537 1

Farce fkN)

	

(9,5

5024

21

0 26

0 34

0 32

0 40

522 3

502 5

517 2

Mathematical Expression (Rizkalla, 1984)

Relationship of the total flow rate, pressures and crack s

Linear relationship between the modified pressure gradient an d
the flow rate of air in log-log scal e

where, L=1,200mm (wall thickness) B=200mrn

3 1 .5 5595 . 195 551 /3 . 25 .5559 111519 5 nc

Pressure-Flow Rate Relationship

The wider the cracks, the larger the flow rat e

Utilized as a criterion for the leakage of a containment wal l

flow coeff., m and wall roughness, k are determined from the test
results
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VI . Concluding Rema l

U A Variety of experimental works have been performed to
provide test-verified data for the prediction of the failur e
behaviors of containment by KAERI since 200 0

U Test results would be finally utilized to develop the NUCA S

q The failure behaviors at a wall-basement junction of a
prestressed concrete containment will be investigated
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A Summary of Complex Evaluation of the Status of Deliveries for the Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4

Juraj Nozdrovickÿ 1 )

Martin Moravéfk 2 )

Abstract :

The purpose of this article is to present the usability evaluation for buildings of, and non-built-in
deliveries for the unfinished Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4 and to assess their potential future use fo r
completion of the plant that was addressed within the project Complex Evaluation of the Status o f
Deliveries for the Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4 implemented in 2003 and 2004 .

At present, individual buildings and building structures of the Mochovce 3 and 4 are in various degree s
of completion . Majority of unfinished buildings and building structures was exposed to long-term weathe r
effects in most cases without final finishing of their internal and external parts .

Since the process of plant erection had been stopped, it was necessary to examine the status of alread y
erected buildings and building structures as well as of deliveries that have not been built in yet .

1. INTRODUCTION

The complex evaluation of the Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4 taken to possession of SE a .s . include s
results of assessments of quality, environmental influences and material ageing as well as results o f
displacement measurements performed in selected buildings .

Quality was evaluated taking into account the following aspects : quality of individual buildings an d
building structures, completeness of appendant technical documentation, requirements of curren t
legislation, comparison of the Mochovce 3 and 4 with a reference plant (Mochovce 1 and 2) and wit h
IAEA recommendations .

2. CONCEPT OF EVALUATION OF THE STATUS OF DELIVERIES FOR TH E
MOCHOVCE NPP 3 AND 4

Based on their future usability, buildings, building structures and deliveries have been divided into
three categories as follows :

USABLE ITEMS - items that can be used for the completion of the Mochovce NPP 3 and 4

i) Ing . Juraj Nozdrovickÿ,VUEZ, a.s ., Levice, Tovârenskâ 210, 935 28 Tlmace, e-mail : junoz@vuez .sk
2) doc . Ing. Martin Moravczk, PhD., SvF, ZU Zilina, KSKaM, Komenského 52, 010 26 2ilina, e-mail :
martin@ fstav .utc . sk
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CONDITIONALLY USABLE ITEMS - items which might be used for the completion of the
Mochovce NPP 3 and 4 if a certain requirement is fulfilled and its fulfilment is neither time consumin g
nor costly

NUN-USABLE ITEMS - items that cannot be used for the completion of the Mochovce NPP 3 and 4

Evaluation of individual buildings and building structures complies with the earlier documen t
Principles and Procedures of Complex Evaluation of the Status of Deliveries for the Mochovce NPP Unit s
3 and 4 .

EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF MATERIALS IN ERECTED PARTS OF BUILDINGS AND
NON-BUILT-IN DELIVERIES PLACED ON STORAGE SITE S

To evaluate the quality of buildings and building structures, visual inspections and measurements wer e
used.

Visual inspection s

Visual inspections are one of the most effective methods how to establish the actual status since effect s
of many degradation mechanisms become evident by visible signs or discontinuities on exposed concret e
surfaces .

Visual inspections focused on :

• Buildings and building structures (from foundations up to roofing )

• Non-built-in deliverie s

Primarily the quality of performed works was examined as well as potential related defects such a s
technological or static cracks, surface structure of concrete, concrete corrosion and potential signs o f
reinforcement corrosion .

Checks of parameter measurement

Measurements taken and criteria applied :

• Steel liner corrosion and thickness : Limiting value of liner damage was established to be 20% of
the nominal thickness of used sheets .

• Coat thickness : Integrity of coats applied to the liner to prevent corrosion was assessed by dr y
coat thickness measurements . Coat thickness was not allowed to be below 100 gm .

• Building structures were inspected to disclose cracks in already built-in structural components o r
non-built-in prefabricated components . The importance to reliable functioning of the concerne d
structural components was evaluated depending on the crack type :
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o technological cracks - surface cracks that arise as a result of concrete volume changes i n
the process of manufacture or erection ;

o cracks that arise by activation of microcracks on the surface extending as a result of
weather effects (water, frost, etc) ;

o static cracks that arise as a result of incidental overloading or improper handling o r
storage .

• Concrete alkalinity (pH value) and its effects on concrete carbonisation and corrosion rate: A
criterion used for evaluation of concrete carbonisation was the progress of carbonisation in cove r
concrete . Depending on component type, this value ranged from 2 mm to 30 mm .

• Compressive strength test of concrete by a non-destructive method : Design strength and actual
strength values of concrete were compared . To provide a sufficient number of values for statistical
evaluation, the method was applied to 5 characteristic spots on the given component (e .g . wall) . In
such a way, all the load-bearing structural components of buildings as well as non-built-in
prefabricated components were tested . A rebound hammer type N was used .

• Moisture content in concrete : Presence of moisture in concrete surface layers and its penetratio n
into concrete is another important prerequisite for increased risk of concrete carbonisation an d
reinforcement corrosion . In individual buildings, water effects on the structure surface wer e
inspected visually and experimental measurements of moisture by weight were performed o n
samples taken from individual concrete load-bearing components .

• Local leak tests : Underpressure leak tests of weld joints and overpressure leak tests of tes t
volumes were performed . Weld overlaps were considered to be leak-tight if, during an
overpressure test (150 kPa), pressure reduction was not observed for a period of 10 minutes .

Each part of a building was quantified by a separate index ; by their aggregation, a global paramete r
was obtained that represents the current information on the status of the evaluated building .

This parameter was used as in input to divide building structures and components into individual
categories (USABLE, CONDITIONALLY USABLE or NON-USABLE items) .

3. RESULTS OF IN SITU MEASUREMENTS IN THE MOCHOVCE NPP 3 AND 4

In the process of evaluation, the following amounts of buildings have been evaluated :

in 2003 - 38 buildings, and

in 2004 -17 buildings .

Based on parameters obtained for individual buildings evaluated using the aforementione d
methodology, it can be stated :
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1.

	

All the aboveground buildings are USEABLE or CONDITIONALLY USABLE .

2. Only several building structures (underground services with low level of completion an d
materials that do not meet current requirements for wear and lifetime compared to th e
reference plant) have been quantified as UNUSABLE .

3. Load-bearing metallic components and structures are in good technical status wher e
preservative treatment has been applied . This is the case of 95% of evaluated buildin g
structures . In the other cases, load-bearing steel components and structures are
conditionally usable provided that preservation treatment is applied soon .

4. Load-bearing concrete components and structures are in good technical status in al l
buildings where the degree of completion allowed to close the building . Conditionall y
usable (provided that intensive preservation treatment is applied) are building structures no t
protected against weather effects such as SO 580/1-04, SO 580/1-05, SO 580/1-06 (induce d
draught cooling towers), SO 581/1-05, 06, 07, 08 (natural circulation cooling towers), part s
of SO 401/1-02, SO 401/1-03 (piping ducts) that are unfinished and not covered wit h
embankment material . In buildings not protected against weather effects, concret e
degradation as a result of external environmental effects is obvious . In some places, the
prescribed thickness of cover concrete was not observed, lift joints were improperly
situated and as a result surface concrete disintegration has occurred which has bee n
contributed by water effects and rooted vegetation . Reinforcement in unfinished building s
has not been protected and exhibits signs of corrosion . In structural joints of some
buildings, disintegration of grouts has occurred as a result of environmental effects - crack s
can be observed and even the reinforcement has been exposed to corrosion .

5. Waterproofing systems in the lower parts of buildings (insulation against groun d
dampness) are completely usable where insulation has been protected against weathe r
effects . In some cases of buildings directly related to the main production building II, onl y
the horizontal insulation is usable . But even in these buildings, taking into account
increased moisture content in some locations, in addition to condensation also damage d
insulation is likely to occur. Since they have lost their function, these waterproofing
systems will need to be completely reconstructed or applied again .

6.

	

In principle, all locksmith structures used to anchor technological equipment are usable i f
early preservation treatment is applied .

7. Exterior walls are classified as usable and they are in an acceptable technical and functional
status . External surfaces of SO 584/1-04 were provided with protective coating and that i s
why they can be qualified as very good . Some of the panels of the main production
building external cladding show signs of mechanical damage (scaled edges and corners of
panels) . The other buildings were not provided with any protection of the external claddin g
from outside and repairs of local damages have been also missing which accelerates natura l
material degradation as a result of weather effects . From inside, the panels were not
protected with any surface finish and thus surface cracks have appeared .
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8. Majority of joints between the external cladding panels were not filled . In places where this
was performed, the joints were not finished in many cases and as a result of weather effect s
and time they continue to degrade . In case of siporex panels, joints of external walls ar e
usable if both the horizontal and vertical joints are completed .

9. Transparent structures, even if it is the case of simple glazing, are in most evaluate d
buildings quantified as usable since these are industrial buildings with excessive productio n
of technological heat .

10.

	

All erected lines of sanitary systems, active drains and fire water are quantified as usable .

11.

	

Electrical wiring provided in buildings is temporary and was designed for constructio n
purposes and as such it was not evaluated .

12.

	

Central heating distribution lines can be found in auxiliary buildings and they are in variou s
degrees of completion . They are basically usable if recoated .

13. Electric fire alarm devices for a part of buildings were delivered and have been stored a s
non-built-in deliveries in storage rooms . The electric fire alarm devices (made by TESLA
Liberec) were manufactured in the 70-ies and do not correspond to requirements imposed
upon modern systems (exact addressing, registration of the first announcement in time an d
space, potential co-operation of fire systems) ; in addition, they do not meet either th e
requirements that issue from safety improvement measures applied in the reference plant or
IAEA recommendations .

14. As to fire protection, it is necessary to stress the requirement for complex solution of th e
new fire protection system for individual buildings that issues from individual safet y
improvement measures developed based on IAEA recommendations. This applies to the
protection of cable distributions, penetration of individual pipelines through boundaries o f
fire compartments, automatically controlled fire dampers in pipelines etc .

15. Non-built-in deliveries : parts of some buildings were not completed ; deliveries that need to
be installed have been marked (date of manufacture, serial number etc) and placed i n
storage rooms or on external storage sites . Technical status of unprotected deliverie s
reflects the long-term weather effects .

Furthermore, the individual buildings were assessed from the following standpoints :

A. Completeness of appendant technical documentatio n

B. Requirements of current legislation and comparison with legislation valid at the time of delivery

C. Comparison of Mochovce 3 and 4 buildings with buildings of the same type in the reference plant ,
evaluation of safety improvement measures
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D. Impacts of IAEA recommendations on upgrading of VVER 440 reactor unit s

A. Completeness of appendant technical documentation

Completeness of the appendant technical documentation was checked by comparing it with similar
documentation for the Mochovce NPP 1 and 2 . As to its completeness, no substantial deficiencies wer e
disclosed for the part related to the already erected buildings .

B. Requirements of current legislation

All VVER NPPs were designed in accordance with Soviet (Russian) standards valid at the time of thei r
design .

Design and erection of plant buildings complied with provisions of Building Regulations 50/1976 and
CSN standards valid at that time . At present, the standards have been replaced by STN.

The assessed design documentation (electrical equipment) was elaborated in 1987-1988 and it does no t
meet current requirements of applicable legislative documents and standards . Prior to starting plan t
completion, it will be necessary to update the design and detailed design documentation in accordanc e
with legislation that will be valid at the time of plant completion.

When assessing the plant buildings from the standpoint of applicable legislation, no substantia l
deficiencies were disclosed for the parts related to already erected plant buildings .

C. Comparison with the reference plant

Comparison of Mochovce 3 and 4 buildings with buildings of identical type in the reference plan t
(Mochovce 1 and 2) was performed for each building and it was included in the complex evaluation of
plant buildings .

Compared to the reference plant, no deviations were disclosed that could be evaluated as non-
conforming. Proposed or performed changes in buildings of the reference plant are feasible and can b e
performed within the Mochovce NPP 3 and 4 completion, too .

Based on implemented changes issuing from safety improvement measures for buildings of th e
Mochovce NPP 1 and 2, it can be stated that they will not have any substantial impact on the completed
parts of Mochovce 3 and 4 buildings (except some changes mentioned in relevant protocols) . All th e
changes are feasible .

D. Impacts of IAEA recommendations on upgrading of VVER 440 reactor units

Impacts of IAEA recommendations on upgrading of VVER 440 reactor units were evaluated for eac h
building separately and the evaluation was included in the complex evaluation of individual plan t
buildings .
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No IAEA recommendations that could be considered as non-conformance if not fulfilled by the already
completed buildings was indicated . All changes that issue from safety improvement measures can b e
implemented during the Mochovce 3 and 4 completion .

4. CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION OF RESULTS

In total, 55 plant buildings were evaluated . Usable or conditionally usable are all above-ground
buildings and building structures . Only several building structures (underground services with low level o f
completion and materials that do not meet current requirements for wear and lifetime compared to th e
reference plant) were qualified as unusable .

From the complex evaluation of buildings, building structures and non-built-in deliveries it follows that
the unfinished buildings and building structures are in good technical status and can be used for th e
Mochovce 3 and 4 completion . Conditionally usable buildings and building structures have deficiencie s
whose elimination is not either technically or financially demanding . Non-usable items are some non -
built-in deliveries (electrical fire alarm devices, lifts, fire doors and some types of prefabricate d
components) which have been either damaged or are technically or morally obsolete and do not mee t
requirements of current STN standards . Non-usable deliveries form a negligible percentage of the whole
building part.

From the complex evaluation of the plant building part, it follows that all buildings are usable fo r
completion of the Mochovce NPP Units 3 and 4 .
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ĈSCA, NSCOL

FEA - ageing

For it to be possible to predict the future condition of a structur e
it is necessary to construct a PROFILE of that structure.

That means you have to know and understand the presen t
condition of the structure before you can predict the future .

All factors relating to geometry, detailing, condition and agein g
together describe the PROFILE of the structure .

SCA4SCOz

FEA - agein g
The PROFILE of the structure is then described by :

• The as-built compliance with desig n
- Geometry
- Positioning of rebars and tendon s
- Unknown defects during constructio n

• The condition and quality of concrete

• The ageing processes
- Creep, shrinkage and relaxation
- Strength gai n
- Deterioration (corrosion, ASR etc )

Defects are very imporant because they can by themeselves b e
critical, or they initiate and/or accelerate deterioratio n
processes .
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ASCONSCOL

FEA - agein g

To state the PROFILE of the structure we can use :

• Monitoring system s
- Delayed strai n
- Deformations

• Material testing ("destructive" methods)
- Drilled core s
- Moisture content in-situ

"INSPECTIONS"
• Non-destructuve testing method s

- Seismic method s
- Radar and x-ray (local studies only )

• Other testing
- Lift-off tests
- Leak-rate pressure tests

• Theoretical model s
- could or could not be implemented in FE analysi s

SCONSCOL-: (fo 7.207

FEA - ageing

There are several ways in which FEA can be utilized

• Identification of critical parts of the structure for further inspection s

• Up-dated FE analysis using input from inspection s

• Predictions of inspection response for a known condition at presen t
time

• Prediction of inspection response based on known condition and ho w
this will change in the future due to ageing processe s
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Containment

Containment wall

.111 Defect in structure

Seismic NDE

Seismic NDE resul t
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CSNI Workshop ISP 48

Topical discussion, Thursday, April 7, 2005, 9 .00

EVALUATION AND MODELING OF THE AGEING OF THE STRUCTURE OVER
ITS LIFETIME - HOW DOES FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS FIT IN AN AGEING

MANAGEMENT PROGRAM?

Discussion by panel member Peter Lenke i

The concrete ageing problem

At design only the theoretical ageing curve (the variation of the ageing process in time) i s
available, based on theoretical investigations and corrected by measurements with similar
structures .

To check in a given time the state of a concrete structure is simple by the help of th e
necessary number of NDT and some DT (if possible) tests .

But to estimate a future situationfor license renewal or for life time extension is more
complex. In case of existing structure this should be based on (desirable regular) previou s
investigations made during passed life time .

In addition one should take into account, that concrete is a non-homogeneous material, e .g .
different FE could have different performance (strength, deformability, ageing curve) .

One of the FEM problem is the non-linearity and diversity of the time-dependent rea l
processes like concrete ageing, creep of concrete, relaxation of prestressing devices .

The main problem is which average or which characteristic value should be accepted to mode l
these processes . A conservative simplification might lead to higher costs, mainly when
according to the analysis interventions are necessary for limit ageing or for strengthening th e
often non-accessible structures .

In our days it is generally advised that the easiest and cheapest solution is to choose one grade
higher concrete quality during design to increase durability and avoid ageing problems o f
concrete structures .

It should be mentioned that the use of decontaminatable paints on the concrete surface is als o
favorable from ageing point of view (preventing carbonization), but the state of the embedded
in concrete liners are hard to evaluate .
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ConstitutiveModels or A na ys/rig
severe Damage States

Numerical fracture mechanics characterisation becomes a n
important analysis objective

. Highly heterogeneous material, not easily amenabl e
to numerical characterisation .

. Behaviour in tension is vastly different from that i n
compression .

. bi-axial strength, stress-strain curves, fractur e
energy for analysis of various grades of concrete .

. The inclusion of reinforcing and pre-stressin g
elements in practical concrete structures furthe r
increases the level of complexity .

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

OECD 00
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Required Data

. Modelling of Plain Concret e
• The tensile strength and th e

compressive strength of concrete .
. Modelling of Reinforced Concrete
. Modelling of Prestressed Concrete

. Concrete Crackin g
• Discrete crack modellin g
• Smeared crack modellin g

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OEC D

Standard Material Tests

• Standard tests designed to ensure
quality and confirm minimu m
properties NOT for derivation o f
material parameters required for th e
constitutive model s

. Uniaxial tension/compressio n

. Biaxial tensio n

. Fracture energy

. Tension stiffening
CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Scale Effects
. Mass, dimension and tim e
. Friction cannot be scale d

CSNI I5P48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

. Desig n
• By rul e
• By analysis
• By test

. How to satisfy the regulatory bodies

. Modelling issues (Bolts, seals an d
connections )

. Validation & verification

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Lab Tests for esign
performance

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD \«
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Conclusions
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Suitability of current analytical tools/methods and required model(s) fidelity for realisti c
capacity estimates - Applicability of standard material test methods for derivation of materia l
constitutive models for large structures subjected to severe damage states . Scale effects between
material specimens and structures . Use of laboratory test results for design and performanc e
assessment.

Jan Stepan

1)Analytical tools and method s
Analytical tools, especially computing tools, are still under continuing evolution. Due to rapi d
development of computing capacity of computers it is possible to analyze large structures in ver y
complex way including nonlinear behavior . Computing capacity also enables to add new dimension b y
changing deterministic analyses to probabilistic ones . Despite this fact, the computing analyses are
only part of global analysis of structure and although represent simplification of real structure, thi s
simplification is the only one of the series of simplifications which have to be done and the n
considered in final evaluation of results . Next parts of structure analysis can be for exampl e
conversion of real structure to analysis model and evaluation of results and their back application on
real structure (exactly these parts of structure analysis are very often source of mistakes an d
differences in behavior of analysis models) . The comparison of ISP48 analyses results shows that, i f
the input data are same, the results of different analyses are comparable . But, due to lack or
uncertainties in knowledge of material failure limits, there are differences in the evaluation of analysi s
results .

2) Standard material test s
Currently used standard material tests are able to define material parameters needed for nonlinear
analyses of structures . Basic condition is to realize test in full range not only in limited scope
orientated at one parameter (in case of concrete it is e.g . pressure strength) . Disadvantage of material
tests is that it is necessary to have material samples taken from real structure for testing (in case o f
NPP under operation is often difficult to obtain material samples from real structure) and it is neede d
to have time and money to do tests . Specific problem is case of design of a new structure where the
structure exists only in a computer and there is no material to test . The solution could be to extend
existent standards with more complex material data - the requirements of probabilistic methods ar e
next reason for this extending .

3) Scale effects between material specimens and structure s
Scale effects exist and have to be considered . In case of containments I have experience with two
typical examples of scale effect . The first example represents material scale effect - due to cracking o f
real structure there are differences between tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of concrete i n
real structure and defined by tests at compact, non cracked, samples . The second example represents
change between behavior of single part of the structure and behavior the whole structure - failur e
capacity of prestressing tendon in containment is lower then sum of load bearing capacity o f
individual wires in tendon .

4) Use of laboratory test results for design and performance assessmen t
Laboratory material tests are basic data for analyses and there is no another possibility how obtain thi s
information . In case of more complex tests there are two possible ways of employing of the tes t
results . The first way is to use the test results directly for design of real structure (with considering o f
the test simplifications) . This is typical in case of very complex problems when the test is easier an d
more demonstrative then analyses . The second way is to use the test results for validation o r
verification of design methods and analysis tools . Considering the costingness of the complex tests i t
is advisable to collect and save maximum possible amount of the test result data which enables late r
reusing or reevaluation of the test results e .g . by using of better analysis tools .
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ASCONSCOL

Suitability of current analytical tools . . . (WS 2)
n In my opinion, if put in the amount of effort needed, we ca n
carry out high quality numerical simulations of reactor
containments to predict the reponse of the structure .
nFor containments with steel liner, one major issue is how to
state acceptance critera for leakage, i .e. liner tearing .
nFor containments without liner, i .e. the concrete itself
contitutes the major leak-tightness barrier, the acceptanc e
criteria due to leakage is even more difficult to state . I n
addition, an advance of constitutive models for concrete may b e
needed.
nIt may also be so that material testing methods have to b e
improved to supply us with more realistic/relevant input data t o
our analysis .
nWe advocate the analysis methodology to use a FE 3D-mode l
to be able to capture the structural response of a reacto r
containment. Coupled to this model, sub-models in critical area s
can be used to study the stress/strain state in more detail to b e
able to estimate the leak-tightness capacity of the containment .
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Topical Discussions (A)
"Application of damage or functional performance criteria, e .g .

leakage, to numerical simulations . Consensus on surrogate
performancelfailure criteria, e .g . strain, for statutor y

performance criteria . Model dependency of surrogate failur e
criteria . "

Moderator: Mike Hessheimer; SNL .
Panel Members :

Jeong Moon Sec, K AER!, RO K
Hans Grebner, GRS, GER

Jean-Mathieu Rambach, IRSN, FR

Lion, France - April 6-7, 200 5
Hosted by Electricite de France (EdF)

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD i(O

Moderators Comments
. Functional performance criteria are defined i n

terms of leakage or leak rates .

• Design approach is to prevent leakage by limitin g
stresses and then tests are conducted to verify
integrity of containment .

. (Conventional) Structural analysis model s
compute displacements, strains, stresses, etc .

. There is no clear link between structural respons e
and functional performance variables .

• Experimental results may provide some insight s
into correlation between structural and functiona l
respons e

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Pressure
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Pressure
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Pressure
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Pressure
CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

OEC D

Moderator's Comments
. Are current analytical methods/results an d

test results adequate to develop a
'continuous' containment performance
model ?

. How can we illustrate the demand (e .g .
pressurization rate') for comparison wit h

the performance model and can w e
determine an equilibrium condition ?

. What research/analyses/experiments ar e
required to fill the gaps in our knowledge ?
• Can we relate strains or displacements to lea k

rates ?

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Panel Members Comments
. Jeong Moon Seo, KAERI, RO K

. Hans Grebner, GRS, GE R

. Jean-Mathieu Rambach, IRSN, F R

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Relationship of performance criteri a
(leakage) with structural respons e

• We got lots of valuable insights through the ISP 48, both the
actual behavior of a PCCV and the ability of the numerical analysi s

s Deriving relationship between performance criteria and structura l
response is desirable, however we need more works ;

V to proportion leakage to each component (containment shell ,
bellows, E/H seal, Airlock seal) . For conservatism, we may
assume that all component except containment shell ar e
leaktight .

• compilation of both test and analysis results are necessary.
analysis results presented by IRSN on E/H seal is a good
example .

V to quantify the liner plate tearing in the containment shel l

• liner plate tearing occurs locally and depends much on th e
design detail and as-built condition (weld defects ,
geometric imperfection) . Effect of these factors needs
further study (test and analysis) .

• ISP 48 tests showed that liner plate tearing mostly occurre d
at the field welds where the liner thickness (before repair)
was reduced to -25% or more .

• to utilize the ISP 48 test results, it may be worth defining th e
tensile membrane stain of 0 .2 % (0 .3%) as the threshold of
the local liner tearing as SNL and IRSN suggested .

• ISP 48 analysis results showed good global containmen t
behavior, however, it gave poor results on the location and
extent of the liner tearing . it may be worth analyzing the
local behavior of liner using detailed finite element mode l
whether it give similar results to the test on e
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V to quantify the concrete cracking as a function of tensile stres s
or strain in the containment shel l

• cylindrical wall section is subjected to biaxial loads and
the reinforcement ratio is the main parameter. Effects o f
these factors need further study (test and analysis)

example of KAEHfs panel tests :
- 1st through thickness tensile concrete crack occurs a t

strain of approximately 0 .009%
-liner or rebar yields at strain of 0 .2%

• ISP 48 tests showed that cracks occurred at 1 .5 --- 2 .0 Pd
and visible concrete cracks occurred near the E/ H

• ISP 48 analysis : wide spread results in the location an d
pressure of 1 st concrete crac k

3 to quantify the leakage through concrete cracks
• needs further studies (test and analysis) on the variables .

analytical models, etc .

example of KAEHfs panel tests:
-relationship between loads and sum of crack width s
-relationship between load (or concrete strain) and leakage rat e

▪ ISP 48 test results need to be re-analyzed when th e
abovementioned relationships are available .

• Compilation of existing test and analysis data maybe worth .
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Contribution to topical discussion on ,,Application of damage or functional performanc e

criteria . . ."

Hans Grebner, GRS, Cologne, Germany

Two comments were added to the contribution of M . Hessheimer concerning the use of failure

criteria as well as the inclusion of leakage considerations to numerical simulations .

Failure criteria :

From a viewpoint as user of the finite element calculation method it would be desirable to star t

the definition of failure criteria with measured material data .

n Using measured stress-strain curves, the strain value at uniform elongation might be use d

as basis for the deduction of a failure strain value .

The value of the strain at uniform elongation can be decreased by the use of knock-down

factors e .g . for

- the stress triaxiality

- the material (for instance weldments instead of base material )

- the analysis accuracy

- the neglection of geometric details .

An application of these factors to assess the liner tearing was given for instance in the NUREG -

report NUREG/CR-6678, appendix C of the pretest round robin analysis of the PCCV model .

Leakage :

P:\MyFiles\Word\Eric\ISP48 Proceeding\GRS-contribution-to-panel.doc
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Beside the analytical effort to demonstrate the load carrying capacity of containment structure s

the demonstration of leak tightness is safety relevant . To consider the influence of leakage

numerical simulations of the crack formation in concrete structures and the liner, th e

determination of crack opening due to accident conditions and the calculation of leak rates wit h

consideration of the roughness of the crack faces are necessary .

This is a complex interdisciplinary task, in which an iterative procedure with alternatin g

structural mechanic and thermal hydraulic calculations might be used, and needs adequate effor t

in development and validation of analytical methods .

For an application in the field of a leaking steel component such an iterative procedure has been

studied by GRS for the case of a postulated surge line through wall crack in the coolant loop of

a PWR (e .g . in Nuclear Engineering and Design 205 (2001) 219-225) .
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Leak vs. Catastrophic rupture :
consequences and design

implications

•Moderator : J. Rashid (ANATECH, USA)
• Panel Members :

-J. Gustavsson (Ringhals AB, SWD) ,
-J. Curley* (NNC, Ltd, UK) ,
-P. Varpasuo (Fortum NS, FIN)

April 0-1, 2UUD Ut l ll!l ~Nl Worksho p
Lyon

Panel Members :
J . Gustavsson (Ringhal s
AB, SWD) ,
J . Curley* (NNC, Ltd,
UK) ,
P . Varpasuo (Fortum
NS i FIN -~.. .

Lick i g Theory dard Practic e

April 6-7, 2005

	

OECD/CSNI Workshop
Lyon

ANATE C H

I.àrkitg 1Yemy ad Practice
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Panel Should Attempt to Answer Following Question s

L Considering current plant safety systems and Post -
TMI severe accident studies, is catastrophic rupture a
high probability event ?

2. If yes, should an engineered LBCR system b e
imposed on containment design?, o r

3. Can we rely on the containment's passive features fo r
LBCR as an alternative ?

4. How do we apply lessons learned from ¼ -scale
model test (and other containment research
programs) to answer above questions ?

April 6-7, 2005

	

OECD/CSNI Worksho p
Lyon

ANATECH
==Ite.1111.11111 Mine

I.frkiig Tiototy aid Radice

Historical Perspective (Pre & Post-TMI)

• Severe Accident Study WASH-1400 ,
c .1975
- Simplistic Modeling of "Failure" Mode s
- Defined Containment Performance in term s

of Success or Failure to Isolate, with LR a s
Metric
• Design Leak Rate (LR) = 0 .1 v/o /day
• Containment Isolation Success LR -. lv/o /day
• Containment Isolation Failure LR - 1000 v/o

/day
April 6-7, 2005

	

OECDICSNI Workshop

	

ANATEÇH_ .a
4

Lyon

	

Lira iig 1Yea¢y aid Practice
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Historical Perspective (Pre/Post-TMI)
(Continued)

• Severe Accident Study WASH-1400, c .197 5
- A LR of 200 v/o /day Precludes Containment

Failure (Catastrophic Rupture)
• Equivalent to a 10 cm - Diameter Hole

- Assumes Vessel Breach and Unlimited Wate r
Supply

• NUREG-1150 Updates Accident Sequence s
and Addresses Accident Management
- Virtually Precludes Vessel Failure by Maintaining

Water in the Vessel

April 6-7, 2005

	

OECDICSNI Worksho p
Lyon
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Lffkilg Theory and Practic e

Containment Research Motivated by TMI

• Experimental and Analytical Research by NRC ,
EPRI, NUPEC and Others in Containment
Behavior In the Decade Following TMI

- NRC/Sandia - 1/6th Scale RC Model

- EPRI - Structural Elements Tests at CT L
• Liner-Concrete Interaction

- Extensive Modeling Work Sponsored b y
EPRI
• Led to the Development of Leakage Criteri a

April 6-7, 2005

	

OECDICSNI Workshop
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Lessons Learned from 1/4 th Scale Model

• Leak Rate = 300v/o /day at 2 .5 Design Pressure
• May have been pre-mature due to liner repair?

• But would have been inevitable at < 3xDesign ?

• This would Equilibrate Accident Pressurization Rat e

• Unexpectedly Violent Catastrophic Rupture
Mode

• Highly Successful Engineered Failure Mode

• Water Flashed to Sub-cooled Steam, Enhancing Air -
pocket Pressure, Delaying Depressurization and Forming a
Water Slug

April 6-7, 2005

	

OECD/CSNI Workshop
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Design & Operational Implications

• Engineered LBCR System s
- Vents require operator actions - Not desirable
- Rupture discs require pre-set pressure trigger

n Too high could activate pre-mature leakage or CR
n Too low could cause premature release

- Both are subject to aging, requiring monitoring an d
periodic testing

- Both pose source term issues : rate & concentratio n

• Passive LBCR
- Must be Predictable with high degree of certaint y
- Different margins against CR for Pre-stressed an d

reinforced containment s

April 6-7, 2005
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Leak versus Catastrophic Rupture

Consequences and Design Implications

Contribution by

Panelist J . A. Curley, NNC Ltd

Introduction

• As structural engineers there is no debate . We strive to achieve public safety an d
the best option is leak before rupture .

• Whether we have leak before rupture is not an engineering issue . We need to
raise public awareness of the implications and consequences of striving to desig n
against rupture .

Current Designs

• Leak before rupture is obtained by default and is caused by strain concentratio n
features in the steel liner design and fabrication . There is no engineered contro l
to limit pressure for containments . Thus, there is the possibility of containments
of the same design rupturing at different pressures because of fabrication issues .

• Thermal effects : ISP analyses reported margins between liner rupture and
catastrophic failure of the containment are either reduced or remain unchanged .
No analysis reported an increase in margin . With the current design approach
there is no guarantee that as the margins reduce for the range of faults possible i n
a reactor containment that leakage will remain the initial failure mode .

Analysis of Containment s

• The major influences on results are the assumptions in modelling . Participants i n
the PCCV Round Robin and the ISP have used the same material properties an d
loads, however large differences are seen in the results obtained . The elastic and
early non-linear response is well predicted, but divergence is seen betwee n
analysis and test results leading up to containment collapse .

• For confidence in predicting structural response, there is a need to maintain th e
vessel in an elastic/linear state .

Design Implications

• The functional performance of the containment has to be maintained . The
dominant loading in causing containment failure is pressure . Therefore, the
maximum achievable pressure should be a design consideration . Hence an
engineered pressure controlling system is recommended as the best option .

• Additionally, designing against discontinuities in stiffness for the axisymmetri c
containment should be considered to alleviate strain concentrations in the stee l
liner .
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"Leak vs . Catastrophic rupture :
consequences and desig n

® plie tiens . "
Moderator : Y. Rashid, ANATECH, USA

• Panel Members :

James Curley, NNC, U K

Jan Gustavsson, Ringhals, SW E

Pentti Varpasuo, Fortum, FI N

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agenc y

Comments by P. Varpasuo
Implications and consequences of the rapid breac h

of the containment shell immediately after firs t
lea k

u This is definitely a very undesirable property i n
containment behavio r

o The fact that containment as a structure behave s
in brittle manner (progressive rapid rupture afte r
the break of first tendon) inspite of the ductil e
behavior of individual tendons casts seriou s
doubts about the validity of current desig n
assumption s

o This situation calls for corrective measures o r
changes in design assumption and concepts

C:SNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR

1

OECD 00
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Comments by P. Varpasuo
. Measures to enhance leak before breac h

capability
• Grouting of tendons has a potential to redistribut e

internal forces in containment after the break of firs t
tendo n

• The meaningfulness of the pre-stressing should b e
evaluated once again in the light of moder n
developments in containment concepts ( doubl e
concrete containments, very heavy outer containments
(that could also be lined) because of aircraft crash )

• More emphasis should be devoted to real tim e
monitoring of tendon strains in all phases of plant lif e
and along the whole length of tendons (not only i n
anchoring points )

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Topical Discussions (G)
Integration of best estimate containment

capacity/behavior in PRA models and quantifie ;
of uncertainty . "

Moderator: Syed

	

NRC, USA
Parcel Members :

Syed Basha . NNC, UK
Nam Ho Lee, KOPEC, RO K

Laron, France - April 4

	

2005
Hosted by Electricite de France (EdF)

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Moderators Comments
• Plant-specific containment capacity estimates are

required for Level 2 PRAs .

. Utilities have performed containment strengt h
analyses to determine the probability of failure a s
a function of internal pressure and temperature
for critical failure modes of the containment a s
part of the IPEs .

. There is also a need to determine the variabilit y
in the probability of failure and size of the lea k
for the various failure modes .

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Moderators Comments
. Capacities are usually reported as probabilisti c

quantities in terms of median failure pressure
and their associated variabilities .

• NUREG-1150 estimated containment capacities of
five plants .

• NUREG-1150 containment capacities made
extensive use of expert judgment to interpre t
and supplement the limited data available .

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour Pénergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD i«

Moderators Comments
. Containment failure can be characterized usin g

four parameters :
1. Likelihood of failure as a function o f

containment failure
2. Failure size
3. Location of failure
4 Timing of failure

.

	

Failure modes are characterized as :
Leakage
Rupture
Catastrophic failur e

CSNI I5P48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR 4
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Moderators Comments
Sources of uncertainty :

Likelihood of containment failure
Failure size
Location of Failure
Timing of failure
Functional failure mode (leakage, rupture ,
catastrophic )
Structural failure mode :

rebar and tendon failure criteri a
liner failure criteri a
steel containment failure criteri a

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR
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Moderators Comments
. Areas of future research :

. Develop confirmatory data and analyses o n
the structural capacity and failure modes for a
variety of containment designs .

.

	

Revise regulatory guidance for containmen t
designs to incorporate risk informed approac h
instead of deterministic approach for design .

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR h
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Moderators Comments
. Support development/revision of ASME Cod e
for new generation of reactors that will provid e
design rules based on risk informed an d
technology neutral principles .
. Identify containment performance based o n
leak rates versus pressure rather than structura l
collapse/failure .
. Develop a consistent basis for containmen t
capacity estimates reported in IPE`s of existin g
power plants .

CSNI I5P48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR 7
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Moderators Comments
. Address the performance of concret e
structures exposed to high temperatures . This
information will be necessary for evaluating th e
design of new generation of reactors .

6CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Panel Members Comments:

• Syed Basha, NNC, U K

• Mikael Poisson, Scanscot, SWE

• Nam Ho Lee, KOPEC, RO K

CSNI I5P48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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OECD Workshop
Topical Discussions

Syed M Bash a

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

Mumbai, Indi a

1. Upper bound - 95% Confidence

2. Best Estimate - 95% Confidence

3. Lower bound estimate - 95 °lo Confidence

No guidance/criteria was SE T

Engineering Integrity and Performance

	

„
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• Lower bound - Elastic - perfectly plastic materia l
behaviour

• Best estimate- Strain hardening material data
supplied

• Upper bound - Increase in prestressing wit h
containment dilatio n

6 cases analysed to account for liner materia l
property variatio n

• The COV was very smal l

Engineering Integrity and Performance
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• 1 :4 scaled UNLINED prestressed concret e

containment model test

• Failure locatio n

• Failure mode

• Leak size

• Planned for 2009
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CSNI Workshop - International Standard Problem 4 8

Integration of best estimate containment capacity/behavior i n
PRA models and quantification of uncertaint y

(April 6-7, 2005 )

Panel member : Nam Ho Lee, KOPEC, RO K

KOPEC

	

g:1i z hr

Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc

n PRA approach determines :

n The median internal pressure at which failure of the containmen t
will occur

n The associated variability from which the conditional probabilit y
of failure for a given level of internal pressure can be estimate d

n Identification of failure mode s

n The failure modes may be associated with the structure itself, a s
in the case of wall failure due to membrane stresses,
or with non-structure elements such as major wall penetration s

n A careful identification of potential failure modes is necessary t o
assure that modes governing the risk of radioactive release are
properly included in the evaluatio n

n Required a detailed review of the information on the containment
structure, including structural drawings, material test data,
containment penetration details, the results of previous
containment performance studies, and the available test result s

KOPEC n zswt

	

2
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n Development of containment fragilitie s

n To assist in defining the risk associated with any of the
postulated overpressure scenarios, compute the fragilities fo r
the postulated containment failure modes, along with thei r
estimated leak areas

n A simplified fragility model formulated as the product of th e
median internal capacity at failure and a random variabl e
representing uncertainty in the median pressure capacity can be
used

n Simplified fragility mode l

n The distribution of containment pressure capacity can be define d
in terms of only two quantities:

n The median internal pressure capacity : derived from existin g
analyses, engineering judgement, or additional limit state analyse s

n The lognormal standard deviation associated with uncertainty

n Estimate the median centered capacitie s

KOPEC m Nina r

	

- 3

n Variability in Material Properties

n The median material properties and variabilities of the following s

will be used together with stress-strain relations .

• Concrete Compressive Strengt h

n Reinforcing Steel bars

• Effects of Mechanical Splices

n Prestressing Tendon Strength

n The uncertainties associated with the factor are results o f
variabilities in the material properties of rebar, concrete, liner an d
prestressing tendon

J~r9lT

	

- 4 -
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD «•

Topical Discussions (l)
"Research needs for advanced and next

generation plants, e .g . long term high temperature
behavior, confinement (leakage/venting) vs .

containment"

Moderator: Medhat Elgohary, AECL, CA N
Panel Members :

Nyaradi Csaba, NPP Paks, HUN
Takanori Ogata, Obayashi, JPN

Lyon, France - April 6-7, 2005
Hosted by Electricite de France (Ed F )

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD

Moderators Comments
. Containment research efforts from '70's to date :

• What were the initial motivations, objectives ?
• What was done ?
• What have we learned ?
• How are results of multi-year, multi-$ programs bein g

used ?
• Needs for integration of containment research into risk -

based analysis and regulation ?
• Review of basis for plant capacity estimates (IPEs) an d

minimum standards for estimates ?
• Failure/performance criteria ; lessons to be applied to

new plant designs (near term LWRs) ?

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD ((•

Moderators Comments
• Regulatory support and design codes for :

• Existing fleet of NPP's
• Advanced LWRs (EPR, IRIS, . . .
• Non-LWR plants
• Next Generation (ITER, IRIS, GenIV, . . .

• Maintenance/Inspection/License Extensio n
• Performance or Risk Informed codes vs .

Compliance-based code s

CSNI I5P40 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD

Moderators Comments
. Evolving demand on `containment '

function
• Do we need containments ?
• Terrorist threats

• Confinement vs . Containmen t
• Definition of confinemen t
• Ventin g

• Long-term thermal loading
• High temperature materials behavio r
• Damage state predictions for beyon d

design basis event s
CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agenc y

Panel Members Comments

OECD (*

CSNI ISP48 WORKSHOP on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD g.

Panel Members Comments

New Theme Introduction in JAPA N

Three Dimensional Seismic Isolation for F R

Presented by T . OGATA (Obayashi Corp ., JPN)

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, FR 1

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

OECD go

Pane/ Members Comments

. Why is 3D Isolation system need ?
• To enhance Safety and Reliability durin g

Earthquakes
• To reduce FRS (vertical) around 10Hz to

be less than 1 G
• To prevent uplift of fuel assemblies an d

buckling of reactor vesse l

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

Pane/ Members Comments

3D Device	 	 12D Device

Common Deck

Vertical Device
CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour i'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

FRS at RV Support Point in vertical Directio n

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

	 Vfv200hv02
	 Vfv030hv2 0
- - - - Vfv015hv2 0

- - - Vf v010hv2 0
	 Vfv007hv2 0
	 Vfv005hv20
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Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agenc y

Structural Concept of Vertical Isolation Devic e
1 .

5 Stacking in parallel an d
14 Stacking in Series ,
Maximum Stroke: 400mm ,
Capacity : 3MN

Damping Force 150kN x 3units ,
Maximum Stroke : +/-150mm

CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R

Agence pour l'énergie nucléaire
Nuclear Energy Agency

Coned disk spring

	

Steel dampe r

Loading tests in actual scale

Loading tests for assembly device in a half scale
CSNI Workshop on Containment Capacity, April 6-7, 2005 - Lyon, F R
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